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In NewarkArchdiocese
Mission Donations Rose
$84,944 During 1962
NEWARK - A total of $l-
- was contributed to
the missions in 1962, by Cath-
olics of the Archdiocese of
Newark It was revealed in the
38th annual report of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, released by Auxil-
iary Bishop Stanton.
This was a rise of $81,944 18
during a year in which pay-
ments were being made on
the pledges of over $3O mil-
lion to the Archdiocesan De-
velopment Campaign.
OF THE TOTAL, $590,267 52
was contributed to the Gener-
al Fund for Home and For-
eign Missions and $802,882.02
to the Special Fund. Largest
item in the latter was $238,000
in conditional gifts, anew
category which, according to
Bishop Stanton. differs
only technically from annui-
ties.
In both eases, people en-
trust funds to the society for
the balance of their lifetime.
during which they receive s
regular fixed income based on
their age. At death, the
money reverts to the society
for its use.
OF TIIE MONEY con-
tributed, almost $1 million
went to the Holy Father's
four missionary societies. The
rest was forwarded to in-
dividual missionaries or or-
ders designated by the donor,
or was sent to missionaries in
the form of Mass stipends.
Bishop Stanton paid tribute
to the priests and teachers of
the archdiocese who appealed
for sacrifices to help the mis-
sions.
He quoted the final words of
Pope John XXUI, "That they
may be one” and said “may
we not say that all were co-
operating with Our Lord who
prayed ‘that all may be one.
even as Thou. Father, in Me
and I in Thee; that they also
may be one in Us, that the
world msy believe that Thou
has sent Me.’ '*
ST. JOSEPU'S of West New
York led the list of banner
parishes with total member-
ship dues of $5,069.01 and was
also first in ordinary (individ-
ual) memberships with $4.-
284.26. Our Lady of Sorrows
of South Orange was second
in membership dues with $4,-
471.75 and Queen of Peace of
North Arlington third with
$4,167.70. There were 68 par-
ishes on the banner roll with
contributions of $1,400 and
over, compared to 75 a year
ago.
Our Lady of the Lake.
Verona, again led in special
(family) memberships with
$1.86650, followed by St.
Aedan’s with $1,114 and Our
Lady of Sorrows with $1,031.
St. Aedan's led in perpetual
membership duet with $760
contributed in this category.
See Table, Pag* 12
‘ Authoritative'Article
Osservatore Sees Vietnam
Dispute as Not Religious
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
The conflict between Budd-
hists and the South Vietnam
government is political and
not religious, according to an
editorial coming from an of-
ficial source and appearing in
L'Osservatore Romano.
The editorial added that the
Vietnamese Bishops are work-
in* tor peace and Juatlre with
the haddac o t Pope Pant VI
The editorial was presented
as “authoritative,*' which
means it oridaatwi in aomt
official source, normally the
Papal Secretariat ot state.
THE EDITORIAL cited
Buddhist sources themselves
as saying that the conflict is
not religious in nature, and
quoted Archbishop Paul
Nguyen van Binh of Saigon in
giving the Church's official
position.
At the same time it disa-
vowed any relation between
the Church and the policies of
the South Vietnamese govern-
ment of President Ngo Dinh
Diem, a Catholic. The edi-
torial also took exception to
newspapers specifically
naming the New York Times
which described the South
Vietnam government as a
"Catholic government."
“Any objective judgment of
tbe conflict must take its
point of departure in the fact
that K is political and not re-
ligious io nature.” the edi-
torial stated. "Whatever one
might think about tbe con-
duct of the Diem government,
the discussion must be one of
political responsibility "
tnrhance is to compromise the
unity of the nation at a time
when tbe nation to seriously
threatened by communism. It
then said Um truth is that it
Is not “a conflict between
Catholics and Buddhists nor
between tbe Church and Budd-
hism, as hat been emphasised
by the most interested par-
ties. the Buddhists them-
selves."
THE EDITORIAL stated
the position of the Church in
terms that seemed to make
it an official declaration of
policy.
“The action and teaching of
the Church in Vietnam are
unequivocal, as is the line of
conduct to be followed in the
present conflict.” the editorial
stated. "The Catholic Church
is for the just religious liber-
ty of all. for the equality of
the rights of every citizen It
has and does take a moderat-
ing and independent position
which it accompanies with
the repeated and clear de-
fense of the principles of the
lawful natural rights not only
of Catholics but of non-Catho-
lics. The Church deplores and
condemns every excess, every
violence, from wherever it
comes and against whomever
It is directed "
Against the Buddhist allega-
tion that a Catholic minority
enjoys special benefits from
the Vietnam government, the
editorial said:
"It Is recognised by unim-
peachable sources, however—-
as also by the BaddhisU
themselves that up to the
time of the outbreak of the
preseot conflict, tbe many
undertakings of the govern-
Mart of SalfK Ad not Wader
their
The editorial said that one
Upline followed bp thTfo£
eminent, even though under
great dureee, has always been
opportune and motivated by
tbe wisdom, prudence and
moderation required for the
unity of the nation. But all
that is a matter of potitieal
judgment, which la always
debatable."
IT THEN STATED: “the
New York Times, referring to
the Diem government, defines
it as a ‘Roman Catholic gov-
ernment.’ It la also with this
qualification of 'Catholic gov-
ernment' that certain refer-
ences are mad* In the world
press to impute religious in-
tolerance toward the Budd-
hists."
"It is a matter of fact, how-
ever,” the editorial stressed,
"that the majority of the
members of the Saigon gov-
ernment are not Catholics.
President Diem is Catholic,
but the Vice President and 12
of the 17 ministers of his ca-
binet are not. The majority of
them are Buddhists. The
same can be said of the
armed forces and of the
groups in power.”
Katteiaalsal A
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Anglican Bishops
To Meet Pope
LONDON (RNS>—Two Ang-
lican Bishops will be among
leaders of an interdenomina-
tional group of British pil-
grims scheduled to be receiv-
ed in audience by Pope Paul
VI in April.
They arc Bishops William
Louis Anderson of Salisbury
and Mcrvyn Stockwood of
South work.
Employment Seen Key
To U.S. Racial Problem
WASHINGTON (RNS)
Labor and management muat
aet up equal job opportunities
for Negro workers, the Social
Action Department of the Nn:
tional Catholic Welfare Con-
ference stressed in its annual
Labor Day statement.
Issued by Msgr. George G.
Higgins, department director,
the message called attention
to the country's race relation
problems which have taken a
critical turn this year with
Negro demonstrations for civil
rights.
"THE ULTIMATE success
of this crusade for interracial
justice will largely depend ...
on the willingness of labor
and management to adopt
and effectively enforce a uni-
versal policy of equal employ-
ment opportunity for Negro
workers in every industry and
trade," the statement de-
clared
Employment is a key fac-
tor. the message said, for the
Negro to exercise bis other
basic human rights.
"It is a matter of common
knowledge that Negroes, by
and Urge, are still being
denied this (employment) op-
portunity." it added
The agency went on to point
out that although, theoretical-
ly. Negro workers are not
barred from union member-
ship. a number of key unions
exclude Negroes by making it
virtually impossible for them
to qualify for membership
In this respect, the state-
ment said, the officers of the
offending unions should take
the necessary steps to elimin-
ate discriminatory practices.
THE MESSAGE also em
phasued that "every employ-
er maintain and enforce non-
discriminatory policies in hir-
ing. upgrading and dis
charge.” Unions should help
management in this regard, it
added.
"To carry out this respon-
sibility in the face of local
patterns of prejudice and dis-
crimination will often be ex-
tremely difficult for the la
dividual employer, "the state
meat said.
"it i« 9treatfy ma»
mcoded, therefore, that local
sad waltonal employer*' or-
gaalcatfoas and trad* associa-
tions come to the assistance
of their individual employer
members by taking a united
stand in favor of equal em-
ployment opportunity
"
IF LNTERRACIAL justice
cannot be achieved by th# ef-
fort* of unions and employers,
the message continued, then
the stale has the right to step
in.
There Is an urgent need, It
was stated, for a permanent
Federal Fair Employment
Practices Committee "with
statutory power and sanc-
tions.”
It would be the duty of this
agency of government to
stamp out racial discrimina-
tion in hiring, upgrading and
firing on the part of em-
ployees engaged in interstate
commerce and of the unions
organized in their indus-
tries or trades.”
This type of committee also
should be established in each
state, the agency said.
A PLEA FOR full employ-
ment In the U. S. was made
in the statement.
"Providing adequate train-
ing and motivation for un-
skilled Negro workers can
help to solve the problem of
racial inequality in the field
of employment, but complete
economic justice for the Ne-
gro is not Ukely to be
achieved unless and until
there is economic prosperity
for all of our citizens, Ne-
groes and whites alike.”
The agency's statement
ended with a prayer for jus-
tice and charity in the field
of race relations. It read:
"Heavenly Father. Who has
created all mon according to
Your own image and re-
deemed us all by the Blood
of Your Divine Son. teach us
how to live together as broth-
ers. in dignity, justice, charity
and peace. May we afford to
each other now the total
measure of human rights
guaranteed us by the law of
our beloved land. But beyond
that, graciously give us the
vision to sec clearly the full
meaning of Your command to
love our neighbor as we love
ourselves, and grant us the
grace to observe this precept
in our daily lives. Amen.”
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TRADITIONAL BLESSING-From the colorfully bedecked shrimp bool, Copt. Jeffry, a
priest blesses a line of moored vessels along the bayou at Grand Caitlou, La. Behind
the lead vstsel. a string of shrimp boots proceed down-bayou and out to sea. This poetic-
ular shrimper has a rosary painted on its hull on the port side among several vari-
eties of fish and seafood.
For Byzantine Rite
Delegate to Install Bishop
Of New Passaic Diocese
PASSAlC—Archbishop Kgvdio
Vegnou). tbe apostotic dele-
gate in the US. will Install
Bishop Stephen J. Kocisko as
the first Epsrch (Bishop) of
the newly-erected Byzantine
Rite Passaic Eparchy (Dio
esse) Sept 10 here at SI
Michael's Cathedral
The new djocee* was creat-
ed, Bishop Koctsko was named
Epsrch sad St Michael's was
•elected as the seat July 31 by
Pope Paul VI. It will serve
94.683 Ruthenian Rite Catho-
lics spread over 15 slates and
the District of Columbia
AS PART OF the installation
services. Bishop Koeciaho will
celebrate a Solemn Pontifical
Divine liturgy (Mess). There
will be no choir and the people
will be asked to join in the
Divine Liturgy. Msgr. John A.
Stirn, St. Michael’s pastor, will
be chairman of the installation
ceremonies, assisted by Very
Rev. George Durum, V.F., of
Bridgeport, Conn.
Archbishop Vagnozxi is ex-
pectad to preach the sermon
at th* installation and speak at
a. banquet wtrtch will follow
at 2 p.m , at th* Alexander
Hamilton Hotel. Paterson
Bishop Eociako and Bishop
Nicholas T. Elko of the Pitta
burgh Eparrh will also speak
at the banquet.
MINNEAPOLIS BORN Blsh
op Koeiako has been serving
since 1956 as Auxiliary Bishop
of the Pittsburgh Byzantine
Rite Exarchate, formerly the
•ole ecclesiastical division (or
the nearly 300,000 members of
the rite in tbe United States.
The Pittsburgh Exarchate,
which held mission status in
the eye* of the Church, was
founded in 1914 When the Pas
sale See was established.
Pittsburgh also was mad* an
eparchy, giving the rite two
regular dioceses in the nation
Bishop Kocisko was ordained
in Rome in 1941. He served as
pastor of St. Stephen's
Church in Detroit from 1941 to
1947. He also served at St.
John's Church. Lyodora. Pa.
From 1919 until 1956 he taught
at SS. Cynl and Methodius
Seminary, Pittsburgh, and
held djoceaan posts.
HEADS OF VARIOUS com-
mute** for the ceremonies
follow;
Rev. John Dansiak. assistant
pastor at St Michael s, seat-
ing reservations for prelates
and priests; Rev. Thomas Do
linay, publication*; Rev. Paul
Dano of New York C*ty. hotel
accommodations; Rev. George
Billy. Maas accommodations
for viaNing Biahop# ami Arch-
bishop*.
Also. Rev Michael Dudtk of
Freeland, Pa., procession of
ihe clergy to the cathedral;
Rev. Daniel Saiko of Jersey-
City, interior appointments;
Rev. Emit Mihatik at Rahway,
seating arrangement*; Rev.
Robert Mooota, Mineraville,
Pa . and Rev. John Opaleoik,
Harrisburg. Pa., liturgical cer-
emonies. and Very Rev.
George Chegin. V.F , of Tren
too, banquet
Vatican Council May Study Exemption of Religious
By BISHOP EDWARD C. DALY, O.P.
NCWC Newt Serrice
Tbit article on tbe independencefrom local authority pot-
tested by tome religiout orders was written by tbe Dominican
Bishop of Det Moines, loua, a member of tbe ecumenical coun-
cil’s Commission for Religious. Tbe topic may be considered
at the council.
Not long before his death in
615, St. Columbanus and some
fellow monks from Ireland
founded at Bobbio, Italy, an
abbey which was to become a
renowned house of piety and
culture.
The area was in chaos at the
time. The Lombards and other
savage tribes were constantly
spilling the Wood of their sub-
ject peoples. The Aritn heresy
was rampant. But the abbey
flourished and In 628, Pope
Honorius I soparated It from
the jurisdiction of the Bishop
of the place and made it sub-
ject to the Supreme Pontiff.
THUS CAME into being In
the Western Church the privi-
lege of the exemption of the
regular clergy the order
priests from the authority
of local Bishop*.
Grants of the privilege wen
multiplied over the centuries—-
especially in favor of abbeys
which craved protection
against imperial aggression.
The privilege reached its
widest application in the 13th
century, when Popes sent the
newly founded orders of friars
on their miosioas of preaching
and pastoral care.
The Council of Trent nar-
rowed the privilege by legis-
lating exceptions to it. That
was in the 16th century.
IN THE CODE of Canon
Law now operative in the
Church, the privilege of ex-
emption of regulars is formu-
lated as a law (canon 6U): a
law favorable to those reli-
gious, women as well as men,
who belong to religious orders,
that is to approved religious
organisations whose vows the
Church recognises as "sol-
emn." The vows in congrega-
tions of religious, on the other
hand, are looked upon as can-
onicsUy "simple," or as hsv-
ing lees wide cenontcal ef-
fect*.
Among such orders are old
monastic orders such as the
Benedkfines; canonical orders
such as the Premonstreten-
stans; tbe mendicant Mars as
the Dominicans, Franciscan?,
Carmelites, Auguetiniani; the
regular clerics, of whom the
moat notable are tbe Jesuits. •
Some congregations also are
exempt by special privilege.
They include the Redemptor-
isu and tbe PaiaioaiiU.
OF COURSE every religious
congregation enjoys a degree
of immunity from eptecopal
interference la its family af-
fairs. There are laity also who
enjoy tome exemption from
the local Bishop the mili-
tary. And even the local Bish-
op can grant to some institu-
tion* a certain exemption from
the authority of the pariah
priest.
The exemption of the orders
from the jurisdiction of the lo-
cal Bishop and their subjection
to the Supreme Pontiff arose
from a variety of circum-
stance* and nourished- most
when the Popes sent the
friars on their missions.
Those were time* when pa-
rochial organisation as wa
have it was unknown; preach-
ing had been neglected; com-
munication with the Bishop
was sometimes impossible, es-
pecially in urgent esses; lbs
confessor was on the move and
might never return to the pen-
itent.
To overcome physical ob-
stacles and to meet spiritual
needs, preachers and confes-
sors held their authority or
faculties directly from tbs
Pope and not from the local
Bishop. As ecclesiastical or-
ganization was bettered and
communication* improved, the
Council of Trent, Vatican I
and tbs Cod# of Canon Law
mads exceptions to tbe exemp-
tions
GREAT CHANGES In the
last half century justify the
expectation that the council
now fitting will put the orders
more under the jurisdiction of
the local bttopa, without
invading their autonomy or
hampering their efficiency.
Users are apostotic activi-
ties over which from their
very nature the local Bishop
ought to have cootrol. The
bishop is by his office custo-
dian and defender of Christ's
teaching: U Is he therefore
who licensee preachers, con-
fessors, and teachers of Chris-
tian doctrine for hi* diocese.
But a sermon or instruction
or panel discussion which orig-
inates from s radio or tele-
vision station in one diocese is
heard in many. A now deter-
mination of episcopal respon-
sibility for such programs
should also affect the relation-
ship of order* to th* Bishop.
IB the same manner, the use
of postal service, the tele-
phone, newspapers, as wall as
radio and television call for a
new definition of alma gatiier-
ins. particularly-In recard to
Mass-offerings
The work* of the growing
lay apostotetc necessarily im-
pinge upon the teaching office
and touch parochial Ufa. So
here too there ia a need for the
supervision and unifying direc-
tion of the dioceean bishop
even over worfca sponsored
and promoted by orders.
THE BISHOP'S shepherd-
hood oirer hie flock impoeas on
him the duty to keep good or-
der among them and to keep
them from disturbance of con-
science. The order* on their
aide have the right to extend
their approved works and to
support and defend them-
selvee.
Yet there could be good rea-
son requiring the Bishop'*
intervention before religious
could acquire more property.
This coukl be especially oppor-
tune in a place where the re-
moval of property from thx
rolls would notably increase
the burden on other taxpayers.
Nor would it seem to be a
hardship to require that a rail-
B*ous order justify Kaetf for
the Biahop's approval before
entering suit in a civil court.
LIMITATIONS appended to
the law of the exemption of
regulars should not be viewed
«» punitive. The law of exemp-
tion created a privileged class
and it ia not surprising that
over the centuries there is
need lor new Interpretation
and even amendment to rec-
oncile the privilege with new
conditions of religious life. Re-
ligious superiors snd Bishops
both tee the advisability of re-
moving areas of misuncier-
standing and dispute.
Cases involving the privilege
of exemption have given rise
to controversies and some-
times to acrimonious disputes.
Sometimes these arose from a
foggy area in the privilege.
More often they were sperked
by clashes of personalities: a
sudden flair of temper which
took too long to cool, or jeal-
ousy of one’s authority or of
an order’s prestige.
There are some who favor
the restoration of the Sacred
Congregation of Bishops and
Regulars, abolished by Pope
Piux X in 1808 when he re-
formed the Roman Curia. The
reestablished congregation
could adjudicate questions of
this tort and handle *"Ttoiei
which today must be treated
jointly by Roman congrega-
tions.
An example ia the inter-
vention of both the Congrega-
tions of the Council and of Re-
ligious to entrust a parish to
religious clergy.
Laity to Suggest
Synod Actions
RICHMOND. Va. <NC) -
The lay people of the Rich-
mood Diocese have been in-
vited by their Bishop to sub-
mit recommendations for con-
alteration at the diocese's
fourth synod.
Bishop John J. RusseU ear-
lier had announced that a
synod wig be held at the coo
elusion of the Second Vati-
can Council. A synod Is a
meeting of the priests of a
diocese, presided over by the
Bishop, which adopts legisla-
tion affecting the Church with-
in the diocese.
Bishop RusseU said recom-
mendations from the laity will
be channeled through the Di
ocesan Councils of Catholic
Men and Women.
Record 5½ Million
Students Entering
Catholic Schools
WASHINGTON (NC>—Catho-
lic elementary and secondary
schools are expected to enroll
about 5.565,000 pupils next
month, another high mark In
an unbroken series of enroll-
ment records over two dec-
ades.
But indications are that
growth In elementary schools,
the pacesetters since World
War 11, is leveling off.
High schools, however, con-
tinue expansion at a rapid
pace. Their enrollment went
over the million mark for the
first time in 1962.
UP TO LAST year. Catholic
education, including colleges
and universities, had under-
gone an enrollment -growth
since 1942 of 127.4%.
In 1963, elementary schools
will enroll an estimated
4,513,000 pupils, roughly 30,620
more than last year, and high
schools will Increase to about
1,050,000, an estimated 40,870
over 1962.
These are highlights taken
from an estimate of the 1963
enrollment and an actual
count of 1962 figures made by
the NCW’C Department of Edu-
cation.
By far the largest private
school system in the world,
l'-S. Catholic schools have in
recent years faced problems
in absorbing the number of
children who have been seek-
ing admission.
This has been largely due to
a shortage of teaching Sisters
and the increasing difficulty of
Catholic parishes in financing
salaries of lay teachers and
construction of additional
school facilities.
There were 123,065 religious
teachers in 1961, but the total
dropped to 123,422 in 1962. The
number of lay teachers in-
creased from 62,744 to 67,535.
The expanding role of lay
teachers also is shown in fig-
ures for the 20-year span, 1942
to 1962. While religious
teachers Increased by 43.3%
during that time, lay teachers
rose from, a total of 15,389 to
67,535. a gab of 400%.
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Labor Day Mass
At Cathedral
NEWARK - Rev. Edwin V.
Sullivan, chairman of the so-
ciology department at Seton
Hall University, will deliver
the sermon at the annual La-
bor Day Mass Sept. 2 at 10
a.m. at Sacred Heart
Cathedral.
At a Communion breakfast
which will follow In Thomm's
Restaurant, Bishop 'Costello
will be the main speaker.
Archbishop Boland will cele-
brate the Mass and bless the
tools of work.
THE PROGRAM is spon-
sored by the Guild of St. Jo-
seph the Worker in coopera-
tion with the Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Men and
the affiliated Federation of
Holy Name Societies.
Nicholas A. Pitucco Is chair-
man. Outgoing president John
Waters will be toastmaster.
Joseph Puzo, archdiocesan
chairman of the social action
committee of the ACCM, if
serving as liaison for the
ACCM and the guild.
Vatican Letter Upholds Socialization as Valid
following is the text of 4 Utter from Amleto Cardinal
CUognani, papal Secretory of State, read at the Canadian Na-
tional Catholic Social Week Conference at Edmonton, Alberta,
Ant, 18, 1963.
NCWC Newt Service
The Sovereign Pontiff has
graciously entrusted to me the
Pleasant duty of sanding his
greetings, good wishes and en-
couragement to the National
Social Lila Conference of Can-
ada ...
The topic to be considered
at this year's meetings is "So-
cialisation in the Light of Hu-
man Progress." Since sociali-
sation is "one of the charac-
teristic features of our
•pooh." (1) it is urgent that
Catholics understand the na-
ture of this phenomenon and
Judge it according to the so-
cial doctrine of the Church.
It IS WELL to emphasise,
in the first place, that sociali-
sation, as discussed in the en-
cyclical letter Mater et Magis-
tra Is in no way to be con-
fused with socialism. Sociali-
sation, whan freely and pru-
dently actuated, la entirely in
conformity with the social na-
ture of man, and is a source
of true human progress in ev-
ery field, economic, social,
moral and cultural.
Human progress is funda-
mentally a moral reality,
stnoe it regards persons en-
dowed with intelligence and
free will From this it follows
that socialisation, like any
other social process, should
become "a creation of men
who are free agents intended
by nature to work in a respon-
sible manner." (|) The study
and observations of modern
structures will make manifest
that socialisation is partly a
spontaneous proeeaa. But it
will be a matter of chief con-
cern to indicate how this pro-
cess can develop i n a morally
ooc trolled manner.
ON THE OTHER HAND, K
Is the result of scientific, eco-
nomic and technological de-
velopment Today, men com-
mumeate more easily with one
another; they live in closer
contact; and they become
more and more dependent on
-the resources aod skills of
one another- There is a com-
mon desire lor a larger par-
ticipation of all In the benefits
of economic progress and in
the advance of culture.
Moreover, the urban way of
life brings about the multipli-
cation of voluntary group*
and specialised Institution!.
One observes a deeper rfali-
nation and taoda to embrace
citiaena of tin power of vol-
untary associations and insti-
tutions for attaining economic,
social, cultural and religious
ends.
THERE D at the same
time, in almost all whom of
social life, a growing interven-
tion on the pert of modern
states in their pursuit of eco-
nomic, social and cultural pol-
icies, aimed at the promotion
of security and the diffusion
of the fruits of prosperity. The
development to aocUllretion is
also observable as it extends
beyond the borders of eech
nation and tends to embrace
the whole world: “it becomes
poeaibla lor individuals to par-
ticipate, aa It were, hi hum**
events even on a world wide
scale." (I)
On the other hand, sociali-
zation should be Just aa much
the result of a true moral en-
deavor as it is the effect of
natural or spontaneous forces.
A conscious and vigilant ef-
fort la therefore demanded of
modem men if they wish to
remain the free agents of so-
cialization rather than become
its victims.
This conscious attitude to-
wards It will enable them to
"maximize its advantages and
eliminate or minimize its neg-
ative coo sequence*." (4) Moat
of afl. "one ought to know
bow to defend the person
against the serious threats
that its excessive and disor-
derly development could bring
to bear upon him." (S)
THE PRINCIPLES that will
assure the moral orients tied
of this process have been laid
down by Hla Hottnaaa in the
encyclicals Mater et Magistra
and Pacem in Terris. Pint
aod for*meet, public authori-
ties as well as aD citizens
should have a dear concep-
tion of the com moo pood.
which Is essentially related to
human nature aa euefa; "it
can never exist fully and com-
pletely unless," a* tbs encyc-
lical Pacem in Tenia, af-
firms, "the human person to
taken into account." (6)
A true sense of social re-
sponsibility will develop
among citizens if they are
free and wtiling to participate
in Intermediate group* and
aceoctattona which pursue
their own aims in harmony
with Ihs common good. In the
word* of Paosm In Terrto, "It
to nccwcary and indispensable
to ast up a great vartoty of
such intermediate groups and
•octette* fat order to guann-
tee for the human person a
sufficient sphere of freedom
and responsibility." (T)
There are occasion* when
thin right of association may
become a real duty for indi-
viduals. if their perildpstion
to required for the good of all
Three groups in turn should
treat their adherents as re-
•ponalbi* mesnberi of a trua
community, in which active
participation to enoouraged as
much as poseibl*. "It to no
Ires necessary that such
groups manifest the nature
and areret *f n true commu-
nity." (•)
THE EXTENSION of group
life creates now forma of aolf-
dartty among citisaoa and in-
stitutions, and from this wa
can appreciate the reed lor a
deeper sere* of free collabo-
ration among all. "Individual
dtiaena intermedia to
groups are obliged to make
their specific contributions to
tho common welfare." (•)
Aa Ate the co-ordination be-
tween group* end tha encour-
agement of private Initiative#,
there riwuld be ensured by
civil authorities: "Unless
there autitarttire tohe nittsNt
action wtth regard to eeamxn-
-Ic. political end cultural mat-
ters, Inequalities between the
rttleene toad to become mere
and more widespread, espe-
cially In the modem world."
(10)
Socialisation require*, to a
word, the harmonious partici-
pation of individuals, groups
and public authorities It has
to be morally controlled by aD
the free agent* of aortal life.
The excesses of Individualism,
of group egotism or of gov-
eminent control would all be
coatrary to its orderly devel-
opment. A public policy of so-
cialization that would aim at
economic ends without consid-
ering the legitimate rights of
Individuals, families and vol-
untary group* would tend to
confuse It with collectivisation
or with nationalisation.
IT » INDEED legitimate
for the state or for public
agencies to acquire end poe-
rere productive goods, "par-
ticularly whan they carry with
them an opportunity for dom-
ination that to so greet that tt
cannot be laft to the hands of
private Individuals without in-
jury to the community at
tone." (li)
But systematic collectivisa-
tion would destroy a free and
ordered society. Speaking of
such a policy of eoooomlc
"nationalization or socialisa-
tion," Pope Plus XII declared
that It could be admitted
"only In cates where it ap-
peero aa truly required for
the common good, that to, as
the only really officiate means
to cheek an abure or to a vote
wasting the productive tore**
of the country, or to ensure
the organic ordering of three
forces to the advantage of the
•cooomlc interact* of the na-
tion." (U)
In the words of the encycli-
cal Mater et Magtatra. "So
tong as socialization la kept
within there limit* of tb* mo-
ral order, It win ret of its na-
ture eerkmaly restrict indi-
viduate or overburden thorn.
'lnstead, It offer* hope of pro-
moting to them the expression
and development of their per-
sonal characteristics." (U)
THEBE GUIDING principal*
will help the conference par-
ticipants find the application
of Christian social teaching to
concrete situations. Following
the directive* of the Canadian
hierarchy, they wiU discover
that avert field of concrete
applications to opened to their
action: "We have hardly be-
gun to tap the organisation of
the citizen to the democratic
order, of the employer aod
employe in the industrial so-
ciety, of the family In the Vo-
cal comm unity, of the profei-
sions In (octal pluming." (14)
By favoring human prog-
«M within Just limits, social-
iiatlon also favors spiritual
and religious contacts between
Catholics, and thus promotes
the growth of the Mystical
Body of Christ, through the
more deeply felt and more
frequent practice of charity,
according to the exhortation
of Bt. Paul: "Be Mod and ten-
der to one another, each of
you gqneroua to all as God in
Christ baa been generous to
you." (Eph. 4,53).
Indeed, It oen even become
a great instrument of order
among all men, and hence of
peace, as the encyclical Ma-
ter et Magtstra points out: "It
produces, too, an organic re-
construction of society, which
our prods coos or Plus XI in the
encyclical Quadragesimo Anno
put forward and defended as
the indispensable prerequisite
for the satisfying of the do
mends of social Justice." (U)
It Is In the prayerful hope
that the discussions of tha con-
ference will contribute to wid-
er knowledge and more gen-
erous acceptance of the
Church's social teaching, that
the Holy Fsthar lovingly im-
ports to Yow Eminence, and
bestows upon tbo organiser*,
directors, lecturers and all
participants, his particular pa-
ternal apostolic blessing.
Footnotes
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Social Action Conference
Question of ‘Dialogue’ With Reds
Needs Prudence, Scholar Says
DAYTON. Ohio. (NC) -
One of Rome’s top Catholic
social theorists said here that
Pope John XXm made Catho-
lic dialogue with communists
a "question of prudence’* in
his socydical Pacem in Ter-
ris.
Catholics must not become
’•prisoners of a word" in their
attitude toward communism,
added Magr. Pietro Pavan.
professor of Catholic social
philosophy at Rome’s Laterm
University.
Msgr. Pavan replied to
questions about Pope John's
encyclicals. Mater et Magis-
tra and Pacem in Terris, dur-
ing the seventh annual
convention of the National
Catholic Social Action Confer-
ence at the University of
Dayton.
MUCH OP THE questioning
centered on a section in
Paten in Terris which speaks
of the possibility of Cateolic
collaboration with Individuals
and movements whose Ideoio-
-6y Is opposed to Catholic
teaching.
Msgr. Pavan stressed the
encyclical's distinction be-
tween a "doctrine." which la
always the same, and a
"movement" which la Inspired
by the doctrine, but which is
subject to change.
Catholics must examine tha
movements as they actually
extit today, he said, and maka
their decision on the basis of
prudence.
ARCHBISHOP Eart J. Altar
of Cincinnati, speaking at a
convention luncheon, urged
that Catholics make clear
their dedication to religious li>
berty «( a step toward Im-
proving relations among
churches In tha U. 8.
Citing non-Catholic sus-
picions of Catholic Intentions
on the score of religious liber
ty, Archbishop Alter said it U
"important that we eliminate
this particular obetactatobet-
ter relatione between our-
selves end others in this plur-
alistic society."
Specifically, he said, non-
Catholics are afraid that a
Catholic majority would use
the power of government to
“restrict the liberty of other
group#’ l to practice their re-
ligion.
He said there Is need for a
"clear distinction" between
society and the State, and a
recognition that "society's
right* and duties and govern-
men!** right* and duties" are
not tho seme.
He Cited pronouncements bythe late Pope Plug XII end
Pop* John XXIII ass auction
for a Catholic doctrine of re-
Jjdloua freedom. The basis of
thto doctrine, he said, is that
religious freedom (to) Inher-
ent in the individual.'’
AT A WOREJHOP session
on Church and State Rev.
William J Kenealy, S J., of
Loyola University. Chicago,
aaid he "thoroughly agrees
wtth the result" of the U. S.
Supreme Court's rulings bar-
ring Bible reading and
prayer from public schools.
He said it to "wrong" for
the state to step to between
parents and their children In
the matter of religion, aa by
making prayer compulsory to
public schools.
But at the same time, he
•aid. the corollary of the
court's prayer rating* should
be to give public funds to par-
ent* who choose to send their
children to church-affiliated
schools.
EMPLOYMENT of Negroes
w** another topic at the con-
vention.
Jack Barbate, economics
and labor education professor
at Wisconsin University, said
Negro workers must be given
preferred treatment U they
are to catch up with the rest
of the nation's work force. He
said "some system of prefer-
ence without giving It the
‘preference’ tag must be
worked out for Negroes to
Jobs and unions."
At the convention banquet
the NCSAC presented its an-
nual Social Action Award
Jointly to Margaret Wesley
and Martin Work, exaeutiva
directors, respectively, of the
National Councils of Catholic
Woh~n and Men. William A.
Ryan of Detroit was elected
NCSAC president
CWV, Auxiliary
Will Fete Vets
LYONS - The annual Leber
Dey Sports Festival tor pe-
dant* sf the Veterans Admin-
istration Boepttal hare will be
sponsored by the New Jetty
Catholic War Veterans and
Indies Auxiliary Sept 8 at
1:10 p.m.
Some MO patients wll par-
ticipate in athletic events and
nowtity root under the direc-
tion of Paul V. Geffrey of
Elisabeth, stale exeoutfve of-
ficer. t
Wayne Dinner-Dance
WAYNE The tint annual
dtaner-daooe sponsored by the
Holy Name and Roeary go-
cictiea of Holy Cross Church
wm be held at the Brown-
stone House. West Paterson,
Sept n at « p.m. Reserva-
tions are being hendled by
Robert Brandon.
Picnic Plans
BOONTON-Th# Walter J.
Barrett Council, Knights of
Columbua, will hold its annual
Picnic Sept g at 1 P.M. at
Surest Lake. Andrew Ptoarrik
to chairman.
The Church in Europe
Reds Still Shadow Two Bishops
BONN Oermany (NC)
Government agents are attii
stationed in the effiore of two
Hungarian dloeMes, checkin*
®ail and phone calls.
It was announced In July
tixrt ttta practloe by *» con?.
munM regime would end. but
tb* agents ettß remain at
Szekoafebarvar and the Byasn-
83**X? s°*
£***&WIJTZnZ
ZyLZZ i'Z’JZ:meat "aupervtoors," who an
members of the staff of tho
Affair* Office, has been com-
peted to all other Hungarian
diocesoa.
Tb* aim of tha program we*
to limit the Bishops’ oootaote
With pnocto aod people. Agents
•M ia nt all oouvaraatioos
wdlb visitors, monitored tsis-
phoMeoUs, road incoming and
outgoing mail and even kept
to# official episcopal reals.
Barred by Redg
FULDA, Germany (NC) -
Bishop* from communist-
ruled East Germany have not
b*«a allowed to attend this
yaar*a meeting of the Oarman
hierarchy hare.
Rad author!tits first refused
to grant Bast German Bish-
op* permission to attend the
annual Fulda confarence in
1961.
Baiere the conference, Oar-
mao-apetking Bishops from
Germany, Austria and twits-
eriand met here to di*vusa the
second session of the ecumen-
ical council which la to start
•cpi ». Observers from other
■atioue to the ana such
aa the countries
were also la .
People in the News
Iger Stravinsky, noted com-
poser and conductor, has been
Inverted to SanU fe.. N.M..
as a .Knight Commander with
star in the papal Order of 8t-
Sylvaster
Jollns Cardinal Deryfnrr of
Munich has been decorated
wtth the Grand Qroas with star
and shoulder bar the top
category of the West German
Order of Merit
Btohep Martin D. Mc-
Namara of Joliet, m . has re-
turned to his ratedsoce to con-
tinue recuperation tram hoart
surgery he underwent In April.
West German Chancellor
Eewrnd Aden a net plans to visit
Ifopn Paul VI to mtd-Beptem-
btr.
Abbot Richard Fattx, 0.5.8 .
founder of St. Benedict's
Abbey for Home Missions.
Beast Lake, Wls., will observe
the »oth anatvorMry of his
profeaston Sept. I.
Hoy. Theodore E. La Marro
of Saginaw. Mich , has been
named to the eight-mam ber
State Civil Rlghta Commission
there by Gov. George Romney.
Magr. (Rear Adm.) Gssrge
A. Romo, former Chief of
.Navy chaplains, has been
named pastor of St Thomas
of Canterbury Church, Corn-
watl-on-Hudaon.
Rev- James Ralpiae of
Chandler. Okla. next month
wUI toke up duties aa hiUtime
ssMstant national chaplain of
the QxisUan Family Move-
ment with headquarter* In
Chicago.
Gtaarppe Cardinal Slri of
Genoa wtß coma to New York
to spaak at tho l»h lntaraa-
****l Management Congress
there Sept. IS-3).
Jerseyans' Mass
Piped to Miners
HAZELTON. Pa - When
a televised Maas for shut-in*
was transmitted to trapped
miners Henry Throne and
David Fellto here Aug. U, they
heard the prayers of Rev. Pas-
cal Drew, 0.P., a native of
Harrison who celebrated the
Masa. He Included prayers
for them.
The Passlonlst priest grad
ualad from Holy Cross School
In Harrison and Setoo Hall
Prep before he went to Holy
Cross Monastery. Dunkirk,
N Y., to study for the priest-
hood. He was ordained in 1933
and was a member of the
faculty at Dunkirk until be
waa transferred to St. Ann's
Monastery in West Scrantoo.
EACH SUNDAY, Scranton
station WDAU televises a Mass
which U said by Father Drew.
At the mine, the Mass waa
received on TV seta and the
•owd w»« piped to Throne
and Fellin through wires Unk-
ing them with the surface.
Vatican, Israel 1st
To Aid Refugees
GENEVA (HNS) - The
State of Vatican City and Is-
rael were the first govern-
mete* to contribute to a pro-
gram tor resettling 1,000 refu-
geee from Rwanda to Weetern
Tanganyika, the offtoa of the
UN High Oommleetoner lor
Refugees announced here.
Their donations amounted to
to.ooo and 83,500, respectively.
The program alma at
wekteg the refugee* self-sop
porting by next July on agri-
cultural land provided by Tan-
ganyflea authorities.
Russian Church
In Unity Move
MOSCOW (RNS) - Forma-
tion of anew Committee on
Qua**®* of Christian Unity
wm announced here by the
IWy Synod of the Rueaiao
Orthodox Church.
It haa been inctruoted to
*udy "thoroughly tn d atten-
tively Km prohiont of CMsr
tian unity," a Synod state-
msnt aaid.
The autemont atrsased that
tha committee waa being or-
lUhad in response to the
‘ vivid demonstration of the
bead* between the Churches"
wthußNd when rspraeeoU-
tlvaa of "«bno* all tha Chris-
tian donomtnatlons, including
Roman OathoUca and Protro-
tarta," attended celebrations
bum Ir July marking the 00th
matmmry of Patriarch
Alexei's episcopal conaecra-
tioo.
.
Pope Paul Discusses Suffering,
Importance of Scout Movement
CAfiTELGANDOI.FO, Italy
(NC)—Pop® Paul VI toft hla
•ummer villa her® for two
eerly morning visits to rell-
gioua Institutions which ar® hi*
neighbors on the shores of Lake
Albano—a home for invalid
nuns, and the summer house
of the Pontifical English Col-
lege.
The Pope visited ths ailing
Sisters first, going to Queen of
Apostles Home to offer Mass.
HE ADDRESSED the Sisters
on their "two-fold consecra-
tion: to the religious lifo ...
and to a life of suffering."
The two seem to be con-
tradictory, be said, "because
the first has the meaning of
rendering one’s life useful, de-
voting it to good and to the
works of charity, in prayer,
and in an activity which must
be so intense . . . while the -
secood seems Instead to make
the first useless."
All that saves the sufferer
from desperation and misery,
said the Pope, is the crucifix
"which tells us that it la exact-
ly by way of ths roads of sor-
row and sacrifice, even to
death, that the world has been
saved."
THE POPE told the Sisters:
"One can suffer with patience.
Even human wiadorn can ar-
rive at this. But there is
another way to suffer and tt
must be your way. Suffer with
love and for love! It is possi-
bly to do this even when one
has not the strength lor articu-
late prayer. As long as the
heart lives. It is capable of
this act of love which sum-
marizes our spirituality "
After the Mats, Pope Paul
went to the villa on Lake
Albano used In summer by
students of the four century-
old English seminary in Rome
IQs visit called to mind, he
said, the history sod the
■‘spiritual dramas" of the
English people. He added that
"after the groat drama of the
separation of England from
the Church of Rome, the ssptr
•tions. the experiences, the
first traces of anew religious
day and the Cathotie spiritu-
ality a< the English people fit!
our soul with admiration and
sympathy "
LATER, Pope Paul was host
to h) vis:ting Nigerian Boy
Scouts whom he urged to pro-
per* for the future by develop-
ing the "quehtiee of Wader-
ship upon which the scout
movement lays to much
stress."
The scouts were on their
way home from the iUh Inter-
national Scout Jamboree at
Marathon. Greece
"We understand tho signifi-
cance and the importance of
your Boy Scout movement.. .
Your scout oath and your
scout law, which we know
very well, keep ever before
your eyes the grave responsi-
bilities which are yours,” the
Pope said.
"Tomorrow, you and others
like you," he said, “will bo the
leaders of your countries, and
it is necessary that you pre-
pare yourseives now for this
task.
"You will need to develop
the qualities of leadership
upon which the scout move-
ment lays so much stress.
"To be good citizens, you
must first recognize your re-
lationship to God Who to the
Father of all mankind. We are
all His children and therefore
brothers of one another. Re-
membering this, you will
always strive to do what to
best for yourselves and for
your neighbor, and In this way
you shall be building the foun-
dations for true peace. If you
recognize the natural dignity
and goodness of others, you
will respect their rights."
ON SUNDAY, Pope Paul ex-
pressed hto conviction that the
present generation. In spite of
its exposure to loss of faith, to
called to anew and fuller real-
isation of Christianity He
spoke at the cathedral at Al-
bano where he celebrated
Mass.
He told the local congrega-
tion:
“I think that our generation,
so exposed to the danger of los-
ing its faith and its religious
sense, is Instead called by
Providence to express Its faith
in Our Lord Jesus Christ In
new, fuller, more conscious,
more meritorious and more
joyful forms. It is cslled to ex-
press its fidelity to the Cath-
olic Church, and to demon-
strate its capacity for giving
witness, even in exterior
works, of how Christianity Is
the salvation of the world.”
BACK AT Caitelgandolfo.
the Pope appeared on tbs bal-
cony of his summer
bouse at
noon to lead the people gather-
ed below in the recitation of
the Angelus. Before giving hto
blessing, he commented on the
day’s Gospel, which included
the parable of the Good Sa-
maritan and exhorted the peo-
ple:
"Ask the Lord, through the
intercession of the Mtdocna, to
give also to us a knowledge
of the needs of others, at the
necessities which surround us,
ot the grest hardships of our
society which are perhaps cre-
sted in this prosperity to piw
vent our passing over the
need* of our neighbor ... The
capacity to discover a brother
in every man, whatever hto
origin, state, conditioner mer-
its, is an exquisite and essen-
tial characteristic of the Gos-
pel teaching."
BOARDING TIME-Very Rev. James F. Finley, C.S.P.,
(left) viear general of the Paulist Fathers end son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Finley of Jersey City, and Rev. John Carr,
C.S.P., third counselor of the community, board a plane
at ldlewild Airport for o seven-week visit to Paulist
foundations in South Africa and Rome. Father Finley it
director of the order's communications division and
editor of the Paulist Fathers News.
Religious Persecution Still
Strong in Poland, Priest Says
CAMDEN (NC) "Poland
is still the freest country be-
hind the Iron Curtain, but the
Church Is hindered In every
way,' a New Jersey priest
who recently returned from a
visit to Poland said here.
Rev. Marjan Bober of St.
Agnes parish in Blaekwood
Terrace aaid that life for
Catholics in Poland is doubly
difficult because the commu-
nists penalise them economic-
ally for their religious belief.
Father Bober left Poland In
IMS when he waa a boy and
revisited it after his ordina-
tion lest month.
"LIFE IS DIFFICULT for
the people." be said, "and
many of them art Communist
Party members for purely
economic reasons other-
wise it is impossible to get
ahead."
He said that a friend who
"bold* at least three degree*,
including a doctorate In psy-
chology, was told that unless
•he Joined the party she
would not be allowed to con-
tinue In her teaching poet "
"She is now a librarian."
Father Bober added
"There is s limit to the
amount of money s person can
earn If he to not • party mem-
ber." he continued "Seldom
can a man who openly attends
church and receives the sacra-
ments earn more than 1.500
zlotys <9BO ) a month . . . \A
student receiving the sacra-
ments will have difficulty
passing his examinations in
the state-run school even if
he is brilliant."
BUT THOSE who encounter
the most difficulties are par-
ish priests. Father Bober
stressed, stating that every
sort at hindrance la placed be-
fore them, Including high
taxes.
"There to a 60% levy on any
money the priest receives in
the collections," he stated.
Laymen have similar prob-
lems.
"If a man farms he must
give a certain percentage to
the government," Father
Bober said. "He cannot sell
the produce to pay the gov-
ernment in cash" because the
government takes a cut of
every business transaction,
leaving the farmer with little
excess cash.
Seminarians are particular-
ly hard pressed by the gov-
ernment, said Father Bober,
"The seminarians are drafted
into the armed services for
two years in the hope they will
be swayed away from the
Church."
He added that the govern-
ment offers seminarians
"good jobs, fine apartments
and pleasant living condi-
tions in the hope they will
abandon their Faith.
But despite the enormous
obstacles that priests, re-
ligious and laity face in Po-
land. Father Bober concluded,
most of them remain true to
their faith.
Survey Reports
Red Persecution
NEW YORK (NC) - The
conclusion that the Soviet re-
gime is Intensifying its op-
position to religion is reached
in a study of the current
status of Christianity, Judaism
and Mohammedanism in the
Soviet Union published here
by the American Committee
for Liberation.
The survey, conducted by an
unidentified American student
of Soviet Ufe, Is dated March,
IMS. It is publlMied as a 40-
page booklet under the title
"The Beleaguered Fortress."
Its data Is assembled from
Soviet publications and from
reports of individuals and
groups in Russia.
The survey relates in detail
the official support given to
campaigns for atheism, and
describes the doting of Or-
thodox monasteries, Jewish
synagogues, Moslem mosques
and Buddhist temples, per-
secution of Latin Rite Cath-
olics in Lithuania and Bysan-
tine Rite Catholics in the
Ukraine Is also presented.
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Catholics Active
In Rights March
On Washington
WASHINGTON (NC) —Cath-
olic involvement was exten-
sive and varied in the Aug. 28
March on Washington.
Catholic groups marched
under identifying banners,
Archbishop Patrick A:
O’Boyle of Washington offered
the invocation at the Lincoln
Memorial, a Catholic layman
who was one of 10 co-sponsors
addressed the outpouring, ex-
tra Masses were scheduled in
downtown churches and eight
Catholic institutions offered
overnight accommodations.
MEMBERS OF the hier-
archy who were present in-
cluded Archbishop Lawrence
J. Shchan and Auxiliary Bish-
op Thomas A. Murphy of Bal-
timore; Bishop John J. Rus-
sell and Auxiliary Bishop Ern-
est J. Unterkoeflcr of Rich-
mond; Bishop Michael W.
Hyle of Wilmington and Auxi-
liary Bishop Philip M. Han-
nan of Washington.
The Bishops assembled at
the Washington Monument
grounds with representatives
of the National Conference on
Religion and Race and officers
of Catholic Interracial Councils
and marched to the Lincoln
Memorial.
The 10 leaders of the march
spoke, including Matthew Ah-
mann. executive director of
the National Catholic Confer-
ence for Interracial Justice.
Earlier, they had met with
President Kennedy.
Among the national Catholic
groups taking part were the
National Catholic Conference
for Interracial Justice, the
National. Liturgical Confer-
ence, the National Catholic
Social Action Conference, the
Knights of St. Peter Claver
and the Alumni Association of
the Catholic University of
America.
Catholic Interracial Councils
came from Washington, Balti-
more, Boston, South Bend,
Chicago, Rockville Centre,
N. Y., Syracuse, Albany,
Northern Virginia, Wilming-
ton, Minneapolis, New York
and Greensburg, Pa.
In addition, more than 100
priests representing the var-
ious houses of studies of reli-
gious communities found in
the city were present. Local
groups also Included the
Young Christian Workers, the
Knights of St. John and the
Third Order of St Francis.
Pastors and parishioners
from most Catholic churches
in downtown Washington also
were present.
An integrated committee of
the Knights of Columbus serv-
ed throughout the day at an in-
formation booth set up by the
Urban League on the Monu-
ment grounds, Issuing applica-
tions and tickets for hostel ac-
commodations.
A box lunch supper Wednes-
day evening, sleeping facilities
and breakfast Thursday morn-
ing were among the services
supplied.
Catholic Interracial Councils
of Baltimore, Chicago, Wash-
ington. Brooklyn and Rich-
mond made a total of $15,000
available to the local commit-
tee.
Racial Developments
Hits Rights Slackers
BOSTON (NC)—Lashing out
against a spectator approach
to the problem of racial intol-
erance, Richard Cardinal
Cushing of Boston hat asserted
that a Catholic who fails to
oppose racism is a slacker in
the army of the Church Mili-
tant.”
The Cardinal says in a
pamphlet just published that
true Christians not only must
support all legislative efforts
for interracial justice, but
mist not even shrink from
the difficult course of demon-
stration, denunciation, witness
and testimony when these are
required of them.”
The pamphlet, entitled, "In-
terracial Justice,” was sent to
priests in the Boston Archdio-
cese's 407 parishes, with a di-
rective that it be used ao the
basis for sermons. It stresses
that “slow justice is no jus-
tice" in the civil rights fight.
•
Schools Integrated
CHARLESTON, S.C. <NC>—
Integration of Catholic
schools in the Charleston area
will take place this year, a
year ahead of schedule. Bish-
op Francis F. Reh has an-
nounced.
The Bishop said the date
was advanced from Septem-
ber, 1964, in view of a Federal
Court order calling for deseg-
regation of public school dis-
trict 20 in Charleston.
Bishop Reh recalled a 1961
pastoral letter which said that
“Catholic pupils, regardless of
color, will be admitted to
Catholic schools as soon as
this can be done with safety to
the children and the schools.
Certainly, this will be done not
later than the public schools
are open to all pupils."
Bishop Reh also requested
that prayers for racial peace
be recited in the diocese at
Masses on Sundays and holy
days. He asked that the Di-
vine Praises be said after the
Gospel until further notice,
and that prayers be preceded
each time by this announce-
ment: "Let if* pray for racial
peace baaed am justice and
tore for aO Me"
•
Endorses Program
CAMDEN (NC)—AreUbUhop
C etc stine J. Dam la no. of Cam-
den has called for the endorse-
ment of President Kennedy's
civil rightj program and all
"means which lawfully and
peaceably strive to reach a
just enactment of laws.”
Archbishop Damiano, who
once served as Apostolic Dele-
ft ate in South Africa, pointed
out that "in the eyes of the
newly emerging countries, our
nation bears the greatest re-
sponsibility to set the standard
of a complete embodiment of
democratic ideaD "
Plans Seminars
ST LOUIS, Mo. (RNS) -
The newly-created St. Louis
Catholic Archdioceaan Com-
mission on Human Rights an-
nounced that a three-day sem-
inar on race relations for pas-
tors of the archdiocese will be
held Sept. 17-19. A similar pro-
gram for lay Catholics will be
held later.
CONSTRUCTION AHEAD-Bids for this school and parish
hall at Our lady of Good Counsel, Pompton Plains, are
being accepted this week. The building was designed by
Geard J. Oaltley of Bergenfield.
School News Roundup
Comprehensive Prayer Ruling
BOSTON One of the most
comprehensive opinions on re-
ligious practices in public
schools has been issued here
by Stale AUy. Gen. Edward
Brooke. The 22-page opinion
designed as a guide in the
wake of last June’s school
prayer ruling by the U.S. Su-
preme Court make* these
points.
• No prayer may be recited
by students even voluntarily
after the school day begins
fur this presumes the super-
vision of the teacher. Even
prayers outside the class-
room but recited as part of
the school curriculum such
as grace before meets in
school cafeterias
are un-
constitutional.
• Teachers may not an-
nounce to students before
classes that there will be a
moment of silent prayer, for
this would be a case In which
• government representative
established religious exercise,
but the teacher may announce
a moment of meditation."
• Vocal prayers are per-
missible at school commence-
ments since attendance is op-
tional and the ceremonies are
not part of the educational
program. The same policy
would cover baccalaureate
ntes.
a Asa matter of cur
ricuhim," as distinct from re
hgioua practices, teacher* may
conduct lessons on Holy Scrip-
ture. read from the Bible or
instruct about various re-
ligions
• School pageants observ-
ing Patriot's Day or Me-
tlK>ri*l Day are permitted
even though they may include
a prayer *.nce these hob
daya are basically patriotic
rather than religious in char-
acter and they involve re
hgioo because the history of
the nation is incxtrmbly is-
tartwtasd with religion"*-
• RaUgtous holidays such
“ Christmas. Keefer
Haamkak and Passover may
be observed with pageaaU r*-
tiftoaa in nature tohan
«**£!* the school dew am
•htiono any one arthodorty or
ro **«*r*a its attention on
on* faith.
ELSEWHERE, outside New
Jersey there were these de-
velopment* regarding prayer
In New York City. thews"
Lc* of reading . port** of the
Bible "without comment" at
•chooi assemblies has been
abolished to conform with the
Supreme Court ruling. The
B«*rd of Education also re-
moved Mb requirement that
U* fourth stania of "Amer-
ica” be sung daily.
In Maine the State Board
of Education was told that cur-
rent state laws requiring re-
ligious exercises in the schools
are null and void.”
Atty. Gen. Warren G. Hill
made the ruling, laying the
change may remove a reli-
gious influence that might not
be available to some children
in any other way, but It it
clear that local school officials'
and teachers lack any au-
thority or power to require or
pretcrible religious exercises.”
His decision came as public
schools in three Maine school
district* began the fall term
with prayer and Bible read-
ings.
In Rhode Island the State
Commissioner of Education
held that hi* earlier opinion
barring Lord’s Prayer recita-
tion in schools would have
the effect of law within the
state.
In Washington, D.C., board
of education president Wesley
S. Williams said public school
teachers may cootieue to be-
gin classes with Bible reading
and the Lord’s Prayer He
said “We have changed our
rules to comply with the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling. We no
longer require the reading at
the Bible or the Lord's Prayer,
but if someone wants to. who'*
going to complain?”
in Dade County, Fla . daily
Bible reading in public schools
will continue when classes re-
sume Superintendent at
schools Joe Hall said that
despite the recent Supreme
Court ruling, a Florid* law
requiring the daily exercise
still stands
Although the high court took
Jurisdiction in a suit against
the law it did not decide the
ease, remanding it to the Flor-
ida Supreme Court far reran
iktorattou
•
To Test Bus Lme
DETROIT (NC) A Detroit
•ttnty said tha Michigan
of the Americas Civil
Liberties Union wfß institute
a suit within a mandl to teat
the constitutionality of the
state’* new fair school bus
law
Attorney RoUand O’Hare,
who is president of the ACLU
Michigan unit, announced the
proposed suit in the wake of
an opinion by State AUy. Gan.
Frank Kelley that the bus law
la a public welfare benefit
and not related to religious
punwaes. Kelley said the law
satisfied "both the \JS. and
the state constitutions "
°'Hare said he had not
read Kelley’s opinion but add-
ed that ha doubted there
would be anything In It to
change ACLU’s plan.
•
$2O Million Drive
ROCKVILLE CENTRE.
N.Y. (NC) A goal of $2O-
- has been set In a drive
for school construction funds
to be conducted this fall among
Catholics of the Rockville Cen-
tre Diocese.
The money will be used to
finance four new Catholic high
schools on Long Island to ac-
commodate 9.000 students
This will more than double the
capacity of the existing Cath-
olic high schools.
•
Rides Denied
BELAIR. Md (RNS)—A re-
quest for public but transpor-
tation of parochial school pu-
pils was denied here by the
Prince Georges County’s
Board of Education.
The board rejected the ap-
peal after its attorney, Paul
M Nussbaum, recommended
against it.
Edward T. Conroy, who pee
tented the parochial school re-
quest said he expects to take
the issue to court. He had
bated hit request for tranapor
tation on a 194? county law
which provides tor public
transportation of private stu-
dents along existing routes and
under the same terms the
board sets up for transporta-
tion of public students
New High School
Cornerstone Laying
Set in Montvale
MONTV AUE
- Archbishop
BoUnd will lay the cornerstone
for St. Joseph's High School
here Sept. 4 at 7:10 p.m. That
will make this all-boys school
the fourth of nine planned un-
der the Archbishop'* Archdio-
ceaan Development Campaign.
The fifth. Mother Seton for
SirU in Clark, will alto open
thi* year.
ST. JOSEPH’S will be ac-
cepting iU second class when
it opens the following day. For
its first year, classes were held
at Our Lady of Mercy, Park
Ridie. There will be 270 fresh-
men and 180 sophomores. The
eventual enrollment is ex-
pected to be 1,000 pupils.
Although construction has
not been completed on the en-
tire school, the basic structure
is up and the classrooms are
ready for use A residence for
20 Xaverian Brothers who will
staff the school is also being
built.
The school will have 20 class-
rooms, a language laboratory,
science labs, an auditorium
with seating for 500, an 8.000-
voluir.e library, a chapel, a
cafeteria and a gym with a
capacity of 1,000 persons.
The campus la located on a
55-acre site on Chestnut Hill
Rd.. near the northernmost
exit of the Garden State Park-
way.
School Aid Sought
MELBOURNE, Australia
(NC) The Catholic Biabops
and Victoria state have issued
a Joint statement strongly fa-
voring government aid to the
state’s private schools.
Laymen Operate
Parochial School
ST. PAUL. Minn. (NS)—A
board of seven laymen runs
the school of St. Odilia’s Cath-
olic Church in suburban Shore-
view,
Rev. Leo Kapphahn, pastor,
said he asked the laymen to
advise him un running the
school when U opened a year
ago.
.
“HAVING BEEN in semi-
nary work for 25 yean, 1 know
nothing about running a trade
school,” be said.
The pastor said the board
“has freed mo of the burden
of having to make decisions in
matters in which I feel others
have more competence.’’
Member! of the board In-
clude a public elementary
•chool principal, a University
of MinoeaoU official, an at-
torney, an engineer, a former
high school teacher and a
hou*ewife.
Amoog the recommends-
tiona made by the lay board
were that aUe of claaeea be
ÜbM«l to 40 pupils and that
the pariah hire only “degree”
teachera certified to teach
in Minnaaeto.
Board member* decided ky
teachera should receive a
minimum aalary of m.ooo
"»o that we could get top
teachera."
Board Votes
Substitutions
For Prayer
One board of education fell
in line and another called for
a constitutional amendment
last week as action related to
the Supreme Court's prayer
ban continued around New Jer-
sey.
The New Providence school
board voted unanimously to
halt the daily reading of five
verses from the Old Testament
of the Bible and the Lord's
Prayer.
Asa substitution, the board
decided to begin classroom
activity this year with the
Pledge to the Flag, various
patriotic songs, supplemented
by inspirational poetry, follow-
ed by a period of 30 seconds
of silence.
In Green Brook Township
the board authorized a letter
urging state officials to sup-
port a Constitutional amend-
ment to legalize prayer in pub-
lic schools.
The school board also
moved to request a discussion
of the topic at a forthcoming
workshop in Atlantic City of
the state Federated District
Boards of Education.
The South Orange-Maplewood
board unaminously approved
a resolution to ban use of “any
religious esercise" in its
schools.
At the same time the
board agreed to investigate a
suggestion that a course in
world religions be Uught in
public schools
Inquiry Classen Urged
Parish Confraternity
Schools to Open
NEWARK - The Confmer
«*y of Christian Doctrine
sttf.fts’.rvc
him flmometd by
Roger A. Reynolds. Newark
arrhdioceeaa CCD director.
Msgr Reynolds also re-
vealed that be bee written to
CCD directors suggesting «>»»»
tidormetion dMM be geared
to the ecumenical council
opening Sept. a. He suggests
the week of Sept. 24 for the
•tart at such clasaaa, noting
that "in September, the news
papers, magastou, trdnrtaton
and radio will bn directing the
attention af aB the world to
Rome and tha ecumenical
council."
He has auggeeted (tat the
claeaee mid bo IMod "ecu-
mentcal forum*” «r "ecu-
menical information rla mu "
MSGR. REYNOLDS re-
vealed that more than 100,000
children who attend public
gram osar and high schools
will bo taught Christian doc-
trine In the CCD Schools at
Religion in the Newark Arch-
diocese.
He said that Catholics will
be invited to took into the
CCD program on Sept 15,
which has been designated as
Confraternity Sunday. Ser-
mons that day will remind
parents of their obligation to
provide a rehgtoua education
for their children.
Scheduling of teacher train-
ing courses was a too an-
nounced. Courses for those
wishing to teach to CCD
Kboola will bogto tha week of
S**. IT la to locations. In
•ddhtton. there will be seven
special advanced courses span
to CCD toarhara an such anb-
Jects as the Btble. the liturgy.
Church history and theology.
These win be given in Ora
deli. South Orange. Bayonne.
Newark and Bloomfield on dif-
ferent days.
To focus attention on the
part that the teacher hat in
the religious formabon of the
child, a teachers' toMtato
will be held at Scion Hall
Sorth Orange. Sept 29. The
“Ml workshop for parish
CCD members wfl] be held .t
Setoe Hall Oct. JO
Med School
Marks First
JERSEY CITY - Dr Ed
ward G. W alert. 65, a full pro-
(«Mar at Scion Hall College of
Medicine and Dentistry. has
been named the first professor
emeritus in the history of the
college.
A member of the De
p ailment of Obstetrics and
Gynecology tinea its establish
ment, he will remain active in
in the teaching program al-
though he reached the manda-
tory Seton Hall retirement age
this year.
Born in Derby. Conn., Dr.
Waters came to Jersey City
in 1»42 as chief resident sur-
geon at the former Jersey
Ctty Hospital, predecessor to
the 1,000-bed Medical Center
with which Seton Hall College
of Medicine and Dentistry Is
affiliated.
Create'Catholic Harvards?’
No, Says Notre Dame Priest
NOTRE DAME, lad. (NC)
Efforts to create "Catholic
Harvards" are a mistake a
priest-educator said here re
ccntly.
Catholic education “must
grow from its own tradition
and its own strength,” de-
clared Rev. Charles W. Har-
ris, C.8.C., assistant physics
professor at Notre Dame Uni-
versity.
“Those who would make our
universities Catholic Harvards
are mistaking imitation for
creation." Father Harris de-
clared.
He preached at a baccalau-
reate Mass before the univer-
sity’s summer commencement
exercises.
FATHER HARRIS said that
the growth of an educational
metitotkwi may be slow. “We
must not be impatient nor
yield to the temptation of
Melting the status and
PraUg* of lnteQectaal
achievement rather than
achievement itself," he said.
"We are living in the days
of tha image, in which it is
far easier to create the image
of a great university than to
create a great university," he
said.
Father Harris said the
criticism of U. S. Catholic
higher education that iU ten-
dency to imitate has caused
it to absorb tha faults of secu-
lar education "may well have
some validity."
Education Meeting
BOGOTA. Colombia (NC>-
Tbe eighth Inter-American
Congress for Catholic Educa-
tion will be held in Quito,
Ecuador, Jaa. 10-20.
Good Counsel Plans
School, Parish Hall
POMPTON PLAINS Bids
for a school and hall the
first unit in a proposed plant
for Our Lady of Good Counsel
parish here—will be received
Aug. 29, it was announced by
Rev. Daniel A. Vecchiollo, ad-
ministrator. The parish was
created in 1962.
The building, which will be
located on an 18-acre site west
of Hopper Ave. and off West
End Ave., will be a low sil-
houette contemporary design
multi-use and flexible facility.
The school is expected to open
in September. 1964. ,
IT WILL CONSIST of a wing
of six classrooms, expandable
to eight, with a center core of
lavatories, offices and a con-
necting link of utility spaces,
lounge rooms and an entrance
lobby daylighted by a clear-
story transom.
A feature of the connecting
link will bo the multiuse
room which will have a cathe-
dral ceiling and enlarged class
areas and may be used for
either a kindergarten, a par
ish meeting hall with separate
entrance facilities and storage
space, or a future library, au
dio-visual room, conference
room and special classroom
ADJACENT TO the wing is
the major facility, a parish
hail which will accommodate
700 persons and an auditorium
for 450 persons This will be
used for Mass Sunday Masses
are currently said in Pequan
nock High School and daily
Masses in a chapel in a recon
ditioned barn on tho property.
The entrance to the hall is
separated from the school, but
the main lobby will be lined
with face brick and contain
built-in display cases. The ball
is planned also for future ex-
pansion.
Construction consists of a
slab on grade bearing a
cavity wall of exterior face
brick and reinforced back-up
concrete block. The root will
be of fireproof nature with
steel exposed beams and con-
crete composition. It will have
a reflected white finish.
The parish hali will be of
steel rigid frame construction
similar to the classrooms with
laminated wood arches and a
similar type deck. The stage
wall will be trimmed in na-
tural wood paneling.
Future buildings planned for
the parish include a convent,
a church and a rectory. The
present rectory is a refur-
bished farm bouse.
Fr. Beckwith
Joins Staff
At Institute
JERSEY ClTi' - When St
Peter's Institute of Industrial
Relations begins its fall ses
sioo Sept 30. Rev Albert A
Beckwith. S J . will start his
first term as assistant director
For the past 13 years, he has
been teaching college econo
mks and indistnal relations
11 years at Camsius College
and the past two years at
St. Peters College. He will
teach two courses, one oo com-
muntsm and the other oo “Col
lective Bargaining at the
Crossroads*’.
Rev William J Smith. S J .
director, has announced that
the institute «nu hold its
courses in anew location this
year, the freshman building of
St. Peter's Prep.
To Bless School
Of Litttle Flower
BERKELEY HEIGHTS -
Archbishop Boland will bless
and dedicate the new school
and coevent of the Church of
the Little Flower here Sept 7
at 3 p m
The 16-classroom school,
which also contain.* an audi-
torium seating 900 ami a caf
eteria for 300, vvtU bo staffed
by the Daughters of Our Lady
of Mercy, thesr first assign-
ment m North Jersey
Francis X. McCue, pastor,
has invited all member* of the
community to the ceremony.
There will be an open house
in the school between 4 and 5
pm
Latin Clashes
In New York
NEW YORK
- The 15th an-
nual senes of classes in
Church Latin will be offered
at St. Peter’s Church on Bar-
clay St. this fail
Two groups will be formed,
elementary and advanced,
with classes each Friday
evening from 630 to 845
p m. There is no charge, ex-
cept for textbooks Registra-
tion will be held Sept. 6 from
6:30 to 7:30 p m. in the lower
church.
Stress Family
In Education
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.
(NC) A UN sponsored sem-
inar on child nghts which
brought together experts from
2-4 European countries reached
agreement that the family is
a fundamental factor in the
education of the child.
The UN Office of Public In-
formation said that tho meet-
ing. which was held in War-
saw. showed a consensus up-
holding that while State and
private social organizations
must cooperate with the
family, interference by the
State is justified only if par-
ents neglect their duties.
The experts agreed that
children should not be sep-
arated from the family unless
the individual family’s influ-
ence is recognized as harm-
ful Participant* also held cor-
poral punishment of children
inadvisable
Archbishop’s
Appointments
MONDAY, SEPT. 2
l* a.m.. Pontifical Low
Mass, Sacred Ueart Cathedral,
Guild of St. Joseph the Worker,
followed by Commontoi! Break-
fart at Tbomm’t, Newark.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 3
1* a.m.. Meeting of trustees,
Sc Loo Hall Cairerrtty
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4
7:3* p.m., laving of corner-
stone and blessing of new
building, St. Joseph's Regional
High School. Montrale
THURSDAY, SEPT. 5
2 p.m., Meeting of principals
of elementary schools, Essex
Catholic High School, Newark
FRIDAY, SEPT. (
I p.m., Merting of princi-
pals of secondary schools. East
Orange Catholic High School,
East Orange
FRIDAY, SEPT. C
8 p.m.. Meeting of exeentiv*
board, I>CCM
SATURDAY, SEPT. 7
3 p.m., laying of corner-
stone, blessing of new school,
blessing of convent, Little
Flower. Berkeley Heights
SUNDAY, SEPT. 8
3 p.m., Blessing and laying
of cornerstones, Roselle Catho-
lic High School and Brother*
residence, Roselle
4:30 p.m., Blessing and lay-
ing of cornerstone. School of
St. Joseph the Carpenter par-
ish, Roselle
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Conventional baby shoe | Wilder Shoe by Buster Brawn
NO DEFORMINGj
PRESSURES IN|
the Wikler, shoe]
” '
BUSTER BROWN!
The Butter Brawn
shoe fitting expert
will be In this
store to help
IN your child.
One of the principle cauera of
deformity in children’* toot to
the limited toe ana of ooovan-
tional baby aboaa. The X-rays
above abow a conventional
childran’a ahoe and the Wikler
Shoe by Buatar Brawn. Notice
that in the Wikler Shoe the
child's foot may grow to the
end of the ahoe without en-
countering any deforming pres-
sures. There to also eitra width
which allows for the vital
muscle building, too spreading
action. Plan to atop in today
•nd give your child's feet a
future...tot ue lit them in a
pair of Wikler Shoea by Buster
Brawn.
MAGEE'S SHOES
Perfect Fit Guaranteed or A Now Pair Fra
485 Rout# 17, Paramut, N.J.
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Marsh is one of the few
diamond merchants In the country
where perfection in diamonds
is absolutely assured.
We tany only blue-white, perfect Rems,
and, at Marsh's low prices,
yin" diamond purchase becom«s >
Rood investment.
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Vietnam’s Tragic Mistake
The confused picture of what hap-
pened in South Vietnam ia now in clear-
er focus. The pagodas of Saigon were not
only temples of worship, but also com-
munist cells. The ritualistic suicides of the
Buddhists were not “noble sacrifices" in
the cause of religion. The self-immolation
by fire of the four bonzes and the bonzess
were only repulsive holocausts of deluded
victims.
Communist subersive strategy de-
ceived the Buddhists, and the American
press contributed to the deception. Slant-
ed and false Western press accounts of
religious persecution, reprinted in leaf-
lets and distributed widely, Inflamed the
Buddhists to wage a holy war against the
government, and thus the Vietnamese
played into the hands of the communists
and have been tearing themselves to
pieces for the past 16 weeks.
BECAUSE Ofr HELP given to the
Vietnam government by the U. S., the
communists had failed in their plan to
divide the country and take over the gov-
remment Frustrated in their usual meth-
ods, they exploited the false issue of
Buddhist persecution. They are doing the
same thing in the neighboring Island na-
tion of Ceylon.
There never was any religious perse-
cution of the Vietnamese Buddhists by
Catholics.
Catholic Church authorities em-
phasized the fact that they have no quar-
rel with the Buddhists. Ambassador Fred-
erick E. Nolting, now replaced by Henry
Cabot Lodge, told the NCWC News Serv-
Ice that In his 2V4 years in the country,
he had never seen any evidence of re-
ligious persecution. Bishop Peter Csretto,
5.D.8., Vicar Apostolic of Rajaburi, Thai-
land, said "the communist propaganda
machine has been put to work to distort
the situation in the eyes of the world."
But the Western press fell for the in-
flammatory propaganda. \
ABOUT 70% OF South Vietnam's
15 million citizens are Buddhists. A mi-
nority group, the General Buddhist As-
sociation, which represents s half-million
members from among the country's 10
million Buddhists, exploited the religious
issue for political ends. The “Traditional"
Buddhists took no part in supporting the
extremists in their attempt to overthrow
the government.
The Vietnam strife is not a struggle
between Catholics and Buddhists. The
government is not Catholic even though
President Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother
are Catholics. Surely no one claims the
U. S. government is Catholic because of
John F, Kennedy and Bobby. It is well
established that the Buddhists staged a
political revolt against a ruling clique who
became too autocratic. Such a political
situation could happen hero. But what
fools we would be to start burning our-
selves to death in sacrificial immolation.
Labor Day
The nation pauses in her economic
life on Labor Day to give suitable recog-
nition to the role of the laboring man in
the growth of America. The holiday spirit
that prevails —with the end of summer
and the opening of the school year
makes it a fitting time to pay tribute to
the laboring man.
A NATION grows with the coopera-
tion of government, capital and labor.
When there is a harmonious relationship,
the country will prosper. Even in this
young country of America, and in spite
of the many travails which have existed
in the past and still exist, there is a re-
flection of the accomplishment of free
men in our American democratic society.
Recognizing the fact that there are some
evils still to be corrected, great progress
can be made by thoughtful understanding
of our common problems; our nation will
be as strong as the cooperation which can
and should exist between our government,
management and labor when it reflects
the goal of the common good.
Pope Paul VI, as recently as Aug.
7, while addressing a pilgrimage of Span-
ish workers at Castelgandolfo, reminded
his audience of the interest and love
which the Church reserves for workers.
He said: "You know how she (the Church)
in these last years has multiplied her
teachings to declare and defend your
rights, to help you fulfill your duties, to
preserve in the working class Its religious
and moral patrimony, to protect the dig-
nity of the human person whatever his
profession, to give physical toil its gpirit-
ual value, to dissipate the false ideas
spread in a particular manner in the
world, and above all the false idea that
the Church of Christ Is not the friend of
the working people."
The Pope reminded his listeners of
the passage from Mater et Msgistra in
which Pope John XXIII said "... all
economic progress must be accompanied
by social progress, enabling all classes
of society to share in the growth of
wealth "
IT IS WELL to reiterate a thought of
Pope Paul VI about the working man.
that it is the hope of the Church to pre-
serve in the working class its religious
and moral patrimony Is it not true that
it is the lot of man to work and in his
work he is to find not only the sustenance
for his life here on earth, but the instru-
ment of his own eternal salvation There
is dignity to work and it is up to the work-
ing man to know :— no matter how me-
nial his task, or how noble his profession—-
that his Church is interested in him and
looks for a social progress for him. and a
fair share of the growth of wealth In any
country.
The Parent and the School
Next week, 196,000 children will
enter Catholic schools throughout North
Jersey. Enrollment in Catholic schools is
growing at an ever-increasing rate. Wait-
ing lists are common in the suburbs and
are also developing in city parishes. Fam-
ilies with little or no tradition of Cath-
olic parochial school education are clam-
oring for admission of their children to
our schools.
THIS IS GOOD. God is pleased and
so aro we. The impact of Catholic educa-
tion at the elementary level is being felt
as never before in its contribution, not
only to the educational, but also the cul-
tural disciplinary and economic welfare
of the community.
The Catholic school system however,
was not established merely to benefit the
community, but also to benefit the Cath-
olic Church, by the teaching of the doc-
trines and laws of the Catholic religion
on a formal systematized basis with com-
petent teachers. The teachers however,
cannot do it alone.
The cooperation and assistance of
the parents is needed in every phase of
the child's education, but especially in the
field of religion. A child will understand
and sympathize with a parent's mistakes
in arithmetic, spelling, etc., but in the
matter of religion, the child expects more
than sympathy and cooperation it ex-
pects consistency.
PARENTS WHO LOOK upon a Cath
olic school as a sort of "ecclesiastical day-
nursery" with no relation to their own
personal religious conduct, are in for a
rude awakening. A Catholic education, to
be effective and permanent, requires the
full time day-to-day, Sunday-to-Sunday,
parental practice of the Catholic Faith.
Jewish Religious Life
Owed Tone to Laity
By FRANK J. SHEED
Tbs Sadducsee ware the
rich upper class. The Phari-
sees were middle class. The
mass of the people were or-
dinary Jews, more or lew de-
vout, more or leas ritually ob-
servant, disliking the Sad-
ducess. revering the Phari-
see#.
The Bedduoeee held the
priaethood, the greet Temple
in Jerusalem, and the sacri-
fices which could be offered
only in the Temple. The
Pharisees were for the most
part layman: they dominated
the synagogues found in every
town and village. The rail-
gfoos life of the people took
lta color largely, and after the
destruction of the Temple
solely, from them.
THE NAME Pharisee means
literally "separated." - from
aU unrlaannaas of aoul and
body. But tfaia tended to In-
volve keeping separata also
from thoaa who did not ob-
earn the Increasingly minute
ruins and regulations of ritual
cleanliness.
ths SadduceM held them-
selves bound only by the
Books of Mooes, the first five
books of the Old Teotament,
which had for them the in-
cidental value of saying noth-
ing vary dear about resurrec-
tion and tha immortality of
tha soul. The Pharisees ac-
cepted not only the remaind-
er of the Old Testament, but
also tbs writings of the
scribes, in which they saw
God as continuingto teach for
man’s guidance.
THE JEWS of Alexandria
who made tha translation into
Greek tha Septuagint —a
century before Our Lord, in-
cluded seven books which are
not in the Palestinian Canon
or in UuMfrotestant Bible. But
sobstantflfr tha Old Testa-
ment was there for tha Jaws
Our .Lord mat Though all
were tha votes of God, tha
first five books ths Torah
• tun nt#ciii.
It was Esdras who saw the
law aa an Instrument of In-
struments for the re-nuking
of ths Jewish people. Proa
that time tha Torah had a
iscredness. an influence over
the whole life of Judaism, un-
known before. We cannot be-
gin to understand the Jews
until w# have made some ef-
fort to grasp what the Torah
had come to mean to them.
j * ..
ONE EARLY rabbi tells us
that when Moeea ascended
Into heaven, he found God
with the Torah In Hls hand,
reading the opening verses of
the 19th chapter of Numbers:
the Torah was considered
God’s dally reading! The book
of Jubilees, written about 100
8.C., saya that the angels in
heaven are circumcised and
observe the regulations of the
Sabbath.
The Law, then, was every-
thing. No Sadduceo would
h*ve disagreed, provided one
did not go beyond the borfu
of Moses. It was tha intMpre-
tatiooa at tha ncribee which
Pharisaism its speditf
quality - It was they, not
Moeea or any of ths prophets,
who showed God submitting
to the Laws He had mad* for
man.
Legacy of Love
Labor Day, 1963, Finds
Unions on the Spot
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director. Sou si Action Dipt*. SCU'C
"Has Success Spoiled Big
Labor?" asked Saturday Eve
Bing Post reporter Hamid li
Martin in the first of two art!
cies on the American labor
movement Ust December
Martin's answer was ex.
tremcly critical of the labor
movement Once lean and
hungry." he laid. "the unions
have grown arrogant and fat.
Big labor » now Big Business,
run by organisation men. But
membership is shrinking, ami
the unorganised atiU remain
unorganised ..."
Tbit i not fair for organised
labor. It puts the case against
the unions much too strongly
HOWEVER. o>e question a
a legitimate one Even some
of labor's most loyal sup-
porters are beginning to ask
this question, with special ref
erence to race relations and
civil rights The reason for this
la that the labor movement
cannot seem to make up its
mind how far It really wants
to go in supporting the current
crusade for complete racial
equality
We are now at a turning
point in US. history’ *nd also
in the history of the American
labor movement This ia the
year of decision in the field of
race relations and rival rights
On Labor Day. 1963. there-
fore the labor movement, hke
every other organisation in
American society, is on the
spot For the moment it must
expect to be judged almost ex-
clusively on its performance in
the field of civil rights and
must expect to be told, even
by its friends, that its record
on the Issue of civil rights hss
been somewhat disappointing
IN FAIRNESS it should be
pointed out that the American
labor movement has done
much in the past and is doing
even more now to promote the
cause of interracial justice, not
only within its own ranks, but
in the community at large
Many of its ffunds feel, how-
ever that success may have
spoiled Big Labor on the par-
ticular issue of civil rights.
The impression is that the la-
bor movement Is trying to be
a little too respectable and has
yet to put the issue of racial
equality at the very top of its
agenda.
Negro leaders find it difficult
to understand, for example,
why the labor movement re-
fused to endorse the Aug. 28
civil rights demonstration in
Washington. Perhans there is
something to be said for
labor's decision to ait this one
out but. If so, labor hasn’t said
it very convincingly. The pub-
lio has been left with the im-
pre—ton that labor’s refusal
to endorse the demonstration
was dictated by the fear that
it might get out of hand and
alienate tha conservative wing
of Congress.
This aort of rairutatmg
prudence" can hardly be
reconciled with the past and
present willingness of smw
to fb in the face of public
opnwon when their own strictly
trade urnon interests are at
stake
NEGRO LEADERS are also
asking - quits legitimately—-
when tbs labor movement to
going to tower tbs boom oc
those unions which are still
practicing racial discrum-
nation. When an employer
tnss to discourage the orgaro-
istioo of his workers or re-
fuse* to engage tn coUactlvc
bargelining, the labor move-
ment win go to almost any
length to bring ham to time
and. a necessary, will drive
him to tbs wall Negro leaden
are disappointed that it tends
to react much less vigorously
when one of its own affiliates
u guilty of practicing racial
(liven mini boo
Some Negro leader* may
be tuo critical of the labor
movement They may not
fully appreciate the com pie i-
lt} ot the problems with which
truly dedicated labor leaders
ire confronted in promoting
the cause of complete racial
equably. Howe'er, many Libor
leaders have yet to grasp the
depth and the pasaaon eg the
present racial cnsui Asa
result, there u a growing rift
between organized labor and
Iks Negro community
This is the most serious
problem with which the labor
movement u presently con-
fronted. Instead of going
through the usual routine of
seif congratulations on Labor
Day. IWO. tabor would be well
advised to Ukc a self critical
and ruthfewaly honest look at
this problem, which is largely
of its own making It can ill
iffard to get the reputation of
besng oven partially out of
sympathy with the Negro'* le
giUmata and very belated de-
mand lor complete equality.
September Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for Septem-
ber la:
That the council may In-
crease vocations to the
priesthood and the religious
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apoetle-
shlp of Prayer by the Pope
tat
For the Church in the
Ooofoi •;
The Press Box
The Color
Of Blood
By JOSEPH H. THOMAS
,M swaging Editor
It was back In the fall of
1W». I on my way to
Blessed Sacrament School in
Newark. I was late. And 1 was
mad because 1 had gotten a
scolding for dawdling.
When I taw Pete I wain't of
a mind to notice him. Pete
waa Whittling Pet*, the neigh-
borhood rag man. Pete waa a
favorite with the kids because
nobody could whittle like he
could and because he'd atop
his work and tell us stories or
sing a song or do a snappy
shuffle in the street for us
Pete was also coal black.
ORDINARILY, when I saw
Pete 1 gave him a big •'Hiya.
Pete.” It gave me kind of a
grownup feeling to be on a
first-name baits with an adult.
The fact that he was a rag-
picker didn’t matter
But thin particular morning
1 wasn't interested in Whistling
Pete or anyone else because
1 still had that scolding
on my mind and figured I'd be
kept in after school besides for
being late. So when Pete hail-
ed me and in his friendly way
reminded me I'd better hurry
v- b*t late for school, I
retorted, "What’s that to you?
You’re only a nigger!”
I could aee that pete was
hurt and right away 1 waa
sorry I had said that. But with
a child's pride I wasn't going
to say I waa sorry. Not to a
black rag-picker, I wain’t, I
thought to myself.
1 STARTED to stalk off, but
Pete—wlio could laugh off
most anything—wasn't going
to let that crack go and when
he took a step toward me and
sald"Walt.’* I got scared and
Inwardlycursed my big mouth.
However, when Pete said
•goto, “Walt, child,” In a tons
so gentle ft dispelled my fear,
I turned to meet him
He crouched to my level and
said, "Son. wtiat you figure a
•nigger’ Is?"
The question startled me,
but I answered quickly, “He's
a black man ”
Pete straightened snd looked
at himself, saying. "Sho now.
I guess I'se black alright But
that's only on the outside In
side, they ain't no difference
between you 'n ffit. You got a
soul 'n I got a soul 'n when the
I-awd calls that's what He’s
gonna look at n He ain't
gonna see no color."
WEIX, I BAD been told that
in school, of course But still,
the difference was there for
all to see—he was black and I
was white
The doubt must have shown
on my face because Pete said.
"Whut’a the color of your
blood” and when 1 told him U
was red he said "Red, huh.
That's whut I thought. Now let
me show you somethin'."
And with that he dove into
his pocket and came out with
a battered penknife. He
opened It and then thrust his
free hand in front of me and
with hia thumb braced the
middle finger, the fleshy part
of which he then nicked.
1 WATCHED in awe as
blood—red blood, blood tho
same color es mine—oozed
out.
1 didn’t knew what to say so
I turned and walked away,
fighting my shame. I heard
Pate aay softly "You git to
school, now. Else you'll wind
up a rag-picker like me."
I turned In time to aee him
suck the nick clean. He
grinned and waved. I waved
bgck. feebly. And then I ran.
The Question Box
‘Shifts’ in Thinking
On Birth Control
R*v. Leo Parity, 5.T.D., and Rtv, Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, N.J.,
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for an suers in this column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N.J.
Q. Would you please com-
ment on the four articles ap-
pearing recently in the "New
York Times" on the Catholic
Church and birth control?
(Continued from last week)
A. Now that we have regis-
tered our main objections, we
are in a position to deal a
little more kindly with the ser-
ies in question. To the Catho-
lic theologian who has long
since despaired of a fair and
objective treatment in the sec-
ular press, of the Church’s
stand against artificial contra-
ception, the following comes
as a breath of fresh air
"11 may well turn out that
opposition of the Church to ar-
tificial contraceptive devices
and the consequent resolve to
find a simple sure fire rhythm
method perttaps involving a
quick saliva, urtnc or skin test
will produce precisely the
quick uncomplicated birth
control system that millions of
non-Catholics have been seek
ing
"In fact, some non-Cathollc
researchers are quick to point
out that there are esthetic,
practical or medical faults
in all artificial contraceptive
devices They now agree that
a perfected rhythm system
would probably be welcomed
as the 'most natural’ method
and would require a period of
sexual abstinence no longer
than husbands and wives now
usually foHcrvr "
small families! The point be-
ing that a couple can violate
Christian prudence in having
a child as easily as they can
violate Christian generosity in
not having one.
The Family Code of the Un-
ion of Malines, an authorita-
tive document, discusses the
size of a family thus: "Prop-
erly understood the law of
community demands of every
family community the greatest
number of children which—«H
things being considered the
couple can not only fittingly
have, but educate in a fitting
manner Every home must
have it* special norm for reg-
ulating the creative end of
marriage
"IF. HOWEVER, some indi-
cation must be made of the so-
cial minimum of procreativity,
it could be said that an aver-
age of less than three per
home would mean the death of
society by suffocation
"Once this has been stated,
however, it would be wrong to
believe that the law of fertility
regardless of circumstance*
demand* the greatest possible
num tier of children Husband
and wife must consider their
personal welfare in the matter
of physical and psychological
health and strength; the wel-
fare of their children, aa re-
gards the best education pos-
sible for them, the family’s
welfare so far as concerns the
laws ot unity and order in
love, and the immediate and
future welfare of the commu-
nity at large, whether nation-
al. regional or world wide
"Parents should not forget
that Providence doe* not fail
where It is met with generos-
ity combine! with Christian
prudence” (See Love and
Control," by I>eon Joseph Car-
dinal Suonenj. Pg 93 94)
(To be concluded next week)
FOR A SERIES that has
been written off by some as
simply more "birth-control
propaganda." Una is a rather
remarkable admission Actual
ly it echos what has been both
tbs contention and the hope at
so many Catholic theologians
that science will eventually
catch up" with morality and
offer a married couple some
thing more positive and less
dehumanizing than sterihza
Don. a condom, or a diaphram
to assist them to express re-
sponsible parenthood
This brings us to the “chang
ing attitude" within the
Church which Impressed
C.eorge Barrett and The N'ftw
York Times enough to war-
rant front page coverage The
author puts his finger on it
when h* state* that shafts in
Catholic thinking on hig faml
lies and birth control have
been emerging gradually, oft-
en suhtty
"Until fairly recently, parish
approbation customarily was
reserved in many parishes
it still is reserved for the
big Catholic family Mothers
with plans to limit the num
ber of their children have oft
en faced parish censure 'When
the Catholic Mother of the
Year turns out to be a woman
with three children Instead of
eight or nine I'll believe the
Church word has reached down
to my level.' a mother In Chi
cago said smiling."
WITH SOME reservation*
the part about mother* ot
small families facing parish
censure teems a bit overplay-
ed w are inclined to agree
with the author It seems to
us that a "big" family men-
tality In the Church has at
time# relegated the small fam
ily to second-class member-
ship. The Impression Is given
or taken that virtu* is
commensurate with the num-
ber of children one has over
12 is heroic, under two la ane
mic.
Don't misunderstand! God
forbid that we would oppose
large families! But then. God
forbid that we would oppose
For Vorations
Members of the Apos
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinar> condi-
tions on
Sept S— Feast of The
Nativity of Our Ijdy
Once a week for reciting
daily, with piety, any pray-
er for vocation* approved
by the ecclenastical author-
ity
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity of piety
performed for the intention
of fostering for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood
Our Parish
"And now, Martha Rosebush will tail us about bar family
camping trip through the Rockies,"
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Test Ban Treaty
Is Opposed
George B. Cain.
Cedar Grove.
Editor:
Your Aug. 15 lead editorial,
“Vote Yes and Pray Hard,"
recommends prayer because
of the risks of ratifying the
Moscow treaty. Would it not be
wiser and more efficacious to
follow with greater diligence
the requests of Our Blessed
Mother at Fatima to pray for
the conversion of Russia and
to evaluate the wisdom of rati-
fying a treaty with Communist
Russia in the light of the
teachings of our Church?
Pope Pius XI in his encycli-
cal Divini Redemptoris teach-
es us that "communism . . .
strives to entice the multitude
by trickery of various forms,
hiding its real designs behind
ideas that in themselves are
good and attractive. Thus,
aware of the universal desire
for peace, the leaders of com-
munism pretend to be the
most zealous promoters and
propagandists in the move-
ment for world amity. . make
proposals that are in perfect
harmony with the Christian
spirit and the doctrine of the
Church."
He then warns us not to be
deceived and states categori-
cally "communism is intrinsi-
cally wrong and no one who
would save Christian civilisa-
tion may collaborate with it in
any undertaking whatsoever."
Considering the teachings of
this great encyclical is it not
the height of Catholic liberal
sophistry to advocate Senate
ratification of the Moscow
treaty? Wouldn’t our Senators
be wise to heed the plea that
President Kennedy made to
the American people on March
22. 1962 He said
"Until mankind has banished
both war and its instruments
of destruction, the United
States must maintain an effec-
tive quantity and quality of
nuclear weapons. . .
"If we are to be alert to new
breakthroughs, to experiment
with new designs—if we are to
maintain our scientific mo-
mentum and leadership—then
our weapons progress must not
be limited to theory or to the
confines of laboratories and
caves.”
Vote no and pray harder for
the conversion of Russia,.
Criticism
'Ridiculous’
Charles J. Doerrler,
Jersey City.
Editor:
Who am 1 to defend Msgr.
Shea who is trying, apparently
without success, to answer the
furry thinking of that young
Swiss theologian. Father
Kueng?
Last April in the letters col-
umn I was the first to take
issue with Father Kueng and
as in the case of Msgr. Shea,
1 took a beating in The Advo-
cate. One fellow wrote me that
I ruined his Holy Week!
Another said I was a throw-
back to the 19th century 1 re-
plied that in the light of pres-
aent day happenings . what
what was the matter with the
19th century? I could have
added that the young man
from Tuebingen was a throw-
back to the 15th century, the
days of Luther, et al. He had
his followers, too ... ,
Several months ago, Bishop
Ahr of Trenton spoke before
the convention of the Mon-
mouth County Holy Name
Federation on the subject of
Father Kueng. He read ex-
cerpts from some of Father
Kucng’s lectures and asked
the men if they understood
whkt he had read. He advised
the men not to be disturbed If
they did not because it was a
lot of nonsense! This from the
Bishop of Trenton.
To criticize Msgr. Shea for
answering Father Kueng is
ridiculous on its face, and it is
completely contrary to the ad-
vice of the young theologian
from Tuebingen. He is the one
who strongly wants more and
more freedoms snd his advo-
cates now would deny Msgr.
Shea the right, and duty, to
exercise his God-given privi-
lege to take issue with danger-
ous theories and ideas detri-
mental to the Church.
Would Stress
Laity More
Florence Giammarino,
Maywood.
Editor:
In Hans Keung VI, I fear
Msgr. Shea reveals a rather
condescending attitude with
regard to the Church’s laity
But much more serious is the
distinction he makes several
times between the Church and
the laity.
In an allocution to the Col-
lege of Cardinals in 1946. Pope
Pius Xll said, "The faithful,
and more especially the laity,
are in the front line of the
Church’s life; it is through
them that she is the vital
principle of human society. In
consequence, they, they above
all. ought to have an ever
more clear consciousness, not
only of belonging to the
Church, but of being the
Church, that is, the communi
ty of the faithful on earth un-
der the guidance of its com
mon head, the Pope, and of
the Bishops m communion
with them.”
In his book. "Come Let Us
Worship," Rev. Godfrey Diek-
mana, ORB., deplores the
kted of training nil too many
g—, Sk ill ■ ■ »-
LiuxMicv rtCtofw which ot*
prives them of an apprecia-
tion of the glory of their
Christian vocation. AH too oft-
en we Uve tn an Old Testa-
ment mentality intent upoo
keeping the Ten Command
menls and tn addition, the
comm snd menu of the
Church, with occasional re-
fills of grace; in reality, we
should see ourselves ss mem-
bers of the Risen Christ, who
walk tn grace snd joy. We too
often see Baptism as merely
a cleansing of original sin.
Father Diekmann reminds us,
"Through baptism, we . . .
become one with Christ; we
have become something com-
pletely new anew crea
tion Christ's life has become
our life; we live now, not we,
but Christ in us
”
To quote
him further:
"When St. Paul apeaks of
vocation
...
he it not speak-
ing about hit priestly dignity.
He Is speaking about the basic
vocation of being called to be
members of Christ. And ac-
tually, there is lesa difference
(though the difference, ob-
viously is great) between ooe
In holy orders and a lay mem-
ber of Christ, than there is
between such a member of
Christ and those who have not
been given this greet. In
other words, tha idee of vo-
cation and of consecration Is
something we priests have no
right to keep to ourselves. It
is a rightful heritage of each
member of the Body of
Christ: s motivation which
could and should be a power-
ful incentive to holiness."
Lecture Seen
Echo of Book
Frank W. hogAn.
Cranford.
Editor:
Father Hans Kueng't book.
"The Council, Reform and Re-
union," is. in my opinion, the
outstanding book about the
Church that has been written
since Pope John announced
plans for the council. It seem-
ed to me to be in tune with
Pope John's wishes for an
"agglornimento" snd to let a
little fresh sir Into the Church
After his book received
worldwide distribution. Father
Kueng was selected as a theo-
logical expert to attend the
council. It Is a safe assump-
tion that the members of the
hierarchy who had a voice in
his selection were familiar
with the contents of his book.
Father Kueng then came to
this country and was a wel-
come guest in many of our
leading dioceses 1 am under
the impression that his lec-
tures did not present any view-
points which varied to any im-
portant extent with those ex-
pressed tn his book
Msgr. Shea's blasts at Father
Kueng (and hit snide remark
about “Commonweal") were
surprising to me The Mooai-
gnor. I believe, was silent on
the subject when Father
Kueng wsa in this country.
Msgr. Shea's attack cm
Father Kueng brings to mind
something that Cardinal Cush-
ing said s few months ago:
"We can imagine fewer U-
u-i— of more pr*Ti»tlffl dan-
ger to the Church than the no-
boo that what was successful
at ooe moment in Church his-
tory moat be, tor that rewaoo.
institutionalized In a perma-
nent and wnrhangtng fashion
H s reading of the past
teaches us anything, it demon
strates unmistakably that hu-
man ingeniuty. under God's
guidance, continually refresh-
es the Christian life, making
possible ever new opportunities
for greatness Those revered
heroes of the Faith, raised to
our altars at Saints, were
more often than not tn times
past just the ones guided by
the Spirit into new and untried
ways for the sake of the King-
dom. The alternative to this
kind of change is stagnation
and spiritual exhaustion"
Anglo-Irish Relations:
Cathartic Reappraisal?
By GARY MAC EOIN
Geographically, Dublin and
London arc not much further
apart than New York and
Washington What really di-
vides them is nearly a thou-
sand years of culture conflict
and several hundred years of
religious difference. On a visit
to these* two capitals I found
them both buzring with the
same intellectual excitement,
and both miraculously in
agreement on what might have
been expected to start anew
phase of bitterness and re-
crimination.
I refer to the book “The
Great Hunger" by Cecil Wood-
ha m-Smith u best seller in
both capitals, and now rapidly
becoming one in this country.
It could well have an impact
on Anglo-Irish relations similar
to that imputed by Aristotle to
good drama, a cathartic reap-
prasial leading to anew aware-
ness of reality.
ANGLO-IRISH relations con-
tinue to be embittered by one
problem the separation of
the six counties of northeast
Ulster from the historic, cul-
turhl and geographical unity
which is the island of Ireland.
The problem is not simply that
these six counties are cut off,
but that a third of their popu-
lation is committed, under the
formula devised and im-
plemented by the British gov-
ernment In the early 19205' to
a condition of perpetual sub-
jugation and deprivation U
citizens rights similar to that
which has been the lot of the
Negro in the southern UH.
Nobody wanted the eix-
county solution not the Eng-
lish, not the Irish Nationalist,
not the Irish Unionist. It re-
sulted from a series of stupidi-
ties snd refusals to face reality.
But once the monstrosity
came into existence, it tended
to be self-perpetuating, be-
cauae iU nature was such as
to make more bitter the al-
ready bitter relations between
the three parties involved. Any
proposed change always finds
two of the parties in opposition
to what must appear as a vic-
tory for the third.
MRS. SMITH’S book is ap-
parently beginning to make
English and Irish recognize
that the bitterness of the past
is no justification for the en-
mity of today, that the logic
of history and the need to sur-
vive demand heroic sacrifice
on both sides.
This would require a reap-
praisal by tha Orangemen
and the Nationalists of their
mutual relations and interests
as profound as that which
Adenauer and De Gaulle have
achieved in Europe.
What few recognize, least of
all tha parties themselves, la
the extraordinary identity of
culture and attitude of Organe-
men and Nationalists in Ire-
land.
Although usually di-
vided by religion, their 're-'
Ugious and ethical attitudes
and their standard* of behav-
ior are amazingly close. Even
the issues which currently di-
vide Catholics and Protestants
in other countries, their con-
flicting views about birth con-
trol and divorce, do not apply
in Ireland.
PROBABLY NOWHERE is
this re-evahiation more desir-
able than in the UR., where
the groupe representing the
two positions ere much fur-
ther spart because of the time
lag resulting from the fixation
of position and cut-off at a
given historical moment.
The Irish in America played
a great part In bringing into
being the Irtth Republic. They
could today play an equally
decisive part In an emotional
reappraisal leading to a com-
pletion of the process by fac-
ing facta as realistically as the
French and Germans hava
done, and for the same rea-
sons.
That Is why "The Great
Hunger" deserves to be aa
widely read and appreciated as
it has been on the other side
of the Atlantic, and why 1 hope
it will play an Important part
In resolving wbat remains one
of the basic divisions within
the weetern alliance.
GodLove You
Do We Have
Too Much?
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Sixteen of 21 civilizations
which have perished in the
pages of history did not suc-
cumb to attacks from without;
they decayed from within. Ma-
terial prosperity may ravage
both body and aoul by making
the body grow quickly old
through excessive ease and
comfort, and by making the
aoul serve two masters.
Applying tWf to the Church
in the UR., do we not have
too much while others have
too little? Wherever there la
economic prosperity the rich
get richer snd wherever there
are vsst populations there is
growing poverty.
CATHOLICS have a duty to
aid the poor of the world. To
keep the Church spiritually
healthy we might well con-
sider the merits of these sug-
gestions:
(1) When you make contri-
butions to Institutions already
having millions ask that a
share of that contribution be
given to Society for the Prop
agation of the Faith. Thu
may help to alleviate the hun-
ger which, in Asia, is more
dangerous than the atomic
bomb.
(2) When you buy anew
oar, new furniture, clothes or
records, or pay taxes to help
build a multi-million doUgr
Polaris submarine, should you
not think of giving to those
in whom Christ relives His
poverty?
Regardlhes of bow much we
are giving, It la still below
what the Lord expects of us.
GOD LOVE YOU to A.P. foe
5200. "This is in thanksgiving
for recovery from a
coronary." . . .to M.K.O. for
$2O. "I have been saving my
winnings from a Friday night
card club." ~ .to E.B. for $lO.
"1 promised this to the mis-
sions for s favor received."
Dare to discover yourself!
I-earn if you are a member of
"The Church of the Poor" oe
"The Poor Church” by read-
ing our special September-
October Issue of Mission. If
you wish to be put on the
mailing list for this bi-monthly
magazine, just ssk.
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety tor the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Ave.. New
York, or Riahop Martin W
Stanton. 31 Mulberry St.. New-
ark. or Msgr William F
Louis. 24 DeGraase St . Pater
son
An Old Parish
Has Changed
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
In the parish tn which I
grew up. the liturgy was often
in the nature of an exercise
in endurance The congrega
two was in its immigrant
years, and oe some Sundays
we had at ooe Maw. three
readings of the Gospel and
three sermons in different lan
guagea. Nooe of lb# sermons
was short
In addition to all that, some
times the pestor labored
through an interminable reel
taboo of the names however
unpronounceable —of even
laM ooe of the contributors to
the monthly collection, along
with the amount, which in
many cases was a hard-seen
fired quarter or dime.
TMK CHURCH was always
crowded; the people pushed
together in the pews by indus-
trious ushers The singing was
al the opposite pote from the
Sistme Choir, and when your
ears weren't being assaulted
from the choir loft, likely you
were listening to a cluster of
earnest women reciting the Ro
sary aloud in Polish or Slovak
or German
Going to Communion was
something of an event The
P*ous went every month, or
every coup)# of months, with
the Holy Name Society, having
done penance by attending the
unutterably dull meeting the
evening previous If you re
ceived between-times, you did
so sheepishly, feeling that the
people were annoyed with you
for slowing the progress of the
Mas*.
THINGS ARE almost incred
Ibly different now A few
weeks ago, for a high school
reunion (and don't ask how
long ago graduation was!) I
visited my old home town of
Vender grift in western Penn-
sylvania. northeast of Pitts-
burgh
Sunday morning. I went to
the parish church, St. Ger-
trude's, snd I am happy to re-
port that Catholic life in that
corner of the world Is no long
er ooe Wig slow martyrdom
The Mass did not drag, but
marched purposefully with
Christian energy; the sermon
was brief and to the point. and
what especially made me glow
with pleasure was the pariici-
patioo of the people m the lit
urgy in English
Yes. we all understood our-
selves and ooe another at we
recited, in unison and with
family feeling, the Glory to
God. the Creed and so oc. and
as we sang hymns When we
came to the "lord. I am not
worthy." two thirds of us went
to the Communion railing
I hare heard it argued that
the dialogue Mats must be
kept in Latin because If na
Uve tongues are introduced, it
wtti an be a dreadful jumble,
with everybody going his own
way at ha own place Emphat
ically it is not to.
THE SVME St Gertrude's
Church, it is. but the contrast
with the days of my youth and
young manhood it electrify-
ing Being a Catholic is coming
to be a downright Joy instead
of a ditch-digging chore
For these changes we have
to thank the long, persistent
patience of those who have la-
bored tor a liturgical revival.
You will not wonder at me.
therefore, when 1 say that I
am completely m sympathy
with the Southwest Mturgical
Conference (representing eight
UR. dioceses) which has
recommended that the Mata in
English speaking areas be en
tirely in English
Let the priest snd the peo-
ple. these hturgists ssy, speak
to God snd to each other whol>
ly tn words they understand
And my Immediate reaction is.
why rxx?
Bazaar in
CHESTER A four day
bstaar. starting Aug. 29. is
planned at St. Lawrence's here
writh booths, rides and skill
games among the features.
George Ike Is chairmsn.
Reply to HansKueng: VIII
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
Rector, Immaculate Conception Seminary
Since this series has to end
soon, my remaining criticisms
of the Kueng lecture must be
passed over in order to con-
firm the previous ones which
have been challenged by some
esteemed readers.
The essence of my first ar-
ticle (July 11) was that Father
Kueng couldn't possibly have
the knowledge needed to
justify his sweeping indict-
ment:
"It Is true, too, that
even someone looking at the
Church from within keeps no-
ticing afresh the lack of free-
dom in every nook and corner
of her: . . . above ail, he no-
tices at every level, low and
high, a constantly recurring,
appalling, cowardly, worldly
fear. . ."
SOME READERR objected
that "in every nook and cor-
ner" is Just a figure of speech
not intended to be taken
literally: that Dr. Kueng was
using permissible rhetorical
exaggeration. hyperbole,
"poetic license.” and meant
only that lack of freedom in
the Church could be found in
varying degrees in different
times and places.
To reply, my college rhetoric
course taught that the large
liberty of exaggeration allowed
to humor, whimsy, and poetry
is nut permitted to serious dis-
course; that the latter's use
of hjrperbole must always be
very brief, not prolonged, and
it never proper unless the
subject exceed the common
measure and the exaggeration
not exceed due proportion
for example "in every nook
and corner," that is. “in any
part whatsoever, even the
smallest most distant or
secluded" (Oxford English
Dictionary, under ' corner") is
an acceptable figure of speech
for "well nigh everywhere In
the place," but not for "here
and there ’’
1 submit that, by the very
rules of rhetoric. Dr Kuengs
words hti "in every nook
and corner." used in a serious
statement made on a grave
matter, snd emphasized by the
addition of "of her." and
coupled with "keeps noticing
afresh." with "every level,
low and high." and writh "cocv
stantly recurring*' cannot
be watered down to "in vary
mg degrees in different times
and places."
FURTHER, in the seminary
moral theology morse, if not
already in r a me h ism class. I
learned that exaggeration U
quite out of place tn
state menu highly prejudicial
to the good name of an in-
dividual. group oc institution,
especially when made before
"large, mixed groups*'
If of Uie home, say, of »ny
of my critics it were charged
that "someone looking at it
from within keeps noticing
afresh the Uck of cleanliness
in every nook and corner of it.
and on every floor a constantly
recurring, appalling odor."
would Uve householder regard
this as a permissible exaggera-
tion of ' some untidinesi and
some cooking odors can be
noticed in varying degrees at
different times and places'?
One defender of the Kueng
statement as permissible ex-
aggeration contended it
wouldn’t mislead because the
lecturer declares elsewhere
that freedom is a reality in
the Church. So he does, but
there Dr. Kueng is Ulking
about a quite different free-
dom, the freedom of the chil-
dren of God, the liberation of
their wills by Christ’s grace
from the checks and drags
resulting from original sin,
whereas the freedom spoken
of in the statement under dis-
cussion is freedom, or lack of
it, from oppression by au-
thority.
Far from mitigating Father
Kueng’s sweeping charge
about the dearth of this free-
dom in the Church, the gen-
ersl context of his lec-
ture reenforces it, as my sec-
ond article (July 18) pointed
out.
ACCORDING TO another de-
fender of Dr Kueng s state-
ment. the lecturer was only
expressing an opinion, as In
dicated "by the use of the in
definite pronoun 'someone' and
the historical present in
‘keeps noticing afresh"' It Is
news to me that the indefinite
pronoun "someone” advertises
that a statement is an ex-
pression of opinion rather than
being a firm assertion of con-
viction.
As to the "historical pre-
sent," the use of the present
tense to narrate past events
as if they were going on now,
how this is a sign of an ex-
pression of opinion is beyond
me. In any case, one does not
introduce an expression of
opinion with the words which
begin Dr. Kueng’s statement
“It is true, too, that even
Hence I need not raise
the question of the propriety
of broadcasting sweeping
highly detrimental charges
based only on opinion.
THE OBSERVATION of a
reader to the effect that the
pinnacle of the Immaculate
Conception Seminary docs not
offer a more comprehensive
view of the Church as a whole
than does the pinnacle of the
University of Tuebingen is
perfectly correct, but also per
fectly irrelevant My objection
to the Kueng statement needed
no pinnacle, no world-view of
the Church, to render it valid
and Just.
If everyone. including
churchmen, has a right to the
esteem of others and nof to
be presumed evil until proven
so, if the burden of proof is
on the accuser, and if he can-
not possibly have the knowt-
edge needed to supply that
proof it suffices that one
point this out One does not
have to have and show positive
proof that the accusation is
false
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When financial emergencies find you short of cash, coma to The
Trust Company of New Jersey - any office - or phone Oldfield 3-4100
to apply for a loan. Get up to $2500. Take up to 2 years to pay. Ufa
'"“ranee Includedat no additional cost! You needn't be a depositor.
All offices open Monday evenings 6 to 8 P.M.
m
The
Trust Company
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Jersey City
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In New York City...
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NATIONAL SHRINE
OF ST. ANTHONY
(near Penn Station)
A
2 Entnnces
W. 31st St (l 32nd St) t»t 6tti l /th *.«
CHURCH Of ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
13S Wist 31st St., New York 1, N Y
near ► Gimbels 4 Hotel Statler
TWtif*
hunt#
Save for
opportunitiesat
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UNION TRUrr COMPANY
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial Reading
and
Reading Improvement Services
for
Elementary School Students
and
Secondary School Students
Soton Hall University offers reading program* for
elementary and secondary school student* during after-
school hours at the South Orange Campus.
' Applications will ba accepted until September 23,
IM3. Interviews and testing will be held at the Reading
Confer, located In McQuaid Hall at th# South Orang#
Campus.
For further Information and/or application, please
contact*
Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Seton Hall University '
Soatb Orange; Now Jersey
,
or telephone!
SOoth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448.
BookReview
Meanwhile, Back at the Basilica
POPE, COUNCIL AND
WORLD, by Robert Blair
Kaiaer. Macmillan. 2M pages.
t«.K. '
Despite a deceptive nautical
flavor imparted by hie use of
an extended metaphor built
around the launching at
Peter’s barque into the deep
that is the modern world,
Kaiaer has put together what
might be celled an ecclesiasti-
cal Western.
You see, Kaiser has his good
guys and he has his bad guys.
And if I tell you that his good
guys are the so-called pro-
gressive Bishops and his bad
guys are. . . Aw, 1 don’t have
to tell you because you already
know. Sure the bad guys
are the Curiallsts.
The Curialista are always
the bad guys in popularly writ-
ten books about the Church.
And as in all Westerns the bad
guys lose.
ASIDE FROM this approach,
Kaiser has written an interest-
ing but inaccurate book on the
first session of the Second Va-
tican Council. Unfortunately
for him —andfor the publish-
er, too, I suppose it comes
on the heels of Xavier Rynne's
celebrated “Letters From
Vatican City."
Comparisons are inevitable,
and In this ease Kaiaer cornea
off aecood best. The Rynne
book contains more in the way
of documentation, is slightly
easier to follow and gives the
impriiaion of having been
written by someone inside the
council, where Kaiser, the
Rome correspondent tor Time
magatlne, was not allowed to
be.
However, Kaiaer does add
some detail* that Rynne over-
looked or waa unaware of. His
section on the way news waa
handled helps explain appar-
ent discrepancies in various
reports, and readers will find
M helpful in assessing news
sources once the tecood ses-
sion of the council opens on
Sept. 29.
HIS PRESENTATION on the
debate on the sources of rev-
elation is another informative
section, particularly so since
he doesn't burden the reader
with as many funy theologi-
cal Interjections of his own aa
he does In some of the other
sections.
Still, he leaves himself open
for criticism on many counts.
At times he is needlessly
crude, aa when he describes
Bishop Sheen ss s "once popu-
lar television star." On other
occasions he appears to be
confused, ss when he ukee
up the Church's notion eg It-
self sa s perfect society.
He is hardly fair when he
refer* to the Roman Curia aa
"the citadel of non-think/* or
Imputes Interference without
evidence, aa he does when he
accuse* the Apostolic Delegate
of attempting to halt the pub-
lication of Father Kueng'a
book, "The Council. Reform
and Reunion," in this coun-
try.
KAISER WOULD have us
believe that a Pope whom he
quotes aa saying "I am in
charge" on one occasion was
in fact a 'prisoner" of the
Curia who once signed an
Apostolic Constitution simply
to appease the Curialista and
then told soma Bishops pri-
vately to pay no attention to
it.
Defects such as these mar
what could have been an im-
portant contribution to an un-
derstanding of the council —.
Joseph R. Thomas
Hootenanny:
An Evaluation
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Several mothers ssk me
whether hootenanny folk sing-
ing has any connection
with Red politic* Our family
teenagers stepped up their
stomping, when 1 asked what
they thought. They are sure
going to be with “Hootenanny
Hoot," which Sam KsUmsn
has just produced for MOM
And If they'll move over, this
time lH be with them.
Webster says a hootenanny
means "a thingamajig" as
well as "a meeting of folk
singers, for public entertain-
ment." “Hootenanny Hoot. 1'
strikes me as a theater
"thingamajig'' with a hoot of
clean entertainment in it.
It is a (act that in several
countries shout to go com-
munist, fotkswging sod danc-
ing were used to create a
benign cover for subversive
propaganda But the same
technique showed up in many
European film cartoons.
“HOOTENANNY Hoot has
a flimsy story line, which
bold* together tome nifty
strumming, singing and danc-
ins by currently popular re-
cording artists. It Is a heap
more wholesome than at least
*>*» of the films aimed at the
young these days It may do
nothing to improve their
grades, but it will not Ukeiy
downgrade their social at
Udues or personal behavior
either
“Old squares " who nightly
looked down their noses at
rock 'n' roll and the iwtit. can
afford to join in the hoot
rnanny, at least from discreet
distance. Like clapping a tit-
tle
As I see it hootenanny is
the old style country bam
dance, the modernised square
dance, the community sing-
song. the Negro spiritual chor-
ale and the school football
cheering section all rolled into
one
Of course, there are no
rules against song lyrics that
ought to go through the wash-
ing machine instead of the hi
fi Hootenanny can run wild
and die of sheer exhaustion
or. if cultivated along lively
American folklore lines, can
grow and Improve It can do
much to bring back a decent
standard of musical apprecia-
tion and respect for graceful
dancing among young Ameri-
can* I think parents and
teachers should get with it
Rericu s . . .
The Leopard (fair; aduhs)
Adaptation of de Lampedusa's
prtte-winning nov el result* in
this overlong, visually elegant
film geared to the liberal lit-
erati; It exaggerate* aortal
contrasts, and tinea up clergy
and Church on the side of
stodgy, unrealistic "reaction "
Rampage (Fair; objection-
able in parti Melodrama
whose characters are on a
jungle aafari.
Tartan’s Three Challenges
(Fair; family) Tartan it hired
to escort the chosen boy lead
er of a religious sect from a
mountain monastery to the
place of his enthronement.
Toy* to Attic (Weak; adult*)
Adaption of Lillian Heilman's
morally barren essay on sex-
ual Inihlbitiona and the alleged
frustrations of spinsterhood.
L'gh!
Gidget Gee* to Rome (Fair;
family) The familiar Gidget
gadget, with anew personal*-
ty. Cindy Carol, in the title
role, and anew background,
the city of the Trevi fountain.
Caretaker* (Good; adult*)
Mental illness and aomo con-
troversies about shock therapy
are given intelligent treatment
in this rather harrowing story
of a young mother who loses
her mind after the death of
her child.
ON CAMERA-Snap goes the slate and Slater Cyrilla,
M.H.S.H., is on camera for a scene in anew color movie
made by George A. Pflaum, Publisher, Inc., Dayton. Titled
“The Loy Catechist," the film is intended to recruit CCD
teachers. It debuted at last week’s liturgical Convention
in Philadelphia.
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BlarkfriatV Caatinn
NEW YORK - The Black
friars' Guild arill interview ac-
tor* Sept J 5. at 9 a m for
rolea in “Eternal Sabbath.” a
play baaed on the lift of Edith
Sfeto due to open In mid-Octo-
ber The cast includes three
men (aged 3D40) and right
vomro (»-»).
Television
~
auHOAV, aapT. t
7:0 pm. (J) flour at At. Francta.
"Ooca On A Barren HUI -
7:« a.m. (7) _ Chrlatopherp “Art. A
GUI ta All-
d:J0 a.m (4) Talk A boot God
9:M a.m. (*) Chrtatophara
10 a m. (J) - "Lamp Unto My Part."
MOST. Ivan D. IlllcL
ID a.tn. (4) - Inquiry. Paoltrt
father.. Rrv. Jama. B. Lloyd. C.B.P.
10 30 a.m. (J) - Lota Op and Mre.
"Th* Chanilns Image." tear at Bins-
ling Art Mumam. Bar ante.
1(30 p.m, (4) - Th. Catholic Hour,
SATUnDAY. lift )
10 pm. (II) Chrutoph*f.. "Thia la
a Oenltamea.
11 a.m. (11l - Great Rallgkw. Lead-
era at Our Tima. R.v John Shaertn.
Foundation to Back
Volume on Council
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (NC) -
A Catholic and a Protestant
widely known in American
journalism will go to Rome for
the second session of the Vati-
can Council under sponsorship
of the Hensley Family Founda-
tion here, to gather material
for a book on the Catholic,
Orthodox and Protestant view-
points on the council.
They are Dale Francis, col-
umnist for Our Sunday Viaitor
and editor of the Troy. Ohio,
Daily New*, and Dr Carlyle
Adams, Presbyterian minister
of Albany, N. Y.
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MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Junt 2 through October 27
MASSES 10:45, 11.45, 12.45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY « SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P M.
GRAYMOOR IS 3 mil** north of Peekskill, N. Y on Rt. 9
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE.
FR. GUARDIAN, S.A., GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
GARRISON 3, N Y.
T*l*phon« OArrhon 4-3671
WRITE FOR FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
JThe AdvocateResort Section
NEW YORK NEW YORK
WARD AND SKELLY*S
‘ECHO FARM HOTEL’
IPPER CAIRO GREENE OOI'NTT
Modern Accommodations and FaclUtle* J Home Cooked
Meals Daily. Choice Breakfast. Bacon served every morning.
Swimming in our Filtered 2-acre lake with concrete beach-
safe for children. Children s Playground. Recreation HalL
Shuffleboard, Lawn Sports Bicycle* for hlr* delivered to
door. Churches nearby 4 minutes to Eatt Durham. Brochure.
New Ultra Modern Motels with Private Bath
For Information or Reservations: Call (it*, HA t-Sn
or writ* Rt. 145, Catre, New Yerk
G
LENMOORE LODGE & MOTEL
at*, n c *m. a. v. -iraiaae m tm cataaiai- m ~» rifT iW
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
Make a date for the biggeet week-end of the year 111
LABOR DAY WEEK-END $25
Cmm “* aoyttma Ffi. . . . clay Hn Mm. AM mate. raaaa. - ,I—tL Ktwm NOW. a»aaa w writ*.
•» art MM) • Mry r»«.u<
rat* that Inc Mm anrytUaM Cal m writ* Owaa A MM LaaW.
Steve McHugh of the Famova McNultyFamily Eutertalalag Nightly
ASBURY PARK ASiURY PARK
PRospoct 4-8826 PRo*p«ct 5-9508
HOTEL BRIGHTON
OPEN ALL YEAR
211 Third Avenue (1 block frea buck) Asbury Park, N. 1.
FREE OCEAN BATHINfi from hotel Of locker. Church nearby.
* *** *■*—?» wM» TV IN Whu,
2 Family Rooms. Double Bed
in each - connecting doors. 510.00 Daily $56.00 Wkly.
Rooms, Twin Beds-per person i 3.50 Daily $2l 00 Wkly
Rooms Dbl. Occ. - per person 5 3.00 Daily (18 00 Wkly.
Rooms, Single 5 4.00 Daily_s24.oo Wkly.
Your Hosts, Mr"t and Manager
SHOREHAM -2£»
Ftm Ohm ItiMni from H«<
Bml location l Block to beach.
Uka atmoaphera. Near raaUuraa
chuxcbaa. Room rataa aaehlj
HI op. Doubta IU par paraoa
private balha
J. O'Connor 1. Hrlmbackar.
CONNECTICUT
1
Hit
HR HEAVENS SAKI . .
.
AUTUMN TIME IS
A COMlN-
fihuloui Fall Foliait ,'n.rd »•
lay moral). Cm# air, wMattad
aopalllaa. crackling wood flraa,
Pino panallad taproom, Fall Falra,
ipll and a kuadrtd i ona mort
flilnga to anlorl
Catliolic ctiurcfc Adlolnluf
WrUtfof color foldlr lo:
WAKJ ROBININN
UIIVIUI I. CONN.
Ootr IV. Hra. dam R.T.C.
MAC A. CMAMIUIIN. Owner, iter.
Tol (Araa Coda MS) Ml TIM
MASSACHUSETTS
OAKWOOD INN
•T. •AHRINOTOM f, MASS.
Taka ■ rttauM vtaw «f Hta •( Hilt nsata
prlvrta wMi tattint in Hw Mum. ••rh-
iWfM» Rmim with priv.
4«ns. licit. cvliiM, On
M Ts*|tawml «nd *U Bsrktkir*
•ctfvltta*. Ate. M. Wrtta tar bmtam.
Mod. nl»l. Op«n unlll Otl. lift. Mr, *
Mrs. S|* ViWSMUrta, Ownor Mat. W
ly I ml*. M 45
ATLANTIC CITY
Hsaasasi
•ruttail •
W ««U|
Mr
_ __
IM<|
fraParkUl
N. C iOtMT
FLORIDA
in MIAMI
BeACH
FUN
•3
Church A M«m Information
TiL|. THE ADVERTISERS
THAT YOU READ THEIR
AD IN THE ADVOCATE.
BEST PICTURE
OF THE
tkuti
AT MX
o*nc*
M »T
IMIH
O*AR\BLV
OAILY
• t k FiM PM
Bellevue
VAkiar ad. a Aiiiavui ava.
UPPAA MOMTCLAI*
I* U run »lIHHI 1111
For Pononi Ovgr 21
900 PM. (• 12:30 A M.
DANCING
ivi*r FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Mart.* ft. ot tho Mmrd,
lot* M«w«. M. J.
Featuring Alternating
OtCMSTRAS
DifKlUl: Driving Sou 4. on Gordon
Jlo*. Partway, l.i« IM. Driving
North on Oordon Stot* Portwoy,
(ill 157.
(On. Mmulv front Nth or (.it)
PILGRIMAGE TO ROME
Sponsored by
St. John Vianney R. C Church
Rout* 23, Stockholm, N.J.
Rov. Stephen B. Dabkowski, Chaplain.
Visit ROME, 4 Days, FLORENCE, 3 Days,
VENICE 4 Days, MILAN 1 Day.
All transportation, hotels, mooli, slghtsooing,
gratuities Included
>396.
Jot leaves New York City on NoV. 6,1963,
returns Nov. 18,1963
For further Information contact
Father Stephen 8. Dabkowski
F.O. Bee IS7, Root* 3),
Stockholm, N. J.
- BORO BUSES -
FROM PUBLIC SERVICE
TERMINAL
- NEWARK
Al« CONDITION!© BUSSES VIA
N J TUINPirE
KEYPORT - MIDDLETOWN
RED BANK - LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTIONS TO AU
SHOtl POINTS
LOW ! ABE'S
for Information CaH
MArVet 2-7000
unu hat. mm iipt.. j it j r m.
lloi Al* COND.
746 5564
r-HOW
[THE WEST
[WAS WON
TECHNICOLOR
•81 CPE ICE OPt* BAIIT
HCQM Tfl • 9 M
RCSIWATIOM MAIL OC
tTAtt
srl
Sil
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
Ml MT. PROSPECT AVI, NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmboldt 2-5019
U 7/: CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND BETTER FOOD ANYWHERE!
THE WEDGWOOD INN
217 South Street
I" N.**o»,c
MorrUlomn, New Jrrtey
JE 1-4411
I uncbeooi . Cocktail*
Pirtie* . W«WU* RrcrpUoe*
- OHN rvt«TD*r -
>• Mllf (AST OT TOWN OtKN
De Maio's
RESTAURANT & SUPPER CLUB
UTTIIM
•Mkp • T*
If *«a * law evt*.
4 Mot* ram tmmntOtm t> to*
•00 Tf It
CUrll* «*la*u*f ■ ' TANARUS«|
tv Tan*
m u.mm*
41* *«. I I*
W Ut ♦ J 1 ■
41*. la I I*
WI««T, • A
BLUE SHUnER INN ~£?S£l-
BANQUETS • WEDDLNGS,
ETC.. • DANCES .
COCKTAIL PASTIES
(3 room* AviiltbW)
CockUll Long* Open Daily
(Closed Tu**.)
2660 Morris Ave.,
Union
MU 8-6150
FREE PARKING
AM CONOITIONfD
hi HOMI MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
Mnnli nii!roam coni
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Wost Side Ave.
NT* tIVIMTO
Jersey City. HE *4945
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN THE riNUT TBAWTION
7w* cocktail limn
UNIXCCUJO (ACIIITKS (OB
WIDOINOS - BANOUITt - COMMUNION SBSAKtAfTt
11*1 MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6-2537
(rac* Nava, at tha arg.n Wad.. Tk«n. M, tat. aa4 laa
As You'llLike T
It For
Your Pleasure j
iOHN l MUBPMY. Had
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available far
All Occasions • Open Dally
Chany 4 W. Oraad It*. fcuaWii.N.J
JOHNNY & MARGIE'S TAP HOUSE
'(aacUliitaa la track Dmn*r*~
CATERING TO PARTIES
HalUa A American Olnaen
DINER*
CLUB
Route *46 DEsrfisld 4-9070 Partippany, NJ.
%bURacommsndad in “Cus"CONTINENTAL CUIIINI
KtOILIO LIVI MAINI LOiSTtRS OAILY
M CIOStD SUNDAYS 4 MONDAYS
m for Rstsrvafiont Call MU 7-0707
At YSc Tire (mh. Unlm. NJ. Oarden State (k»o T till 11*
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
_
D«LIOMT*OL SARLT AMIKICAN ATMOSPHIRICatenae ta TV addin* Receptlou. Scaaacu. ecru a. * Luncheoni
LUNCMIONS AND DINNIKt tItVBD DAILY
LINOSN. N. J.
1900 East Edgar Road, (Rout* 1)
Grntiom Dining M f retie) Attartmcnt #4
SEAFOODS
Luncheena, Ale Ccrtc
A Dinner*
Feeturlna SAT. A SUN.
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF AU jus
• eerty Aaaaauaaactlant •
Oncn I very Oiv
Car. Inch A Pallfly ■*., MACKRNSACK
For
Reservation*
Dl 2-1299
Get Out of Your Shell at the
WtxtUt Srnak
i delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties A Banquets
Amertcan-Continental Cuisine
Your Host: , SS7 North!,.ld Ay*.
"Chet” Grabowski WEST ORANGE, N. J.
Dtaai-c Club end American Cxpreaa Credit Cud* Vctepud
THbVaUC 04 NEW JERSEY THE NEW
Town & Campus Restaurant
Diner and Motor Lodge
J tha beautiful cempue W Newark Stala Tucker* foil*** *•
«R.«* UUH UK. UNION, N.
&sr*ESi3&=3&? ?8&BB*rv*a * Ltuurtoo* Swlauala* Pool.
»•« Mule • *4 Hr Roo
Reoa • PaU* Ui wtiu
PNONB MI-44M
She Missed Her Car— ’til She Saw the Garbage-Eaters
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
NEWARK Walking Is
difficult in the hilly city
ot LaPaz, Bolivia, 12,000 feet
above tea level. During her
first days there as a Papal
Volunteer nurse Marie Tuozzo
of Paterson missed the com*
forts of home which had in-
cluded her own car. •
But on her way to the Clinics
Santa Isabel where she cares
for the poor of La Paz In the
out-patient department, Marie
passes several garbage piles.
"Here I see the Indians and
the animals digging for food.”
she writes. “The barefoot beg-
gars and the people, especially
the children, sleeping in the
street make me feel ashamed.
"And walking isn’t so bad
after all."
MARIE assisted a Pater-
son doctor for 17 years before
making her decision, last sum-
mer, to devote herself to the
lay apostolate in Latin Amer-
ica. She came to La Paz last
April, after training at the
Center of Intereultural Forma-
tion in Cuernavaca, Mexico.
“With her arrival." write*
Auxiliary Bishop Gennaro
Prata, “we were able to begin
the organization of our central
clinic project, one of our most
important social works in the
archdiocese."
IN THE “CONSVLTORIO”
(out-patient department) which
Marie opened at the Clinica
Santa Isabel, a 50-bcd pri-
vately-owned hospital. she
assists 14 doctors who volun-
teer to treat the poor referred
by parishes as being in need
of attention from specialists.
In addition Marie works in
a dispensary at the parish of
Cristo Rey. “This is an In-
dian parish and not only do
I have to battle Spanish but
Aymara as well," she notes.
In the parish there are house
calls to be made too, and
here Marie observes closely
the squalid living conditions of
the poor.
"At first I refused to believe
that what I saw was real," she
confides. “But when I camo
home and looked at the gigan-
tic Andes and saw the Indian
villages buried in these moun-
tains, I knew that 1 was really
there and these primitive con-
ditions do exist. .
AFTER THE initial shock of
the new environment, com-
plicated by conditions of ex-
treme altitude and primitive
living facilities, Marie re-
ports that she hat adjusted
happily. "Since I’m not very
athletic,” the write*, “house
call* were a tiring chore at
first. We have to sometime*
climb mountains, cross river*
and stream* and at 12,000 feet
above «oa level I waa breath-
less.”
It gave her anew apprecia-
tion of the nativci’ “manana”
approach. “After almost four
months here I have learned
that ‘Easy does it.’ Nothingcan
be hurried here; walking and
breathing must be done slowly.
1 have adapted very well.”
She was cheered by a visit
frotA two compatriots, Rev.
John F. Heusser and Rev.
Armand Conte, priests of the
Paterson Diocese who are
staffing a mission in nearby
Caranavi.
OF THE DOCTORS with
whom she works at the “con-
sultorio" she says, "I have
been very impressed not only
with the selflessness with
which these doctors donate
their time and talents to the
care of the poor, but also.with
the tenderness, patience and
kindness with which they
treat them. It is for me a very
wonderful experience to be
able to work with them "
With so many poor and so
many sick lining up for her
help, Marie laments, “There
just aren't enough hours in the
day
"
But the young woman
who said before she left for
Bolivia that she had always
enjoyed life and her career and
her friends and fun, says now.
“I have never been happier
than I am here in La Paz "
A LOLLIPOP-AND A NEEDLE At the dispensary in Cristo Rey parish, La Paz, Marie
prepares to give injection to an Indian baby, who it receiving moral support from hit
grandmother and from Sitter Christina. "Lollipops work here too," writes Marie.
HOUSE CALL IN BOLIVIA -Marie Tuozzo, Paterson nurse in La Paz as a Papal Volunteer,
treats on Indian man for multiple burns in bis mud-hut home. With her is Sister Christina
of the Most precious Blood from St. Louis. House colls are made on foot in the hilly
Bolivian city and Marie withes she had more athletic ability to suitain her in the work.
Up at Six
A Day With Pope Paul at Castelgandolfo
CASTELGANDOLFO. luly (NC) At 6
a m the alarm clock rings in the bedroom ol
Pope Paul VI The Pope has had four, perhap*
(i*e, hours of rest Although he is officially m
residence at hi* »ummer home here, he rue*
for a workday Just at long and almost as crowd-
ed s* at the Vatican
First, he goes to the prayer bench that stands
near hi* bed He pray* briefly, then gets ready
for Mat* By 7 he is at the altar of his chapel
Hu Mat* is attended by his two secretane*.
Kcv Pa -quale- Macchl and Rev Bruno Botu
Immediately afterwards, he assuts at their
Masses Tr.en with the two prietU. he recite*
the first part of the bre* lary
AT 5.45 he breakfasts still with hi* two sec
retane* 7 tie breakfast l» the usual continental
cne. bread and coffee liberally diluted with milk
While dining, the Pope glances through the morn
mg newspaper* and exchanges comments on the
new* with hi* two companions
At 9 Pope Paul is in his private office and at
work Usually hi* meetings with officials of
Church and Male are arranged to begin at 10
a m and end at 1 p m . which is his lunchtime.
But his schedule is not inflexible He lets each
audience take as much time as the person he it
teeing and the matter he is discussing teem to
require A* a result, the Pope's lunch is often
delayed, sometimes until 2 p m.
Pope Paul lunches with his two secretaries
over the usual Italian meal soup or some
' pasta" such as spaghetti, meat or fish with
side dishes of vegetables or salad and a dessert
of fruit.
THEN HE TAKES his afternoon rest of an
hour or an hour and a half At t p m he is
up again and take* a cup of coffee with hi*
secretane* Thu is the time he reserves U> read
the Vatican City daily newspaper, L Ouervatorr
Koir..ao Then he and hi* seervtane* go to
chapel to recite the breviary hour* of Terre.
Seat. None and Vesper*
Usually, st Castelgandolfo. he takes a walk
in the gardens with his two secretanes. Some-
times he is Joined by his fnend. Dr. Emilio
Uooomelli. director of the pontifical villas.
After Um walk, lb* Page sits in some quiet
corner of the garden* and reads
Then, after about an hour, be return* to hi*
Itudy to work until about 6 30 pm, when he
ha* a light dinner He watches the evening news
on television, which he otherwise does not look
at Recently, however, be was persuaded to
watch a television showing of the old American
movie, "Going My Way
"
AFTER DINNER and the evening news
casts. Pope Paul recites the rosary with hi* sec
retaries as they walk on the terrace Then he
returns to his study where he works at corres
pondence and speeches while the phonograph
plays symphonic music
At 11 p m he is (Hire more in the chapel
with his secretaries to recite the last hour of
the bresiary, comptine After remaining in the
chapel alone Jor pnsate prayer, he returns
again to his study where he works until 1 or 2
a rn
Then to bed with the clock set for 6am
just as It was uhrn he- was Msgr Montim. the
official of the Papal Secretariat of State, or
Cardinal Monism, Archbishop ot Milan
AT SOTTO II MONTI-So-
verio Roocolli, (center) bro-
ther of Pope John, greets the
Leo farnily of Nutley in
front of the house where
the Lete Pontiff wot born.
The Leo's, recently returned
from a family tour of Eu-
rope, ore, from left. Mary
Lucia, 13; Anne. 14; Frank
M. Leo Sr., Frank Jr., 10. and
George, 6 (in front of Mr.
Roncalli); Mr. Leo with Lisa
Aileen. 8; Patricia, 11; Kath-
leen, 18, and Theodore, 17
Book Barrow
Sells Truth
In Mid-City
PHILADELPHIA - "Aren t
you embarrassed talking
about God in the middle of
Broad St?"
The question waa addressed
to a Legion of Mary member
by a woman passing by the
book barrow at Broad and
Chestnut Sts. The “downtown
legionary" stationed there to
dispense Catholic information
to all inquirers has had 10
months to get over sny initial
feelings of embarrassment "
DURING THAT time mem
her* of the Catholic Informa-
tion Center s Legion of Mary
who man the portable book
and pamphlet rack report
1,260 conversations with pas
sersby, including 783 Catho-
lics and 581 non Catholics of
varying shades of belie# and
disbelief
They report that their "cus-
tomers" include the curious,
the troubled, and many sin-
cerely interested Inquirers.
Fewer than 1% have been
hostile, they say. They at-
tribute this climate of good
will to the spirit a# ecumen-
ism fostered by the late Pope
John. Some expross pleasant
surprise that Catholics are
utilizing a “street corner tpos-
•tolate" usually associated
with pentccostal sects.
Questions range from the
Catholic position on birth con-
trol to the nature and value
of confeeeion, with a high per-
centage concerning Mary.
The legionaries do not
alwsya wait for inquirer* to
approach them. Window Stop-
pers and others in no appar-
ent hurry «ro often greeted.
"May we talk with you foTa
few momenta? We are Catho-
de" and members of the Le-
gion of Mary. .
To Mass by lias
It Started With a Wedding Feast
ELIZABETH—Every Sunday
marnmg something happen* at
St Mary’s parish which re-
ralU the Parable king who
sent out to the highways sod
byways to bring go eats to his
wedding (east
The pastor srnds a bus to t
supermarket to bnng parish
loners to Mass The bus even
pick* up irnn? Mass goers at
their front door
ST. MARY’S squeezed into
the heart of this city, ha* no
parking lot. explain* Msgr
William F Furiong. pastor
Bui the Acme supermarkel a
few block* away has a large
lot. which rest* on Sunday
That is. it used to have a day
of real, until the management
offered it to Mats goers
Now an Sunday morning, all
morning, the passenger bus
that Msgr Furtong hires lor
$33 shuttle* between the super-
market and the church, delis
ertng people from their parked
cars to five Masses
Everyone thought the shut
tie service was s fine idea
Then parishioner Mary GiUen
gave Msgr Furlong another
idea Why not extend the bus
service to inhabitants of the
new J William Farley Tow
ers, an apartment bouse for
senior citizen*’ This time the
invitation writ by letter—to
every Fariey Towers resident
The response called for a
slight re routing of the shuttle
bus Now « begins its trip IS
minute* before Mas* time m
(root of the apartment, then
proceeds to the supermarket,
then on to the church
FED AUNG PRELATE -With the cheers of some
12,000 children urging him on, Paul-Emile Cardinal
Leger of Montreal takes his flret bicycle ride In 30
years. The Cardinal "tested" the first of 32 bikes
awarded to children at annual Parks Department
clinic on St. Helen's Island.
Jail Chapel
To Be Built
With Samps
NAFANOCH. N Y - Ground
was brokrn last week for a
prison chapel being built, in
large part, by trading stamp*
So far about 00,000 books of
stamps have been sent to Rev
Matthew J Killion. Catholic
chaplain at Eastern Correc-
tional Institution here. The
goal, in what is described as
the largest trading stamp col-
lection drive, is 100.000 books.
Auxiliary Bishop John J
Maguire, vicar general of the
New York Archdiocese, offi
elated at the ground breaking
for the chapel, to be known as
St. Jude Within the Walls.
Father Killion hailed the
event as "living proof that
there is a great deal of good
in these men who have work-
ed so hard to get their own
chapel," adding that the re-
sponse to the appeal for
stamps "proves to us that men
in prison arc not really ‘for-
gotten men'."
About 100 different varieties
of trading stamps have been
donated. Some will be re-
deemed for cash toward the
8150,000 cost of the chapel, and
others will be exchanged for
such commodities as bricks,
nails, and lumber.
Priest Wills $6,000
To U.S. Government
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. (NC)
r-
A Spanish-born priest be-
queathed 86,000 to the U.S.
Government as an expression
o( appreciation for his Ameri-
can clUxenahip.
Rev. Jeeua de Corcuera, 68,
died last March 8.
Ik*Advocate
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SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
I I
COEDUCATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE PROGRAMS
LATE AFTERNOON. EVENING
AND SATURDAY CUSSES
•
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 12th
REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 4-11th
Select your Area of Interest
from the following Programs:
Nte Irttan Uhu| malm IW4 W>uk »We athritg It MfcleUe:
(» Urn* Onif tint (X) UmH Catlett. IT)
Mm H«U Mum.
THE COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Asian Studlei (S)
Biology (SN)
ChMnutnr (SNP)
Communication Arts (SUP)
English (SNP)/History tod
Political SdMca (SMP)
Modern Languages (SMP)
Mathematic* (SIP)
Philosophy (SIP)
Psychology (SIP)
Physics (SN)
Socioioo (SN)
Theology (SNP)
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Counts for (ht
Hospital Gnduit* (N)
THE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting (SNP)
Economics (SNP)
Fliunet (SNP)
Mtntftmtnl (SNP)
Marketing (SNP) .
ADULT EDUCATION COURSES
Special Courxei in ftneark Only
for Ox* ft on. Matriculated Student
Typewriting
Stenography 1
Sinography 11
Adrtnctd SUnogrsphy
Executive Secrttarial Trtlni
Legal Secretarial Training
Introductory English
Eltmtnttry Algtbrt
Thtology Tht Chrntisn
Passover
Contemporary Amtrlctn
Philosophy
Psychology In tht
Modern World
LJUnry Classics tnd tht
Modern World
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Gtntral Professional
Education (NP)
Elementary Education (NP)
Haalth, Phys. Education
and Ricrtation (N)
Secondary Education (NP)
For Further Information or Catalog IF rile
or Telephone the Registrar
The Campers
South Ortnga
SO 2 9000
Uatwesity CtUtgt Satan Hill Petersen
31 Clinton SL 151 Ellison St
Ntwark Peterson
Ml 2 BSOO LA 5 3425
OHESTOP
BAHKIHG
SAVINGS
CHECKING
LOANS
SAFE DEPOSIT
MANY OTHERS
BANK
Do all your banking conveniently under one roof at
FIRST NATIONAL! Enjoy the many advantages
offered by a Full Service Bank, where you'll find the
answer to all your family and business banking needs.
TUB
FIRSTTl"NATIONAL RANK
jj
OF JERSEY CITY
Mirat«n f«**>•! D«»»li Iwnm Conrarart— • Ndnrol Imm Srii.ra
Mala Office: 1 ExchangePlace, JerseyCity
... Ml II attwr itlkii la Jtmy City,Hobokw,
W«t Ntw Ywfc, HvriMH md Kurny
84 Candidates Advance as Sisters of Charity
CONVENT Thirty-nine
postulants and 45 novices ad-
vanced as Sisters of Charity
thia week in Holy Family
Chapel at the motherhouse
here.
The postulants received the
habit and white veil Aug. 21,
K«v. John P. McHugh, direc-
tor of De Paul Diocesan High
Wayne, presided and delivered
Wayne, presided and spoke.
First vows were pronounced
Aug. 22 at the profession cere-
mony also held in Holy Family
Chapel. Bishop James J.
Navagh of Paterson presided
and spoke.
NEW NOVICES (bottom
photo right) are, left to right:
first row: Sisters Marie James
Polieastro, Newark; Michael
Concetta Lepre, Ridgefield
Park; Father McHugh; Sisters
John Anne D’Ambrosio, Pater-
son, and John CarolynO’Brien,
New Milford;
Second row: Sisters William
Margaret Mahan, Jersey City;
Kathleen Vincent Sharrock,
Jersey City; Virginia Claire
Nobile, North Plainfield; Anne
Grace White, Sea Girt, and
Vincent Marie Donoghue, New-
ark;
Third row: Sisters Therese
Thomas Keary, Newark; Wal-
ter Marie Breakcy, Paterson;
Maria Thomas Foley, Jersey
City; Jane Henry Dernoga,
Edison, and Marie Aloysius
Caulfield, East Orange;
Fourth row: Sisters Mery
Louise Marinucd, Somerset;
Marion Benedict Houghton,
South Orange; James Virginia
Lynch, Bloomfield; Katherine
Raymond Strong, West Or-
ange, and Bernadette de
Paul Crowley, West Hemp-
stead, Long Island, N.Y;
Fifth row: Sisters Maria
John McAndrew, New Bruns-
wick; Mary Stephen Scaipulla,
Falrview; Mary de Montfort
McDonough, Union City; David
Sc ton Swtney, Jersey City, and
Kathleen Roger Makllnl, Sad-
dle Brook;
SIXTH ROW: Slaters Dor-
othy Jean Hagberg, Dedham,
Mass.; Marie Catherine Mc-
Cann, Newark; Eileen Leo Me-
Garry. Maplewood; Julia The-
rese Stremme, Hoboken, and
Carol Patricia Johnston, East
Orange;
Seventh row: Sisters David
Thcrese Conroy, Jersey City;
Ann Patrick Fay, Montclair;
Christine Maria Bergmann,
Totowa; Basil Joseph Burgess,
Brooklyn. N.Y., and Eliza-
beth Kathleen Manning, Jer-
sey City;
Eighth row: Sisters Joanne
Marie Reynolds, Hoboken; Ann
Louis Jozwiak, Newark; Jane
Gregory Walsh, Newark;
James Magdalen, East Or-
ange, and Donna Marie Wes-
ley, St. Thomas, Virgin Is-
lands.
NEW SISTERS with Bishop
Navagh (top photo right) are,
left to right, first row: Sisters
Ann Immaculate McGovern,
Spring Lake; John Winifred
Moore, Newark; Margaret
James McCabe, Newark, and
Maureen Elizabeth O'Keefe,
Pompton Lakes;
Second row: Sisters Rose-
mary Smith, Plainfield;
Mary Jacqueline Collins, Mont-
clair; Thomas James Cor-
rigan, Jersey City; Ellen
David Sturn, Cranston, R. 1.,
and Virginia Anne McCarthy,
Hoboken;
Third row: Sisters Cathleen
John Walsh, Wayne; Laura
Bernard McGill, North Hale-
don; Jane Agnes Layland,
Newark; Anthony Cecilia Dil-
lon. Hastings, Pa., and Bar-
bara Marita Brownlee, Mont-
clair;
FOURTH ROW: Sisters Rob-
ert Ellen McLean, Hoboken;
Joseph Louise Mayers, Pines
Lakes; William Josephine Mor-
rissey, Belleville; Mary Ralph
Orlando, Elizabeth, and Nicho-
las Irene Franks. Newark,
Fifth row: Sisters Peter
Margaret Walsh, Elizabeth;
Christopher Ann York
Kearny; Edward Maura Domi-
gan, Boston, Mils.; Agnes Jo-
seph Godri, Wayne, and Ellen
Jude Favatn, CUffside Park;
Sixth row: Sisters Kathleen
Raymond Franz, Kearny;
Carol Christopher Williams,
Glen Ridge; Ann Kathryn O’-
Rourke, South Orange; Mau-
reen Anne Corcoran, Teaneck,
and Eileen Christopher Ma-
gee, Jersey City;
SEVENTH ROW: Sisters
Loretta Thomas HoUeran, Irv-
ington; Thomas Thcrese Jor-
dan, Hoboken; Maria Mark
Harth, Wechawken, and Jo-
seph William Standacrt, Haw-
thorne;
Eighth row: Sisters George
Marie Hudson, River Edge;
Joann Maureen Thie. Pompton
Lakes; Frances Daniel Mc-
Laughlin, West Orange; Ruth
Edward Durfec, Tenafly; Wal-
ter Elizabeth Casier, Hoboken,
and Stephen Maureen Holland,
Nutiey;
Ninth row: Sisters John
Bernadette Bergmsnn, Totowa;
John Madeline Kelly, Dor-
chester. Maas.; Eliisbeth Ed-
ward Wall, Arlington; Alice
Charles Evans. Jamaica Plain.
Mass.; Vincent Louis Hucther.
Nixon, and John Seton Nelson.
Emerson.
SISTERS OR CHARITY-Bishop Navagh poses at Convent Station with 45 new Sisters of Charity.
CHARITY NOVICES Father McHugh is above with 39 new Sisters of Charity novices.
Ceremonies for 20 Religious Held in Mendham
MENDHAM—Twenty women
advanced as Sisters of Chris-
tian Charity Aug 20 and 21 at
Malhackrodt Convent here
Bishop Navagh presided as
12 received the habit and
white veil Aug 20 and eight
pronounced ftrst vows Aug 21
PICTURED ABOVE in usual
order are: first row Sister M.
Evi Arnold. Reading. Pa . Sis-
ter Louis Mane Mick, Wll-
bamsport. Pa. Mother M Vir-
gin*: Bishop Navagh; StsUr
M Rosalita Gicoiec. WiHiamt
sport, and Stater Mary Martha
Garzoo. New York. N.Y.;
Second row. Sister M Susan
Repanshek, Hazleton, Pa.; Sta-
ter M Annetta Barker, Se-
cane. Pa.; Sister M Norbert
Harig, PotUville, Pa ; Slater
M Robert Atntley, Philadel-
phia. Pa ; Sister M. Judith
Riair. Williamsport; Sister M
Maunce Ward. Greenville, N.
C.; Sister M DeSalea Tonero.
Chatham, and Stater M An-
tooiu Miller. Philadelphia.
THIRD ROW Sister M.
There**** Fahey, SwoyemUe.
Pa.; Sister M. Amata Curran.
Norristown, Pa; Sister M.
Psula Gerber. William sport.
Sister M Jacquehae Boom*.
Newberry. Ps ; also Sister M
Thomasine Smith. Conewago.
P» ; Stater M Alice Betsy o,
Haslet on. Sister Mary
Leonard Cooke. Philadelphia,
and Sister M Francina Ippo-
llto. Rockaway
CHRISTIAN CHARITIES-Above are participants In reception and profession ceremonies Mendham.
Quote
Of the Week
“It is the unusual woman
who doesn't want to get
married and have a family.
This is Just about every
woman's goal in life, wheth-
er she goes to college or
not Cotlegc doe* not create
the desire for marriage al
though tt may be a mean*
of fulfilling it."
"Someone once laid a
man is educated to do a
better }ob while a woman
is educated to be a better
person." Rosalie Par
rino, dr in of women, Loy-
ola University.
Honor Author
In Elizabeth
ELIZABETH - Sister M
Cecilia. FS* S . author of
"The Deliverance of Suter Ce-
cilia" will be honored at a re-
ception Au* SO st 7 4i p m in
St Joseph's Kail, here The
program It open to the public
and ts sponsored by "Friend*
in Elizabeth. N J
Sister Cecilia'* book deal*
with her escape from s com
munltt country Her crime
was in helping other* to e*cape
DEADLINE
All new* for the woman *
page muil be in by Frt
day. Aug. 30 for the Sept
5 issue.
Was Thinking ...
He Sends Strength: ‘I Remember
Asking God Not to Mind My Tears'
By RUTH W. REILLY
The other day I received a
letter from a reader telling
me about her little son. a vie
ttm of cerebral palsy, ‘tie was
so hard to care for and 1 was
so upset and 1 prayed for
peace Instead he got a con-
vulsion and was seriously ill
for a week in the hospital.
Now he is home, but it will
be a long time before he will
be at least lika he was be-
fore."
She ended: " Would you
write a column inspiring
mothers everywhere with cour-
age and perseverance to cope
with their dally crosaea."
I thought It strange that the
letter came on a day when I
had visited my "little boy,"
now in his 20t, at the Ancora
State Hospital.
MY SON was a placenta
previa birth. Our dortor re-
joiced with us that he was
normal, for many such babies
are born dead and of those
who survive many are sub-
normal. The birth of this first
son was a high spot of hap-
piness 1 shall never forget.
He developed normally and
the first hint of something
"special" was that he did not
talk. He was only 3 years old
when one psychiatrist bluntly
told us that he wai subnormal
and would never advance be-
yond a mentality of 12 months.
Some time later a second psy-
chiatrist assured us that he
was mentally alert; his prob-
lem was deafness
A work-up at the Neurologi-
cal Institute in New York
showed that he had a tonal
deafness, but that he was re-
tarded as well. During those
early years our spirits rose
and fell as w* were lifted on
wings of hope or dashed with
the cold truth that this son,
who bore his lather's name,
was subnormal.
As he grew older ha re-
peatedly ran away. He
resented the freedom of his
younger brothers and sisters.
Most neighbors were more
than kind, but ooa canvassed
the block for signature* to a
petition asking to have "some-
thing done" about him and the
nuisance ef his sing-tong noise.
FINALLY there came that
awful ache of a day when, for
hit own happiness and well
being, we entered him at the
State Colony at Woodbine. We
had six other children by then
and I remember my tears
splaatolng Into the rinse water
as I did the waah that evening.
Safa In the basement, where
none could see, I wept my
heart out.
I remember asking God not
to mind my tears, for I
knew Walter was part of His
plan for us. I lifted Walter and
my aching heart to Him, and
begged His help.
I MULL never be able to
thank the people at Woodbine
enough for their care of my
■eo and other* like him Their*
is a special vocation, requiring
great patience and selflessness
If they did not truly love their
work, they would not be there
Walter hat never progressed
He hst two pleasure* He loves
to eat. and be loves to be out
in the open.
About a year ago. for no
apparent reason, he began bit
ing hit arms. "Seif abuse
was the diagnosis and be grew
Increatingly violent. On Jan 4
of this year, he wee removed
to the Psychiatric Hospital at
Ancora.
He has not been out of doors
since the day of his admission
At first he seemed to thrive,
but then he began biting him
self again. One visiting day 1
found he had been transferred
to their Infirmary. He had bit
ten hit toogue raw. Now he
could not eat. 1 talk to Walter
as 1 would to a baby; he it a
baby in the ditguite of a man
That day he swallowed six
ounces of milk for me. a ma
jor triumph. He has improved
slowly tinea then and ahould
be returning to Woodbine soon.
WHEN MY reader laid: "It
will be a long tins before he
will be at least like he was
before." I thought of Walter
VUitlnc Walter that (lay I
was tremendously aware of
Chrut suffering, here and now,
in this innocent member of His
Mystical Body I know that
from his suffering great graces
flow, and I know with absolute
certainty that Walter will ful-
fill his destiny He will go
straight to heaven when he
dies
I THANK God for the spe-
rial gift of this son Through
the ache and pain for him 1
have learned that things are
not what they seem God has
a special and unique plan for
each human being In order to
find the peace and happiness
we all seek, each of us must
■ ealiie this and do our best to
live up to God's plan for us,
moment by moment, as our
life unfolds.
1 say to my reader what I
know to be true. God will
never send trials without giv-
ing more grace and strength
than we need to' carry us
through them. Fight dis-
couragement and always re-
member that God loves you
and your son with an everlast-
ing Love.
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TUESDAY, REFT. 1
St. Jeteeh'* Rosary, Maplewood Merlins.
hall, 8 >0; Mrs. E. Fntxen, chairman
Aisumptiaw Rosary, Morristown Meeting. 8
pm. chotr room.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 4
St. Thereaa Rosary, Ktaiiworth Meeting. 8
p m., auditorium; Frank W Hogan and James
S. Wilson, speakers on race question.
THURSDAY. SEPT. J
Oar Lady af Valley Rosary, Wayne Meeting.
1)0, multipurpose room; Paul Cavaliere.
speaker on wills.
SATURDAY, SEPT. T
Our Lady of ATsitation Rosary. Paramus
Chanty festival. Bergen Mall
MONDAY. SEPT. •
League of St. Mary's Hospital, Orange Meet-
ing. 8 30. Nurses' Educational Building, Mary
E McCann. Mrs Daniel Deeney. chairmen.
$l. Thomas the Apostle Rosary, Bloomfield
Meeting following Bpm novena, auditorium;
Marie Rieper. speaker.
TUESDAY. SEPT. 10
St. Joseph's Rosary, Hoboken Meeting. I
pm. hall, Mrs Louise Mongiello, chair-
man.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 11
Cesitral Auxiliary Holy Name Hospital, Teaneck
Executive meeting. 1 pm. regular meet-
ing. 1 45, Marian Auditorium.
13 Take Vows in N.Y.
PEEKSKJLL, NY- Tlur
teen North Jersey women ad-
vanced as Franciscan Sisters
in ceremonies at St. Margaret
ot Cortooa Chapel here Six
received the community's ha
bit and became novices and
seven professed vows
The new novices are Pat
ncia Daly now Sister Mary
Peter Damian and Maureen
McOowan now Sister Mary
Aidan, both East Paterson.
Mary Margaret Palladino now
Sister Joseph Mao. Pater
son
ALSO, Anne Carlooe now
Sister Mary' Anne Matthew,
1-ittle Falls. Antoinette Varone
now Sister Mary Thomas Anne.
Engelwood. and Helen Wacker
now Sister Mary Giles, Ridge-
held Park.
Those pforesslng first vows
are Sister Mar> Kenneth. Sis-
ter Mary Eirrn and Sister Ei-
leen Mane, l nion City, Sis-
ter Mary Ruth and Sifter
Mary Matthew Ridgefield
Park; Sister Mary Agnes.
Cliflside Park, and Sister
Mary Asila. Rutherford
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YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
OLD TO BE WISE,
BUT IT HELPS...
SAYS THE WISE OLD OWL
, Tolophono for...
OUR SHOP AT HOME
SERVICE
W* or* OLD In experienceand IT HELPS us In procuring the finest in
linoleum and carpeting that manufacturers produce. We feel we are WISE by
offering quality linoleum and carpeting In a wide selection to fill any floor
covering need ... at money saving LOW prices. Old or wise, over these 47
we have made many thousands of customer-friends.
LINOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLET
FAIR DEALING - EXPERT SERVICE -LOW PRICES - CONTINUOUSLY SINCE 1916
IN NEWARK
. 1
3rt 6
A
P
M ,
IN SPRINGFIELD
Rt M StrissttaM, SR HIM
Op«n Mon. la FH. 9 A. M. t*
S P M S*t. S A.M. to S P.M.
IN ASBURY PARK IN NEWARK
I tsSfe
IN KNVIUE
Nil to D*nvl|..
A M. |« S r.M.
Filippini Ceremony for
22 Novices, 19 Sisters
MORRISTOWN - The Re-
ligious Teachers Filippini held
investiture and oblation cere-
monies at Villa Walsh Aug. 25
for 22 who received the habit
and 19 who professed first
vows. Archbishop Boland pre-
sided.
The novices (top photo) are
left to right: first row, Sisters
Joyce Roche, Brunilida
Ramos, Mother Carolina
Jooata, M.P.F., provincial;
Archbishop Boland, Sister
Vanda Emiliani. M P.F.,
mother mistress; Sisters Cath-
erine Vetter and Margaret
Franiese;
SECOND row, Sisters Jeanne
Farnham, Mary Ellen Wil-
helm, Patricia Grimes, Eliza-
beth Capelli, Mary Ann Can-
tore, Mary Greenawaet, Lor-
raine Diorio. Gertrude Linzey
and Leona Pompeo;
Third row, Sisters Mary
Jane Doctcur, Patricia Martin,
Mary Carter, Mary Erath,
Marytheresa Shott. Nancy
Wolf, Lucille Pczilo, Jane
FelU and Raffaela Calabrese.
THE NEWLY professed Sis-
ters (bottom photo) are, .In
usual order: Sisters Angela
Taylor, Dorothy Toussaint,
Mother Carolina Jooata, Arct*-
bishop Boland. Sister Vands
Emiliani (mistress). Sisteis
Maria AUtegro and Martha
Young.
Second row. Sisters EUa Mae
McDonald. Marianne Mc-
Cann. Josephine Aparo, Carole
DorseU, Rosemary Teti. Pat-
ricia Marks, and Arlene Papa;
Third row, Sisters £leanor
Leone, Carol Rufo, Joan Agli,
Judith Consent:no, Elizabeth
Jean Takacs. Edna Pescatore,
Mary Ann lannone, and Sister
Catherine Amato
All professed Sisters may
use M P.F after their religious
names
FIUPPINI NOVICES-Archbishop Boland Is shown above
with 22 young women who received the Flippinl habit
at Villa Walsh, Morristown, Aug. 25.
FILIPPINISISTERS-Nineteen new Sitters are pictured
above with Archbishop Boland.
WE LOVE IT- leo Mischi-
are of Boon ton and James
Miller of Jersey City are en-
joying every minute at Comp
Christ the King where they
hove been the guests of the
CYO as a result of a Young
Advocate contest.
Since We First Opened the Typewriter ...
By JUNE DWYER
Michael had just started to
■mile when I came into the
Young Advocate Club head-
quarters for the first time. He
Was the first nephew and very,
very special.
Now Michael Is going into
the second grsde snd is the
klng-ptn of 10 other “very
special" nieces and nephews
who range in age from
Georgia, who was born In Ger-
many and who starts school
with some of you in Septem-
ber, to Baby Meg, who was
born in Portland, Ore., In May.
Now we have Glnny Anne,
Colleen, Terry and June, all
4; Jimmy, Roonle and Mark,
all at the devilish ages, snd
ths babies, Timmy, Mark snd
Meg. That’s the little family
that has sprung up sines we
first opened the typewriter at
the Young Advocate Club.
HERE AT CLUB headquar-
ters we have done some learn-
ing and growing too like
Michael and his team.
We have heard from thou-
sands and thousands of boys
and girls from all over North
Jersey. Some of you have even
shared your wishes to the
Christ Child on Christmas,
your love for your parents,
your dreams for the future,
your poetic thoughts. These
things have helped us to grow
to love Christmas more, to
be more grateful for Mom and
Dad, to dare to keep dream-
ing, to find beauty in each
day.
Addle came to life too, like
Baby Meg end Timmy and
Marty. She came aa a mascot
and a guardian-angel to guide
us as we grow. She’s done
some pretty funny things.
Our feature editor still says
that Addle was In her suit-
case when she went on the
pilgrimage to Europe and each
year In October Addle insists
that the whole staff must at-
tend her birthday party!
WEVE MET some of you In
person, too. There was Joey,
the concert pianist who gave
a benefit for the Mt. Carmel
Guild in Carnegie Hall; the
deaf Boy Scout from St.
Aloysius, Caldwell; the blind
altar boy from St. Margaret’s
Little Ferry; the boys from
St. Ann's, Newark, who used
The Advocate each week in
school and proved to us that
we should offer it to other
schools.
We met boyi and glrU from
all over North»Jersey who
posed as aalnts for us a few
years ago. We talked to aome
Hungarian children Just escap-
ing from communism, watched
as a young man in Montclair
raised thousands of dollars for
the Tom Dooley Foundation,
saw children and parents get
together to start a library in
Sparta, and met civics clubs
in Paterson and Jersey City
that had won national honors.
YES, WE’VE all learned a
lot and we’ve all grown. And
we have a world of learning
and a life of growing still
ahead of us.
Michael, Addie, Ginny Anne,
Joey. Young Advocates,
Georgie we’re better for
having*known each and every
one of you.
50 Years Serving, Our Lord
DENVILLE Mother Mary Baptists Rcdel celebrated
her golden jubilee as a member of the Congregation of the
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother at Mater Dolorosa Convent
here Aug. 11.
The Mass of Thanksgiving and reception were attended
by reUfioui As Mother Mary Baptists put it. it was a day
to be spent “just with our own community "
MOTHER Bsptists. who entered the order April 23, 1913.
in Vienna, Austria, was assigned to the motherhouse In Rome
for a short time before coming to the U S
During her 50 years she has served as a practical nurse
both tn Wisconsin and New Jersey During her 274 years at
St Francis Health Resort. Denviile. six years were spent as
superior
Commenting on her years in the order she said: “It la a
very happy thing the Lord gave me the grace lo work ao
long for the interest of the community 1 hase derived great
satisfaction from it"
A FRIEND-Gvorgiono Bi-
linkas (left) of West Orange
and Georgette Renaud of
Union found lota of friends
at Camp Tagakeawitha
where they were guests of
the CYO for two weeks in
August. The girlt won the
Young Advocate assay con-
test.
Have You
Read ...?
The follou ing qutttiont trt
bsitd on nrticlti u bicb jppttr
in tbit hint of Tbt AJt omit.
Tbt tni um srt printed Ml ibt
bottom of tbt column uitb
tbt fingr on u bicb tbt tmutr-
•"i nrticU con bt found.
1. Anew provinctalate for the
Fathers of the Society of
African Missions will be built
in
(a) Newark
(b) Tenafly
(c) Union City
2. Because Marie Tuozzo Is
not athletic she had difficulty
(a) Playing basketball
(b) Visiting the tick
<c) Learning to cook
3. What word frightens us be-
cause we don't let it pene-
trate our consciousness?
(a) Love
(b) Liberty
(c) Sanctity
4. Through God's trials to Hit
Mystical Body, lie sends
grace and strength to
(a) Fight discouragement
(b) Bea happier person
(c) Love
ASSnifRS:l-'(b),pageIt;
2-(b),page7;3-(c),page10;
4-(a),page8.
From Slave to Ideal
PIERRE TOUSSAINT, PIO-
NEER IN BROTHERHOOD,
by Arthur and Elizabeth Shee-
han; illustrated by Salem
Tamer. Kenedy. 189 pages.
82.50.
This book couldn't be more
timely. It deals with a Negro
who was driven from the
Dominican Republic with his
owners during s revolt of the
natives and who literally sup-
ported the whites while they
lived in refuge in New York
City
The period U the exciting
time around the American and
French revolutions. The au-
thors take full advantage of it
without being melodramatic.
PIERRE, s slave, is an
outstanding hero m the true
tradition of American litera-
ture He is strong and loyal,
use* every mean* to develop
hi* intelligence, yet ha* the
humble dignity that makes
even the high born *eek hi*
guidance
When he wa» sect a* the
protector of Mrs Berard to
America. Pierre considered it
a sacred trust. When Mr.
Berard died and the planta-
tion was lost, Pierre became
a hairdresser to support the
household.
Unknown to all. he was the
sole contributor. His customers
increased and so did his sal-
ary. but Pierre would take
nothing himself. Instead, he
bought freedom for the other
slaves (including his sister)
and gave money to refugees
from Haiti.
THE AUTHORS have colored
the material with warmth and
reality. There is excitement
in the era and a message for
the reader who realize* that
Pierre Toussaint is indeed an
ideal of the Negro race which
is still trying to find freedom
over 150 years later.
It is excellent reading
June Dwyer
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Insurance
MA 2-0300
• TMI MOOttN All CONDITIONS
R robert treat ■ knott Horn
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION UUUMTt
• OIDINATION DINNtlt
• WIDOINO lICIIT lONS
• CON VINT lONS. SIMINAIS
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1J Function looms - Top Capacity in Ono loam I2SO
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50 PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
DO
YOU
KNOW...
Official Symbol, New Jersey Tercentenary, 1964
NEW JERSEY
...willbe3ooyearsoldin 10641
Since that day in 1664 when JohnLord Berkeley
and SirGents* Carteret obtained theRoyal Patent
for Nova Caeearia from the Duke of York, New
Jersey has grown to a stature of high importance
in the life of the nation. And next year thepeople
of thestate in varied and sundryfashion willcele-
bratethe 800th anniversary of the grantingof that
patent which signalled thebirthof our state.
Blest from the beginning with the God-given
advantages of deep water havens for ocean ship-
ping, New Jersey, through the adventuresome im-
agination of its people, was destined to be great
During this next year of cele-
brationwo urge all the people of
the state to reflect upon the his-
tory of NewJersey—what made
it great; why it is still great; and
how it willbecome even greater.
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LISS' WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!
Liss' II ill Meet or Real All Prices
On Any Drug Store Item Sold In
HUDSON COUNTY!
WE’RE HERE AT LISS’
WHEN YOU NEED US!
Sen ing the people of Hudson County
for oter 25 years
LISS’ is open 115 hours a week to serve you
and your family.
We re open almost around the clock . . 365
days a year ... and our drug items are sold at
the lowest prices Open daily 8 A M to 1 A M
Sunday 11 A M. to 12 P M.
New Jersey’s Largest
Drug Dept. Store
(51 Journal Square, Jersey Uty)
OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR
HE 5-100*4-7611
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
PATERSON READING CENTER
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special Instruction for .tudent.who have roodlng problem, and those who desire to
improve thoir reading ability.
PLACE
151 Elliton Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER Y
Sept. 1963 - Jan. 1964
* APPLY EARLY
. ENROLLMENT LIMITED
GRAEME LEVELS OP CHILDREN
Otodt 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. (valuation at roodlng ability
3. Ptytholagicol evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On Ihe ho tit of anticipated needt, pupllt will bo placed In groupeot 3, 4. or 3 itudenti who hove tlmllar difficulties and who will
profit by working together.
STAPP
Director, ptychoiagitt, ond trained reading tpocialliti
APPLICATIONS
Write tot s
Mrs. Margaret 0. Murphy, Director
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
151 Elliton Street
Paterton, New Jertey
Telephone - LA 5*3435
In CYO Baseball
Upset Creates Three-Way Snarl
NEWARK St. Thomas the
Apostle (Bloomfield) crushed
Sacred Heart Cathedral. 9-1.
Aug. 25 at Branch Brook Ex-
tension field to create a three-
way fie for first place in the
second half standings of the
Essex County CYO Junior
League.
Dennis Sasso hurled a three-
hitter to pull St. Thomas into
a tie with Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral and St. Antoninus (New-
ark). He fanned 10 batters
while his mates collected nine
hits off losing pitcher Ed
Cilento. Bob Generio clouted a
two-run homer for the win-
ners.
ST. ANTONINUS moved
into a tic for first with a for-
feit win against. St. Francis
Xavier (Newark).
St. Benedict's kept its title
hopes alive with a 13-9 win
over St. Rose of Lima (New-
ark).
Ed Grilling bested Ray
Walsh for the victory, aided
by Joe Poth's double and
three singles which scored
four runs. Ken Marcel had
four hits for St. Rose.
St. Joseph's (East Orange)
took a forfeit decision from
St. Philomena's (Livingston).
Because of a conflict with
schoolboy football practice.
the final two weeks of action
have been cancelled in the
Junior League. Two important
first round games will be
made up with St Benedict's
meeting Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral Sept. 8 and St. Antoninus
Sept. IS.
THE SECOND-ROUND In-
termediate race was thrown
into confusion when St Cath-
erine’s (Cedar Grove) upset
St. Rose of Lima, S-5. This
created a possible tie for first
between St. Rose and St.
Francis.
St. Francis stands one-
half game behind and must
make up a rained-out game
with Sacred Heart (Vails-
burg).
Don Schneider hurled St.
Catherine's to its win. sparked
by Jim Robinson's game-win-
ning three-run homer in the
six inning. Frank Zeevalk took
the loss, despite Baldesario
Abruuo's two-run homer.
St Rose will meet St. Cath-
erine's for the first round title
Sept. 8. The first round win-
ner will probably face the
second round winner for the
championship Sept. 15.
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'Dooley' Girls
Assist Poor
In India
CALCUTTA, India (RNS)
Girl students from a number
of Calcutta Catholic achoola
have formed an organixatka
known as the Dr Tom Dooley
Club to give medical assis-
tance to the poor
Named for the late US
jungle physician, the chib
raises funds to help sick people
who are living in the slums
c.' Calcutta.
The Herald, official Journal
of the Calcutta Archdiocese,
has called on stud rots from
other Catholic schools to take
up this noble cause "
Saint or Square?
What's Your Choice
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
Thera are aome words which
make us tremble If we aUow
them to penetrate our coo-
eciousoeee—like "atom bomb."
There's one word, though, that
frightens us only because we
don't let it penetrate our coo-
edoueneea "sanctity."
Now don’t nufa off before
your consciousness gets pene-
trated. This word is worth ex-
amining.
FIRST, RECALL something
you've been told in Scripture:
This to the will of God, your
sanctification.” If it’s the will
of God—even though it also
•corns revolting—you'd better
look into it
Next wash a few of the
phoney ideas about sanctity
out of your mind. Maybe
you've read the wrong books
on the subject—as ail qf us
have at one time or other.
Maybe you’ve come to think
that sanctity has some essen-
tial connection with extraordi-
nary things like miracles.
There were saints whom God
made the agents of His mira-
cles. There were aome with
exceptional gifts of prayer,
shown to be such by obvious
miraculous Juppenings. There
were seints who did tome
pretty heavy penance*. And
aome of them were innocent
ail their lives, some were gen-
iuses. aome were religious.
But notice the constant rep-
etition of the word “some."
None of these items to eaaen-
tial to sanctity. So what to
essential to it?
IF YOU SCRATCH the sur-
face of a saint, you'll find that
he has a good honest sense of
values. He knows the thugs
which count and those which
don't, and be acts on this
knowledge
He has enough setue to real-
ise that a man to incredibly
stupid if he r i changes the
eternal pleasures to be had in
God's company for tbs child-
ish little pleasures of this Ufe
So. while you can't always ac-
cuse a saint of being brilliant,
you can always be sure be has
eoough sense to distinguish
between phoney and real
values and to hve eccordingly
A samt la a person who un-
derstands perfectly well that
the only purpose he has tn life
u to use tfus Ufe to get to God
While others com promise and
waste their time on tntermedi
ate roab. the saint bends
everything to the only actual
purpose of creation there to,
God.
A SAINT, you’ll discover if
you take the trouble to find it
out, to one who sayi the
Morning Offering and lives it.
Ho'a one who isn't Just trying
to be pious when he saya, I
offer all my prayers, works,
Joys snd sufferings of this day,
in union with the Holy Sacri-
fice of the Mass.
With a concept of sanctity
like this, you'll begin to under-
stand why there are saints—-
even the canonized types—of
every variety and from every
walk of life.
There are some saints who
were far from being intellec-
tual giants, all the way from
Peter and Philip and moat of
the other Apostles, to a Joseph
of Cupertino (who could fly
much beter than he could
study) and the Cure of Ars
(who was a great confessor
but a very poor speculative
theologian).
THERE WERE Innocent
Mints Uke Stanislaus, and then
there were the fiekl reverier*
like Magdalene and Dismal
and Augustine. There were
saints of delicate constitution
tuch as the LltUe Flower, and
there were giants Uke John de
Brebeuf and the soldier Igna-
tius.
There were great preachers
Uke Dominic, and then there
were the quiet preachers by-
example Uke Joseph There
were reUgious saints like St
Gabriel and a. Thomas
Aquinas and then there were
doctors like St. Luke, lawyers
Uke Thomas More, thieves Uke
Dumas, nurses like Margaret
of Cortona, and, yea. even
wanderers like Benedict
Joacph l-abre, the patron saint
of hoboes
IF YOU'RE thinking clearly
at aU. you’ll understand that
youth has a better crack at
real sanctity than anyone, be
cause youth has the funds
mental potentialities required
for it energy, enthusiasm,
idealism, courage and Sooeety.
dissatisfaction wtth medkxm
ty. love of the challenge, no
fear of consequences
Thu. in fart, la what Christ
was talking about when He
said. 'Unleia you become as
little children, you shall not
enter the kingdom a f heaven "
You have to use youthful char
act eristics Uke theae, no mat-
ter how old you are
PET MET-Duke Snider isshown receiving the "most popular Met' award from the
Cathode Youth Organization of New York from Rev. John N. Brooks, assistant di-
rector of the New York CYO. Two young numbers-Joseph Albano and Steve Benton
—helped make the presentation.
news of
Catholic
Youth
Golden Knights Run Record
To 17Wins Despite Penalty
CRANFORD - Penalties
came often and to everyone
here Aug II Is i drum and
bugle corps competition spon-
sored by the local Veterans
of Foreign Wars post
Although their total was re-
duced by two points, from
86 85 to M 85. the Blessed
Sacrament Golden Knights of
Newark still forged their 17th
victory in 21 contests.
RUNNER UP St Lucy's Ca
dels (Newark) finished with
T7.2S points after taking a
four-point penalty. The infrac-
tions affected the final finish
tn only ooe case St. Patrick's
Cadets (Jersey City) hsd
79 75. which would have gain-
ed them third place, but an
* 1 point penalty slipped them
to fifth behind the W'oodsiders
of Newark and St Brendan's
(Clifton), srhlch were third
and fourth, respectively
It was practically an all
Catholic contest with St Rose
of Urna's Imperial Lancers
of Newark and the Belles of
St Mary's of Gloucester tn
stath and seventh places. The
only unit no! Catholiripon
sored, the W'oodsiders, is pri
manly a group which former
ly competed for Good Coun
scl (Newark).
Blessed Sacrament has a
busy weekend coming up with
competitions in Pennsylvania
Aug 31 and Sept 1 The
Golden Knights will partict
pale in a VFW contest Satur
day at 8 p m at Emmaus and
in the Allegheny State Fair
the following afternoon at
Pittsburgh
Horse Show Set
At Rockleigh
ROCKLEINGH - A horte
»how. *pnn*orrd by the
Fncod* of St Jowph'i Village
here, will be held Sept 29 on
the Tillage ground* at 9 am
Tbe »how, which ha* been
held annually for the part five
year*, l* a mean* of raising
fund* for the operation of the
village which care* for 200
irphani and dependent chil-
dren PJ. Rivelleie of North-
vale t* chairman
Student Center
COLLEGE PARK. Md (NC)
A 3 1 2 acre aite has
b«en acquired for anew Cath
otic Student Center at the Uni
versity of Maryland
Swim or Sink
-They Swam
SEATTLE (NC) A near
tragedy on a Catholic Youth
Organization outing was
averted when 20 campers, all
girls about 14, four counselors
and two staff members swam
half a mile to safety after
their excuraion boat sank in
Carr Inlet which is located
D'ar here
The accident occurred as the
converted military landing
craft was approaching CYO
Camp Blanchet on Raft Island.
The armor' plate on the port
side collapsed, and the boat
sank in less than 60 seconds.
The counselors immediately
distributed life jackets, and
made ail the campers hang on
to a rope as they swam toward
the shore
When the 26 shipwrecked
campers reached shore, they
knelt in a prayer of thanks-
giving
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40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
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THE BOOKISH BIBLIOTHECARY
i f ■ ry vT -t •
Admittedly, this bird hasn't read every book on the shelves of her bookery —but she hat at her
fingertips all titles, authors, publishers. Up on current best sellers, periodicals and newspapers, this
book lover is surrounded on all sides by books, books, books. Always anxious to indoctrinate new, young
readers and to be of service to all who enter her portals.
The Book Loving Librarian never hesitates to recommend her favorite authors or her favorite news-
paper, the NEWARK NEWS. She knows whereof she speaks. She’s one of more than 400,000 families
who is a daily reader of New Jersey's most widely-circulated, most avidly read newspaper , . . the
NEWARK NEWS for local, national and international coverage.
A discriminating reader, she chooses the NEWARK NEWS.
'■ '
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SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
FAIL SEMESTER GRADUATE STUDIES
IN SOUTH ORANGE
#
LATE AFTERNOON, EVENING AND
SATURDAY SESSIONS
CLASSES BEGIN*SEPTEMBER 12"
REGISTRATION SEPTEMBER 4*11"
THE COLLEGE OF AITS
AND SCIENCES
Pactatat hi|iw
• Ckmlitry
WwHn' Play ram
• Mfl
• Chaaiitry
• CXiMH
• layll.k
• llM(h
• Hitlary
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
M.S.A. Praymn*
• A«oi/M'«9
• IcMMkt
• Markatiap
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Aadlalagy Spaack Pollielnsy
Ikaiilflcy Nwtolkn
Canarel Prafaulonal (dataliaa
Partanpal and Oaldanca
tthaklfltalian Caanialiny
Sthoel Adailaltlralian '
Satandary Cdacatiaa
Spatial Cdacatiaa
Check These Features:
CoaraiWant Location • Acres of Froo Forklni
Now Dininf Faalltiu
For cotolof or further Information:
Satan Hall Untvanity
South Oranya, N. i.
Sooth Qrufc 2-MOO 111 32S
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
lICOMOAIT tCMOOL »OI • (■it
r»vaM iND Fvti? Armdltad
*<•▼*»» OF CNAlitt
\» Mmmy
JEfftrion 9-1600
Saint James
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve C&a Serving Others
Sitlvra of Reparation
of tho Congregation of Mary
Pr«vtdli*«
Fr.ondtott
ttMir |p< rif 1.
»#f Foer • nd
i coriw# Hr
nf«l. ohytlcal
• C»to<*.*m t e «ii »fn of
C>4ldro« 0«d T ##n Aotri
• ItKdtnut Hr Work-
• r*9 OirH
V% rito VooUea DimtrfM
14) Wo»t Ufh Ifroof. N Y 11. N Y.
To!oR»to«* CHolooo ) 1140
Th n MM to tnrofl purwfl or a toM m
Iri'-Srfttt* bound crrtifeatr maled Luncdatitf
CKTOtUtT orrums.
powtum. moonoiw. muib«ship ... uoo
FIAHCtSCAN MISSIONARY UNION
135 WIST list STBIET, KtW YORK 1. NfW TORN
lOflfM/* 3 0077. II no o»iw«r. call « 6-AJOO
Founded in 1899 by the Sitters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A Fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sistert of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A B. and B.S Degrees
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
■ • ****** l*WnU o# mind and body to the eeolce o 4 Jcw, Out*
end Hie (hurrh ml home aad Lb the loreifi mieekma lee information wtiU:
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-114A)
□ PrtMU a Brother.
' A*e
Name
Addreaa
cay
SYMBOL....
"OF THE NEW MAN YOU
CAN STRIVE TO BECOME"
FRANCISCAN
PRIESTS & BROTHERS
Contlmw oi* work otartod by 8t Fiancla
ol Aaalll (no ON nv rofuaod onl/onco
to our Mnlnory bootuo# of lack ol tunda.)
Write ter intermaUon:
DIRECTOR ol VOCATIONS
FianclaCM Fa’Jwra, Baa ITT
Bi Barottdlno'a Wonaalary, PaflnayNwdo
Schoolboy Gridders Plan Fling (But It Won't Be Final) at Sept 1 Practices
'jSSSS’jsSnrs?l^
h«ve theh-■tfeß ,t?ons , t«mri to
t different kind at fling-one
which will throw them into the
midst of pre-season practice.
Twenty-two North Jersey
Catholic varsities—the largest
total ever—will begin formal
conditioning sessions Sept. 1
and most of them will spend at
SS. * 10
SCHOOLS WHICH are sctied-
Ufod to open Sept. 4 or 5 will
hive fewer double practice
sessions than usual, but this
will be offset somewhat by the
fact that thafe will be four
weeks of training before open-
ing day.
Four of tha tcama will take
their training at camps away
from the schools while the re-
maining teams will be practic-
ing on their own fields.
St. Joseph's (WNY) and St.
Michael's (UC) will share fa-
cilities at Camp Wiquannuppek
in Bear Mountain. The Hudson
County teams have been going
there for the past few years,
finishing tha session with a
ST. PETER'S Prop la sched-
uled to spend Its Initial week
in training at Oakland Aca-
demy, three mile* south of
West Point. N.Y. As it prepares
tor its full full varsity season,
Our Lady of tha Lake will set
up a camp at Bevana, N.J.,
near the Delaware River in
Sussex County.
A second club which will be
entering its first full varsity
campaign Is Morris Catholic,
The school will also have a
new nickname—tha Crusader*
—as it begins grid competi-
tion:
The return of St. Cecilia’*
(E) after a one-year suspen-
sion, coupled with Our Lady ?f
the Lake and Morris Catholic
moving into the varsity ranks,
boosts the total teams to 33
from the 10 which played In
1962.
J i
BT. CECILIA'S, incidentally,
will forego its usual camp at
the Carmelite Junior Seminary
at Hamilton, Maas., since the
school will open for freshmen
Sept. 4 and there wouldn't be
sufficient time to make the
trip valuable.
During ita layoff, St. Cecilia’s
conducted an intro-mural pro-
gram and Coach Ralph Cava-
lucci feels it helped his
players considerably. "The
offense benefited especially,”
he points out, "but, we'U have
a lot of work with the de-
fense."
MAKING THEIR debut* will
be five new coaches. Jim
Spencer was recently appointed
to the top post at Our Lady of
the Lake, joining Marty Segho
of St. Joseph’!, Dom Flco
of Oratory and Keith Krayer
of Bergen Catholic, who were
named earlier in the year.
Actually, Pat Luciano of
Morris Catholic will be start-
ing his first season as a head
varsity football coach. He di-
rected the school'* junior var-
*<ty last year and is head
basketball coach.
Spencer moves up from as-
sistant to Ken Slattery, who
will retain hi* basketball and
baseball jobs as well as serv-
ing as athletic director. Flco
inherits from Mike Hogan a
team which hasn't won since
the 1960 season.
The toughest shoe* to fill
will be those taken over by
Seglio. He follows Art Couch,
The Advocate’s choice for
coach-of-the-year last season
and one of the moat successful
high school coaches in the
area. He led the Blue Jays to
an 8-0 record last year
Krayer succeeds Ralph Pin-
to, who coached Bergen Cath-
olic for the .past two years.
Krayer, a 1963 Rutgers gradu-
ate, played in the scarlet back-
field last season Pinto will re-
main as an assistant.
IN THE LEAGUES, Morris
Catholic has joined the Big
Seven Conference, making it
tb« Big Eight Conference, and
St. Cecilia'i returns to Tn-
County Catholic Conference
play to make that a five-team
race once again.
The Big Eight also include*
Bayley-EUard. DePaul. the
1962 champion. Immaculate
Conception. Oratory . Our Lady
of the Valley, St l>uke » and
St Mary’s (R). The TCCC.
which crowned Don Bosco
champion last year, has the
Don*. Bergen Catholic. Queen
of Peace, Pope Pius and St.
Cecilia't Si Joseph's (Mont-
vale), which will have only
freshmen and sophomore* this
>*ar. is also s member, but it
won t compete in varsity
apart*
IT WIIJ. TAKE a banner
year tor these 22 teams to
match the performance* turn-
ed in last year b> the 19 that
were playing Ten of toe 19
topped the .500 level and four
of those went undefeated.
DePaul and St. Joseph's set
the pace with 8-0 apiece. Don
Bosco (7-0-1) and Seton Hall
(6-0-2) were not far behind.
To refresh memories, the
final statistics from 1962 are
provided.
FINAL RSCOROS
WLT M M
DaPaul i * S 30V SI
* fmft'i a * s sss is
Do* Bosco 7 0 I 30* as
SeUM Hall a 0 2 173 as
W Benedict'. * I I 134 IS7
Dtferton S 2 0 la 32
Qoetn at Peace * 3 0 134 M
Barky.Dlicd • 3 * t« It*
St. Luke'a | * S 141 *ftO L Valley S 4 0 ill 101
JR Pttai-'a « 4 l I3X 11#
Immaculat* I Ii ID la
Pope rills 4 i * 113 12*
{Cam Catholic 3 10 tl ISO
SI. Michael ! 3 S 0 ll* SO
Berm Catholic 2 11 S3 IS*
Marie* I I * S2 223
S» Mary. lIS 73 I*7
Ur awry 0 0 0 30 273
Individual tear In*
Ulore. St Benedict'. IS****
Schroeder. DePaul 14 0 it
DeVentla, B.ywy.Rlard 11 0 4d
Vaughn. Don Boaco f, 11 as
BrllotU. St Joaeph'. i IS SI
Quarto. Immaculate 10 S to
l-antraok, O. I. Valley *2 5*
Hunt. Seton Hall * 0 54
I’Krtm. O P 0 0M
DubroeAv. Kaeai *0 4*
Malvthtu. DePaul 7 0 42
tartest. St. Soaeph'a oox
PatrucaUl. St Joaeph'i *0 3*
WeinhreUst, St. Joaeph', * 0 M
Dull. St. Mary, 4 7 31
Sabbera. SI Michael'! * 1 *1
Borycameafci. Pop. Pius S 0 3a
DtMlgllo. St Pater'* » 0 30
Cerman. St Peter'a S * 3a
ProOtko. St. Luka'a * o It
'- Include, one two natal canveratoo.
7RI-COUNTY CONFIRINCI
W L
Don Boaco 1 *
Bergen Catholic I 2
Pope Ptua 1 2
Queen at Peace 1 |
ladividual Staring
T PAT Pit
Xaoghn. Don Boaco J 4 22
Petrocc*. O P I * U
Shannon. Berfan ( atkoUe I 0 IS
BoryciounkL Pupa Piua 1 t 11
C oyle. Don Boaco 2 * 11
Mahoney. Don Boaco 2 S 12
Ttbui-ciy, Pope Plea 1 * 12
Waller. Pope Ptua 1 * U
SIO SI VS N
W L
DePaul 4 0
Barley. Bind 4 ]
O L Valley 4 1
Immaculate * I
St Uikr'i 2 y
W Mart t S *
Individual Scaring
TO PAT Pta
DeVeorta. Bavtet dlard » 0 M
t-eu/rank Valley S 2 so
Quarto, immacuiata 7 a 43
Mkrnadar. DePaul \7 0 43
Don. St Mary*. 4 7 J!
For Priesthood
N.D. Cager Forsakes Pro Ranks
WASHINGTON (NC) A
decade or so ago young Ed
(Monk) Malloy began drib-
bling a basketball adeptly and
his dad started dreaming of
tho day his son would play in
.pro ranks.
Well, young Malloy now la
headed for the big league
but not the one the elder Ed-
ward A. Malloy envisioned. In
mid-September young Malloy
will return to the University
of Notre Dame, where he was
graduated in June, to enroll
in the seminary ami begin
studies for the Holy Cross
priesthood.
HE HAD ALL the equip-
ment for the pro basketball
ranks, but at Notre Dame,
where he was on the varsity
for three years, he came to
appreciate that the world is
more than a large, round ball
and there's a dearth of priests
and missioners serving its
people.
Malloy is just back from a
three-month stiftt with a half
doxen other Notre Dame stu-
dents serving as lay mission-
ers in Peru, lie said: "We did
a little bit of everything
teaching, coaching, helping to
build roads and houses, just
about anything we could do to
help. We had headquarters in
Lima, but went to places all
over the country where we
were needed."
HIS COMPASSION was show-
ing when he stressed it’s one of
those must-be-seen-to-be be-
lieved situations, the vast
amount of good a few trained
men can accomplish. He con-
tinued: "And tboee people are
wonderful simple, kind,
eager to learn, so appreciative
of things done for them. It's
heartbreaking to sea them and
heartbreaking, too, to roalixa
all the help they need from
lay missioners, priests, doc-
tors and all sorts of tech-
nicians."
It wasn't Malloy's first tour
as a lay misstoncr. He served
with a Notre Dame group dur-
ins last summer's vacation in
Mexico.
In a way, the basketball
court was “Monk" Malioy'a
first mission field. A boyhood
pal and playmate was a young
Negro named George Left-
with. When Malloy went to
Archbishop Carroll High
School here and starred on the
late 1980s. George Leftwtch
followed The Carroll teams
were rated among tha top
high school squads in the na-
tion.
In 1959, Malloy * senior year
at Carroll, young Lcftwirh
came into the Catholic
Church. "Monk" Malioy’a par-
ents are Leftwich's godpar-
ent*. Leftwich *a*d it wti
Malloy's fine example which
led him to the Catholic Faith.
Morris Catholic
Sets Varsity
Grid Debut
DENVILLE - For Its first
season of varsity football.
Morris Catholic High School
will have nine games—includ-
ing one night contest and the
start of a Thanksgiving Day
with DePaul.
n The Crusaders, who will
compete in the Big Eight
'Conference, will open with
‘Kinnclon. which is also in its
first year of varsity football,
here Sept. 28.
Our Lady of the Valley will
provide the first Big Eight
competition Oct 11 in a night
game at Orange. *
The complete schedule it as
follows:
Sa*4 J. Kmaetoi
Oct. S. rt Defer ua: 11. *1 O. 1.
<» Ml); 2L Orator?*. T7. M
Bitter •Olarrf"
No* 3. at Si rotoV; 14, a l. Lot*
H. V# Bburi. 21. at DaPaat* (11 am
; *—Em Pflu Ctomacf.
Immaculate
Adds Verona
MONTCLAIR - One change
has been made in the Im-
maculate Conception High
School football schedule for the
coming campaign. The Lions
will face Verona in place of
Essex Catholic Nov 2
Otherwise, the locals will
take on the same schedule as
it did in 1962.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Atpl. *»• aS H MifT*i ■H >•
Oct 4. yum fit 12.
RUT*' (II * ml. SB. DtPaa)*. 23. ftl
Hamm H »mi
N*v 2. M Vm«i *♦- OrMan* I*
mt 9t Lufct'e*. A ti O L.
til ».m >
• nu CUta
Petreans Trim
List to Eight
JERSEY CITY - Two foe*
have been dropped and a
familiar face i* returning on
the St Peter'* Prep 1963 loot-
ball schedule Back after a
one year absence is St Bene-
dict's Prep. »**d the Gray
Bee* wall vlatt her* on opening
day. Sept. 29.
St Francis Prep of Philadel-
phia and Hoboken are not
among the returnee* from the
1?6? Ust AU other oppoation
is retained as the Petreans
tnmmed the schedule to «ght
game* to prrpare lor a pont-
season Hudson County chant-
pioadup game which is
planned this year
The complete schedule is a*
follows
•r* a. SI l.itrt. r.r,
tfc«. X. St lul l <WXV>. 11. M
u.iii s. tim*
**•« ». * lamia, t*. Hww.,ll |T.
St MkSmCi (DCi. ». M t~ -lr«l'
•11 *<*>
sports spot
Fun With Football
by ed woodward
Football Is fun There are
dissenter* to that theory, but
there *re also plenty of young
men around North Jersey who
will show by their actions In
the next few months that they
support it
However, they'll also admit
that the fun won't he too fre-
quent during the next week or
10 days That's when the ache*
will be felt in muscle* which
are being working into shape
for the rugged contact sport
ahead
THESE GRIDIRON pro*
pecta are willing to itruggle
through tha conditioning
period, looking ahead to the
start of the fun with scrim
mages and games
Many coache* and medical
authorities feel that the early
conditioning ts tha key to the
entire season A well-drilled
and wellcoodltioned squa 1
ha* a much better chance to
be a better unit and more frte
of injury than the one which
pays leas attention to this fac-
tor
IN LINE WITH ihl*. toe
American Medical Association
hat warned of toe dangers of
vigorouj physical exercise in
the hoi tun and high humidity
sometime* present in early
September
It hat Usued a h»t of »ug
gestion* to follow, from a care
ful medical check-up to watch-
ing the athletes closely for
signs of trouble or unusual
fatigue Use of cooler morning
and early evening hour* foe
prlctice t* recommended to
avoid the heat of toe day. The
AMA alto say* to allow the
athlete* to gradually adjust
to toe heat by graduated prac-
tice schedules
Re*t period* during the
• orkout*. white clothing to re-
flect heat and extra tall and
water art other recommend*
boot
These »re good ideas to keep
in mind
0 0 0
DOTS ’N' DASHES
- Dick
McDonough, the South Orange
swimmer, woe himself another
trio of gold medal* last week
end in Japan Competing with
a touring US team against
Japanese squad, at Osaka, he
repeated his individual victory
of the previous week at Toyko
in the 100 meter freestyle and
sgsln joined with three other
Americans to win toe 400 and
900-meter freestyle relays
He'll be interviewed on TV '»
Wide World of Sports Sept 7
when films of toe meet wiU be
shown In winning the 100
meter event in Tokyo. Dick
was timed in 54 seconds, the
best American time ever and
second best ever in the world
Pope Pius finally tasted de
feat in alumni football
competition The Eagle grsdi.
after two victories, suffered a
7-0 loss to Clifton Aug 23 The
winners scored tn the first per
iod on an 10-yard pass play
and made toe margin stand up
the rest of the way.
Lakers Plan
Full Shedule
SPARTA - In Rs first full
season of vanity football. Our
Lady of the Lake will play
an eight-game schedule which
features the inauguration of a
Thanksgiving Day rivalry with
Bayley EUard and an intra-
borough clash with Sparta
High School
The complete schedule la ai
follows:
ot< a u trie u. can**
mw •»** *mu a*. r*rtw. it.
Si. LWa',
**. U. Mottw Cathettr, is. start*,
ft* *■ “
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w/w sins
'6O CNEV. CORVAIR
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White Body. Special SI3M
1959 01DSM0B1LE
Super 88. 4 Dr. H.T. P.S..
P. 8.. only ’ $1395
1961 VOLVO
544 Sport. 4 speed trans..
RAH . w/w Special $1495
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All Makes
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PACE MOTORS
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Sept. 1
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HACKENSACK MUTUAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
242 STATE ST.SALEM' HACKENSACK, N. J.
HACKENSACK'SOLDESTFINANCIAL INSTITUTION
N.«» T* Our OW«. . HM.y tMI
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacia
THE MAN YOUR
DOCTOR DEPENDS UPON
NEWARK
t*M * «iim MartartM. Pr w
_
UM PHARMACY
HhaSßrO mr O ywn
PjgrlDiiMiU ItunKUb
ri ** W*"l> Op«i two Day
_fw» • OM. H II
m **.*«»■»« mr t
tULJkIUL
JERSEY CITY
VALCNTIY MARM4
JOtOPN VALIMTI, Km
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ISSL
WESTFIELD
CCNTRALthal PHARMACY
*■<«"-* rA«r.
ICrtpUdM CATWuUy
t*mn
ggfßtA v iw
NUTLEY
NEW YORK
Dining At lt« B«st
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
seat-belts
MUFFLERS
Ym
LIGHTS • .MIRRORS
CHROME ACCESSORIESMrtaP*T
o*l>
I▲
HF/
L maiMiM
AU UP AIMS A SERVICE UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
3085 HUDSON BLVD., JERSEY CITY OL 6-8000
‘
' Ikiki Cabinet on UlltaM Am. Un«t
******** rivl/Jvll DLVUtf «CK3C
ur^Jirvre-srts-
ENROLLMENT WEEK . . . SEPT. 8 to 14
LMsont For Motk Studant* from 6 to 66
Mu*i* It mot* tun whan yaw ploy it yourtalfl And Ift turpritlngly
•*'/ atpotlolly with Now Jartey'l moil npititnod muiiuom and
toadiort to imtruct yawl Turn Idla heart Inte onjoyoblJ MOM PROW-
A»U HOURSI Thata't na walling (or (lottos to ttort all lottoni
art ttrktly private.
ACCORDION PIANO ORGAN GUITAR
CLARINET SAXOPHONE FLUTE TRUMPET
VIOLIN ✓ DRUMS VOICE HARMONY
THEORY (LIARN TO PLAY BEFORE YOU BUY)
Major
57 NEW STREET
OWN Oaiiy rjo ta ». SAT. ♦ to *
Opp. Robort Holl
MUSIC.
ist. mi
IRVINGTON
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Hermann Chii 63 Cpe.
VW 63 Convertible
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Corvette '6l 2 Tops
Porsche '6l H'Top
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VW. '6O Sedan
VW. '59 Seim
M C '62 Roadster Midget
Porsche 61 Coupe
V W 61 Picbup Truck
Triumph ' 62 TR4
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Jpa
”me in —■ 1 ■
I) V « STATIC* WACOM
f-‘T» *Qw-p©*4. *AH k t tro*t
Rtlll flftCwt *« car ill
AU US!D CARS
4010 WITH IOtS tUAAANTII
See One Of The
Largest Displays Of
VOLKSWAGENS
SPECIALISTS IN
• Station Wagons
• Karmann Ghias
• Buses
• Trucks
sous . struct • mu
390 ELIZABETH AVE.
NEWARK TA 4-2000
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announce*
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
and
ADULTS
Seton Hall University offer* evening program* in read-
ing improvement at the South Orange Campu*. These
classes are designed to meet the special reading needs
of college students and adults.
Classes meet twice each week during the fall semester
beginning September 16, 1963, and terminating Jan-
uary 20, 1964. Application* will be accepted until
September 13, 1963.
further information ond/or application, plans* contact:
JOSEPH ZUBKO
READINO CENTER
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
South Orange, New Jersey
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 441
Archdiocese of Newark
Society for the
Propagation of the Faith
SUMMARY OF 1962 REPORT
General Fund for Home and Foreign Missions
Ordinary Membership $253,285.16
Special Membership 38,838.47
Perpetual Membership 17,480.74
Donations 148,813.08
Bequests 41,580.95
Gilts sent directly to the National Office
by residents of the Archdiocese of Newark 90,311. u
1M0.287.52
Special Fund
Association of the Holy Childhood .... $132,071.68
Pontifical Society for Native Clergy .... 6,559.50
Missionary Union of the Clergy 291.00
Designated Gifts 180,688.64
Mass Intentions 72,815.41
Annuities 13,739.96
Conditional Gifts 238,000.00
Alms reported by Missionary Institutes 142,732.11
Gifts sent directly to the National Office by
residents of the Archdiocese of Newark. .5,774.93
Miscellaneous 10,208.81
802.882.02
$1,383.149 54
BANNER PARISHES IN MEMBERSHIP DUES
St. Joseph's. West New York ' $3,098.01
Our Lady of Sorrows. South Orange 4.47L75
Queen of Peace, North Arlington 4,167170
St. Aedan's. Jersey City 4JM6 37
Sacred Heart, Valisburg, Newark , 3,834.53
St. Mary's, Nutley 3.722.60
St Nicholas, Jersey City 3,645.00
St. John the Apostle. Linden 5!522 52
Our Lady of the Lake, Verona 3,163.00
Our Lady Help of Christiana. East Orange 3,045 46
St. Aloysius, Jersey City 3,041.00
St. Michael's, Union City 2!p77.93
St. Stephen’s, Kearny 2,928 96
Sacred Heart, Jersey City , 2,886.78
St. Paul’s, Jersey City 2,884 80
St. Rose of Lima. Short Hills 2,839.30
St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloomfield .. 2,819.63
Holy Trinity, Hackensack 2.806.00
St Mary’s. Elizabeth 2,675.29
St. Rose of Lima, Newark 2.658.00
St. Teresa's, Summit 2,580.00
Holy Trinity, Westfield 2,538 00
Sacred Heart. Bloomfield . 2,497 00
St. Philomena's, Livingston . 2.454 10
St. Paul of the Cross, Jersey City .. 2.36125
Our Lady of Lourdes. West Orange 2.328.14
St Anne’s, Jersey City .... 2.273.53
St Anne's, Fair Lawn 2,213 83
St. Mary's. Dumont 2.15163
Immaculate Conception, Montclair 2.064 00
St. Genevieve's. Elizabeth 2.038 35
St. Leo's, Irvington 2,027.18
Holy Name. East Orange 2.025 90
Sacred Heart, Lyndhuret 2.025 28
St. Cecilia's, Kearny 2,001 00
Holy Cross, Harrison 1.865 07
St Mary’s, Rutherford 1.959 47
Corpus Christi, Hasbrouck Heights 1.916 37
St. Joseph's, Bogota 1.896 80
St Aloysius. Caldwell 1.896 20
Epiphany. Cliffside Park 1.846.00
St Elizabeth’s, Linden 1.803.53
Our Lady Queen of Peace, Maywood 1.800.87
Our Lady of the Valley, Orange 1.785.06
St. James, Springfield 1.780 75
St Vincent's, Bayonne 1.780 00
St. Francis, Ridgefield Park 1.754 50
Our Uady of Grace, Hoboken . 1.743 00
Our Lady of Mt Carmel, Tenafly 1,742 00
Madonna. Fort Lee
... 1.735 01
Assumption, Roselle Park 1.733 15
St. Francis Xavier, Newark 1,71$ 82
Immaculate Conception. Elizabeth
... 1.702 00
St. Michael s. Union 1.686 00
St. John's, Bergcnfield . 1.628 19
Our Lady of Victories. Jersey City 1.623 13
St. Joseph's. Jersey City 1.613 30
St. Bartholomew the Apostle, Scotch Plains 1.613 42
St. Antoninus. Newark 1.393 7S
St. Patrick s, Jersey City 1.573 00
St. John's. Orange 1.554 55
St. Peter the Apostle, River Edge 1,553 09
St. Mary's, Rahway 1.513 n
St. Joseph's, Union City 1,488 10
Our Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge 1.487 72
St. Catharine's, Glen Rock 1.470 11
St. Cassian's, Upper Montclair 1.463 00
St. Philip the Apostle, Saddle Brook 1.441 9t5
Sacred Heart Cathedral, Newark 1,405 56
Latin America Volunteers
Training in Puerto Rico
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(RNSV—A new four-month
program designed to prepare
American priests, religious
and lay volunteers for service
in Latin America has been
started by the Catholic Univer-
sity of Puerto Rico.
Thirty-nine persons 11
priests, 12 nuns and 16 lay
persona—are taking the course
which concentrates on the
language and culture of Span-
ish-speaking Latin nations.
The program is an expan-
sion of a summer course con-
ducted since 1957 exclusively
for priests and religious work-
ing with Spanish-epeaking
people in the U.S., mainly in
the New York area. It was
started by the university's In-
stitute for Intcrcuitural Com-
munication.
Rev. James S. Stefaniak,
M M, of Milwaukee, Wis., has
been named director of the
expanded Institute. A mission-
ary In Peru, he has assisted in
training Peace Corps person-
nel far work in that country.
Among the lay persons tak-
ing the course are 14 Papal
Volunteers who will be assign-
ed to projects in Chile, Guate-
mala, Ecuador, Peru and
Puerto Rico.
In August, 12 other Papal
Volunteers began a four-month
course in Language and Latin
American culture in Petro-
polis, Brazil, at the Center for
Intercultural Formation (CIF)
sponsored by Fordham Uni-
versity. Six are studying at
the ClF’a culture center in
Cuernavaca. Mexico.
Ten Papal Volunteers are in
training at a language and
culture school conducted by
the Redemptortst Fathers in
Belem, Brazil, and an addi-
tional 30 volunteer! have been
aent directly to British Hon-
duras to teach.
Camden to Staff
Brazil Parish
CAMDEN The Camden
Diocese will open a second
parish in Brazil this one in
Brasilia.
Rev. Claran Mirren of Sa-
cred Heart. Mt. Ephraim, and
Rev. Michael P. Mundo of St.
Rote of Lima, Haddon Heights,
will staff the parish, leaving in
September. They will be ac-
companied by Rev. Edward A.
Buckley, diocesan miaeton di-
rector.
Here Are a Few Ways
You Can Help Missions
Help the Church in every
way you can.
Remember the Church in
your last will.
Give to the Church while
you live.
Make the Church the bene-
ficiary of your Insurance pol-
icy.
Help in every way you can
to enthrone Our Lord in the
hearts of mankind throughout
the world.
You can do these things by
giving to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, the
main Pontifical organization
in support of the missions.
Patients Prove
Handy at Crafts
Hibiscus Week in Fiji is an
event for the sick at well as
those in good health. Sister
Mary Luke. S.M.S.M., de-
scribes doings at St. Eliza-
beth's Home at Suva, a center
for leprosy ex-patienU:
"The group put on a lovely
display of aria and erafu.
They had bedspreads, patch-
quilts of all colors and finely
done. One was purchased at
the equivalent of $5O. You can
imagine the delight of the girl
who had made it.
"The quality of work In
fingerpainting, oil painting,
sewing, mats, baskets and all
sort* of hand-carvings was
superb, especially when one
remembers that the workers
have crippled hands or are
minus a finger or two. Please
continue to pray for us and
to give us what financial help
you can."
Caribbean Travel
Is Hit-or-Miss
The Caribbean Sea is not so
far away, but to get from
"here to there'' in the area
is not always easy. Rev
Francis J. Osborne. SJ.
found a way, and this is how
it happened:
"I headed back to Kingston,
Jamaica, from my hideaway
in the mountains where I was
making my annual retreat
My superior had ordered me
to Grand Turk Island, so 1
headed nonchalantly for the
airline office to pick up a
schedule. But all I picked up
was the information that there
were no schedules, simply be
cause there were no flights lo
Grand Turk.
"1 was distressed when
further questions elicited the
fact that no one knew how to
get to Grand Turk Finally
1 stopped a British West In
dian Airways office and
learned a plane was going out
there in about two weeks with
some men making an island
survey Two weeks later we
left Kingston Airport on the
450-mile flight lo the last is
land in the chain of the
Bahamas "
Father Osborne was not met
(as were the others) by s
grand car. so had to take a
dilapidated truck, ordinarily
used for hauling salt, to the
house of a kindly Protestant
family. It was a haven. Grand
Turk la an island to devastated
through the centuries by hur-
ricanes that scrub bush is its
main vegetation.
The burning tropical sun
has seared the wooden bouses
and old cannons stand
strangely in place. Once it
was an important salt center.
Today it is very poor.
"When my stay ended,”
writes Father Osborne, "anew
problem arose. How do I get
back to Jamaica? I could take
the salt ship, but the captain
was agin' parsons and the
bad luck they usually brought
Then I remembered a Coast
Guard officer’s remark of a
Navy plane off to Puerto
Rico where I could change to
a Kingston hound plane.
"Bless him! Ever-crtsp be
bis rorn flakes!"
Such is a missionary’s
travel story But. travel he
must, so be does not let dis-
couragement take over. Pray
for him and all the other*
like him in the Caribbean and
elsewhere
Sudan Ousts
Three Nuns
ROME (NC) - The Sudan
government has expelled three
more Catholic mts&ioeenes
all at them Verona feelers
The three said oo arrival
here that a Verona Father had
also been ordered expelled
from the Sudan, but was now
in jail for a month for refusing
to sign a document stating that
he was leaving the country
because his work hsd been
completed
The nuns identified the priest
ss Rev Pierluigi V ignore hi.
F SC J.. and said that on fin-
ishing his prison term he is to
be taken directly to the air
port and expelled
The nuns bring to 113 the
number of Catholic mission
anes ousted by the Muslim
regime of President Ibrahim
Abboud since the latter part
of 1962 About 50 Protestant
missionaries have also been
expelled
Ip another development. 190
Catholic buys have been
moved by the MusUm-domln
ated government to a school
in a totally Muslim area The
boys had been attending
school in Lul. near the south-
ern provincial capital of
Malakal. which is all Catholic.
The government peremptorily
moved them to a Muslim
school in an all Muslim area
Population Gain
SYDNEY, Australia (NC)
The number of Australian
Catholics rose by more than
137,000 last year tot 2.325.000,
according to the Church's new
Official Year Book for 1963-64
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Moat Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Dnvte
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2. N.J. Phone <23 8308.
Hours: Daily, l a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to It.
Diocese of Paterson: \
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-9440
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donation! to tha Sotitiy for the Propagation of lb*
faith or* imcom* tax dtdmilibl*.
No liturgical
Aid Is He
SANTIAGO, Chile - The
liturgical movement re-
ceived some new advice
from a young pupil here.
“What 1* the beat way
to assist at Maas?" aaked
Rev. Joseph R. English,.
M.M., of Newburgh, N. Y.,
during a catechism clais
in the Maryknoll pariah.
"By leaving your kid
brothers at home I" came
from a girl in the back of
the claai.
Nigeria Bishops
Score Abuses
LAGOS. Nigeria (NC) —Ni-
geria'a Catholic Bishops have
warned against three "current
abuses" in the country—brib-
ery, perjury and threats to
chastity.
Nigeria has 16 Bishops (five
of them African) serving the
country's 1.7 million Catholics.
47% of the population Ni-
geria became an independent
Commonwealth in 1960
The Bishops condemned
"scandalous" hotel owners
and managers for encouraging
immorality in their hotels and
bars to attract business and
deplored the fact that "brib-
ery pervades our society at
all levels
"
Iron Curtain LandsKept
89 Bishops From Council
KOENIGSTEIN, Germany
(NC) —At least 89 Bishops
from behind the Iron Curtain
were unable to attend the
first session of the ecumenical
council, according to a survey
made here by Msgr. Adolf
Kindermann.
Msgr. Kindermann, rector
of St. Albert the Great col-
lege and president of the re-
lief society for priests expelled
from eastern Europe here,
said that his survey might
not be complete because of
the difficulty of getting Infor-
mation.
THE SURVEY noted tl.vt
eight heads of Secs in Czecho-
slovakia were absent from the
council, including Archbishop
Josef Beran of Prague, who
Is being detained in an un-
known place. Seven Hunga
rian Ordinaries were also un-
able to attend the first ses-
sion. Among them was Joz-
sef Cardinal MindsZcnty, Hun-
garian Primate who has been
living in asylum at the U S
legation in Budapest since
1956
No Bishops from Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania were at
the council. Three Ordinaries
each from Bulgaria and Ru-
mania were unable to go to
Rome since all are under de-
tention. Albania's three heads
of Secs were likewise kept
away.
Of Poland's 58 Bishops only
16 were given exit permits to
go to the council. No Bishops
were able to go to Rome from
China, North Korea and North
Vietnam, but all Bishops in
Yugoslavia and East Germany
were able to attend.
Parents-to-Be
ClassenSlated
TEANECK - A class for ex-
pectant parents will be held
at Holy Name Hospital here
Monday evenings at 7:30 from
Sept. 16 to Oct. 21. It was an-
nounced by Sister M. Canice,
maternity supervisor.
Candidates for the classes,
which are open to both par-
ents. may register at 7:15 p m.
Sept. 16 at Marian Hall.
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
WfNO A WIIKIND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
C»Airti< by »ha manki if
tabrt Paul'. Abbay
Him mate raaanallaaa aarly
Writ* Mr MwrtM la
DIRICTOR OP RITRIATI
twaa a» Paaca Hatraat Hauu
M. P’awPt Abbay. Nawtaa, N.J.
As Long
As You Live
kiM |W nv.
I a«■ la aa r
IV D. ANNUITY
PLAN.
Iwlira far
wutb ron rune information
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRARD, PA.
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSININO-ON-HUDSON, NIW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Copditions.
Maim m ■ ■«« e il.Li.seveieefifi nrouoois
Lee J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A Bright, M.D. Atsocistt Dirtelon
Maurke J. O'Connor, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1*7400
Brochure eq Request
DOLLY MOUNT
Simt * 1955
A ouMinjt bom* in * beautiful tetting.
Complete facilitica with homelike «troo»-
phere.
LV*ote«i Pertonalited mining lertice.
1.itemed by State of New Jertey. Moderate
Rate*.
Tel. LA 5-7677
20 VmJUy Rood
CHItom, N. J.
India:“A Good Abodefor Our Jesus"
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-A7
W 441 R*dgo lead (Oppoiita Holy Cron) No. Arlington
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
wKy Afbort K. Hoppor h fKo lor got!
manufacturer of Memorial* in Now Jertey
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ploot. •iivnof you of immedk
•to dolirory.
* Too con in* poet tKo mom oriel
Koro Of wort prog rot*•«.
• Wo Have of o«r plont • lorgo
Btoefc of row material enabling
w to complete your ckeke on
•Kort notice.
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstanding sertice is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
j BfRGEN COUNTY
OORMUY FUNERAL HOMI
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Manager
TE 7-2332
MeQUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuade
270 BROADWAY
Hilltdale. N J.
NOrth 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE
FORT LEE. N J
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlndior 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WE btter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIo, 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK, TE 6 0202
BOGOTA, HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY « SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
ESSEX COUNTY
REZEM FUNERAL HOMI
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOMI
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN P. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESeex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOMI
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KIIRNAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
PRANK McOH
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAV
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOMI
DIRECTORS
ORACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY l OORNY
-MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J
ORange 2 2414
l. V MUHIN E SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY E OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Ea»t Orange. N. J.
ORange 4 4445
MArket 2 2530
CODEY S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOMI
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
OEORGE AHR E SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
HUDSON COUNTY
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVI.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL p. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
{SutCMMTI to Eppi* l Ipplo)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY, NJ.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY l OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
• ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORIH
FUNERAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. j.
Elisabeth 2-6664
!
Per HeHttf lit thle eeeHea ca« The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
Tells How Church
Works for Peace
NCVTC New, Service
Following is the text of the March 7, 1963, eddret, by
Pope John XXIII on the receipt of the 1963 Belie* Pence
Prixe from former Itelien President Giovenni Gronchi,
'Dear Gentlemen:
The custom has arisen that,
at the awarding of an interna--
tknal prize, the recipient ad-
dress some words to the press.
As you know, it is a very
natural thing
for us to re-
ceive the
rep resenta-
tives of the
press. We ap-
preciate the
activities you
carry out,
we have com-
mented upon
them in re-
cent meetings, exhort-
ing your colleagues to
put themselves at the service
of truth and justice: "Truth
is sprung out of the earth, and
justice hath looked down from
heaven" (Ps. 84, 12).
Having received on March 1
the official news of the award
made us of the Balzan Foun-
dation's international prize for
peace, we desired to follow
this custom, and to take ad-
vantage of your courtesy to
renew publicly the expression
of our gratitude to the mem-
bers of the foundation and to
the awards committee.
now CAN WE fall to ex
perience emotions of joy in
seeing the unanimity that sur-
rounded our humble nameT
It is certainly not a question
of our family name, but of the
one we took in the succession
of St. Peter. And that is why
you will understand that we In-
sist on invoking here, above
all, the venerated names of
our predecessors, of at least
the five we have known in the
course of our life.
From Leo XIII to Pius XII
is a whole flowering of teach-
ing, of warning, of pastoral
and charitable action, which
prepared this universal agree-
ment, so happily manifested
when it was a question of giv-
ing us the Balzan Prize.
IT IS TO THE constant ac-
tion of the Church and of the
papacy in favor of peace that
homage is thus rendered: ac-
tion whose characteristic notes
have been brought out ever
more dearly by the circum-
stances of modern times. For
without taking away anything
essential from the free and
complete sovereignity of the
Roman Pontiff, they have fos-
tered, on the plane of inter-
national competition armed
or just verbal the perfect
supranationalneutrality of the
Church and of its visible head.
This neutrality roust not be
understood in a purely passive
sense, as if the role of the
Pope were limited to observ-
ing events and keeping silence.
It is on the contrary a neu-
trality that preserves its
whole vitality of witness. Anx-
lous to spread the principles
of true peace, the Church
ceaselessly encourages the
adoption of a language and the
introduction of customs and of
institutions which would guar
a nice its stability.
WE HAVE SAID this re
peatedly: the action of the
Church is not purely nega-
tive, it does not consist solely
in entreating governments to
shun recourse to armed force;
it is an action that wants to
contribute to the formation of
men of peace, of men who
have peaceable thoughts,
peaceable hearts and peace-
able hands
* The peacemakers proclaim-
ed blessed in the Gospel are
not Inactive: they are on the
contrary the active artisans of
peace; it is they who con-
struct it; factores pacis [mak-
ers of peace tCf. Matt. 5.9)
DURING THE liturgy of the
Mass, in all rites ami in all
tongues, the word of Christ
echoes repeatedly Pa* vo-
bit! May peace be with you!
The celebrant, in the name of
those assisting, addresses to
Christ present on the liter the
ardent supplication which is
sometimes taken up by the
voices of a powerful choir
Dona nobis paretn! Give us
peace’ Thus it is that man
must first implore it. then be
must learn how to live it: in
the home. In social relations
and in international relations
This involves sn aggregate
of serious and well-known du-
ties which presume that one
is capable of noble self-dis-
cipline in exercising one's own
rights, and of using calm and
respectful language toward
all. even when It is necessary
to deny an accusation or to
defend the sacred rights of the
human person, of the family,
and of the community
That means that Christian
peace is rooted in the theo-
logical virtues of faith, hope
and chanty; and it is strength-
ened and spread by the gen-
erous and willing exercise of
prudence, of justice, of forti-
tude and of temperance
DEAR GENTLEMEN, may
these peaceable thoughts
spread more and more in the
world! Thu will be partly
your work, for it is by the
press especially that they will
reach the Intelligence and the
heart of men. You can thus
render the precious testimony
of having contnbuted to the
realisation of the wish brought
from heaven at the birth of
the Redeemer: Peace on the
earth to men of good will!
(Luke 1, 14).
This will also be our wish
for all the nations whose her
aids you are here. May they
always experience the bene-
fits of peace and of prosper-
ity, and be filled to overflow-
ing with heavenly blessings,
which we wholeheartedly call
down at this moment upon
each and every one of them.
AWARD FOR JEWISH LEADER-Bishop James L Connolly
of Fall River, Moss., presents the papal decoration, the
Benemerenti Medal, to Myer N. Sobiloff, director of the
Temple Beth-El in Fall River, The award was made by
the late Pope John XXIII, end was given In recognition
of the Jewish leader's distinguished services to the city.
Prophetic
Gesture
POMPEII. Italy (NC) -
The late Pope John XXIH
forecast the election of
I “ope Paul VI to the papacy
when both men were still
heads of Italian Sees.
Thu was revealed here
by Rev. Bruno Da Sarvi
giiano in the monthly bul-
letin of the Shnae of Our
Lady of Pompeti.
According to Mm when
Pope John was Angelo Car-
dinal Roocalii, Patriarch of
Venice, he came here to
attend a Bishops’ meeting
m 19M, as dad Pope Paul,
then Archbishop Giovanni
Montuw of Milan. The two
future Popes arrived to-
gether and were ready to
take their seats when Car-
dinal Roncaik insisted that
Archbtahop Mootini pre-
cede him
Reminded later that ha
bad precedence over an
Archbishop, Cardinal Ron
caUi replied Tba Arch
bishop merits this atten-
tion You see. one day he
will be Pope "
Sees No Scientific-Religious Conflict
NCWC New, Service % '
Following it « tremUtion of the Oct. 3, 1962, eddres,
hy Pope John XXIII to membert of the Pomtlflcel Acedemy of
Science, meeting et the Vellum. The Pope told "we hove enter-
ed on epoch in which there will he leu conflict between the
congneit, of thoughtend the demendt of felth."
Gentlemen:
We are very pleased to wel-
come today the president and
the members of the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences, as well
as the learned men who have
come from
the whole
world to take
pert In the
study week
on "the prob-
lem of cos-
mic radiation
in interplan-
etary space."
Last year
we expressed our good wishes
to the Pontifical Academy on
the occasion of the 2Sth anni-
versary of its founding by our
predecessor, the great and
learned Pius XL This year,
wa have the pleasure of wel-
coming you personally and
wholeheartedly to our abode.
Let us say it to you. gentle-
men: it is science that the
Church welcomes in her home
in welcoming you; that same
science which the learned men
of the whole world, united in
peaceful research, strive to
push forward through sharing
the results of their work.
And this is why we are hap
py to award to Prof. Bengt
Erik Anderson, the young and
illustrious physiologist of the
Royal School of Higher Studies
of veterinary medicine at
Stockholm, the gold medal
which bears the distinguished
name of the founder of our
Pontifical Academy .
THE CHI'RCH readily en-
courages the research carried
out in the world, research
which is directed toward a bet-
ter understanding of men and
the universe, in accordance
with the mission given by God
to Adam in the first pages of
Genesis [cf Genesis 9, 7\
Thus we wholeheartedly con-
gratulate this young scientist
whose books on the nerve
mechanism of hunger, thirst
and body temperature have
become standard And «• of
fer the very best wishes for
the fruitfulness of his scientif-
ic career, for the best service
of mankind
HOW COULD ONE help not
ing with particular satisfac-
tion, gentlemen, the appropri-
ateness of the theme chosen
for your study week. "The
problem of conmic radiation tn
interplanetary space?" It is
superfluous to emphasize Its
timeliness, but may we be al-
lowed at least to say bow
closely the Church is interest-
ed in the problems which right-
ly command the attention of
men of our times, and which
are the subject of scientific ex-
sminsUon by the best special-
ists.
And you know how we share
the joy which hails the re-
sounding achievements of to-
day’# technicians and scien-
tists, whose feats permit the
harnessing of nature in a way
which would have defied the
liveliest imagination not long
ago.
We said recently:
"Oh! How we wish that
these undertakings would take
on a meaning of homage ren-
dered to God. supreme creator
and lawmaker. Just as these
historic evenU, will figure in
the sons Is of the scientific
knowledge of the universe,
may they become the expres-
sion of true and peaceful prog-
ress contributing toward the
■ound establishment of human
brotherhood." [L’Osserv store
Romano. Aug. 14, 1962.:.
THANKS BE to God. we
have entered an epoch in
which, so we hope, there will
he less questioning conflict be-
tween the cooquesU of thought
snd the demands of faith. The
First Vatican Council lumin-
ously affirmed, in 1*691*70,
the relations of reason and of
faith The heady discoveries
and achievements of the 20th
century, far from questioning
their worth, on the contrary
help the mind to a better un-
derstanding of their worth.
The progress of the sciences,
in allowing a better knowledge
of the extraordinary riches of
creation, adds special richness
to the praise which the crea-
ture sends aloft as a thanks-
giving toward Its Creator, Who
la also the Redeemer of our
souls. And always, the human
heart remains greedy, like the
human intelligence, to reach
the absolute and to give Itself
to it.
ALSO, now COULD one fall
to evoke before you. gentle-
men, on the eve of the opening
(now very close) of the ecu-
menical council, that great as-
sembly snd all the promise it
bears, sustained by the pray-
ers of Catholics and the expec-
tancy of the whole world: A
brotherly, peaceful, spiritual
vision of a meeting which de-
votes itself entirely to the
praise of God and the service
of man, in his noblest aspira-
tions to know the truth, to seek
it and to embrace tt
with his love?
Such, gentlemen, are the
thoughts prompted in us by the
presence of your illustrious
and learned assembly. Happy
to have been able to talk with
you, to tell you how interested
we are In your work, we whole-
heartedly call down upon your
study week, upon yourselves
and your families, an abun-
dance of divine grace, as a
token of which we grant you a
special apostolic blessing.
Honor for Late Pope
DAKAR, Senegal (NC)
The city council of Dakar, fha
capital of the predominantly
Moslem African nation of
Senegal, is naming a street
in honor of the late Pope John
XXIII.
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Parisian Beauty School
Ml Mala II . Nackamack. H. t.
THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
Day • a<wKn Claaaaa
HUbbard 7-2203
CENTER WINE
& LIQUOR LTD.
For Prompt Freo
Delivery Coll
Windsor 4-1230
GLASSWARE . Kl CUMf
BAR ACCESSORIES
TABU t CHAIRS RENTAL
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PHOTO
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<r&cce&
T SS f \
XPRESS
327 TOTOWA AVENUE, PATERSON ARmory 44242
HUDSON COUNTY
NATIONAL DANK
* Bayonne
Guttenberg
Hoboken
Jersey City
North Bergen
Union City
Weehawken
Every
Banking
Service
Deposits Insured Up to $lO,OOO
3y The Federal Deposit InsuranceCorporation
630 Main Straat
Hatckonsack, N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down...4 months to pay!
Full Hindquarfer of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban*
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
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WYCKOFF SAVIN6S
A LOAN ASSOCIATION
Midland Park Main Office Saddle River Oakland
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The Finest Parochial
School Uniforms Made
.
ExcellentFabrics • Finest Fit
Convenient Locations • Economy
Dependable Service
Complete line of uniforms and accessories
In stock throughout the school year.
Inquire about our txclutiv#
"Direct to ParentPlan"
Phone SW 6-4220
m
IYouth Contort
★ Elmwood
Shopping Center
Route 4 last Paterson'
★ 59th Street A
Bergenllne Ave.
.
West New York
A Bergen Mall
Shopping Center
Paramut
Pontiff Encourages
Family Movement
NOTRE DAME, Ind. (NC>-
Pope Paul VI has encouraged
the Christian Family Move-
ment to extend its influence
among Catholic families.
Pope Paul’s message was re-
layed to the movement’s na-
tional convention here by
Archbishop Angelo DeU'Acqua,
Vatican Substitute Secretary of
State. It said in pari:
"For two decades now, the
Christian Family Movement
hat carried an its apostolate
and without doubt the results
already achieved should serve
to provide consolation and en-
couragement to further efforts
to extend its Influence in fam-
ily life. The family is a most
important cell of society and
within its small circle are nur-
tured the virtues so precious
and so necessary tor later
life.’’
GEORGE N. SHUSTER of
Notre Dame University told
the 1,200 couples and 300 chap-
lains at the convention that
the relationship between
priests and laymen by the end
of this century “will be quite
different from what It is now.’’
He pointed out that by then,
half of the Catholic families
will have at least one parent
with a college education. To
cope with the leadership prob-
lems this will pose for priests,
he suggested that at least 10U.
of them bo enabled to acquire
their doctorates in various sub-
jects.
He also urged Catholic col-
leges to establish workshops
"in the principal areas of so-
cial concern" to be attended
by younger priests along with
parishioners.
Such social workshops, he
said, would provide much
needed insights and skills and
might lead to others involving
non-Catholics.
OTHER SPEAKERS in-
cluded Romeo M a tone, past
president of the International
Young Christian Students;
n -v. Bernard Haring. CSS.R ,
of Academia Alfonsiana in
Rome, and Mathew Ahmann,
executive director of the Na-
tional Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice.
Maktne said "the ideal lay-
man is not the man who
spends three evenings a week
in church, but the man who is
active in his community or-
ganizations and hilly com-
mitted to the social good of
all.”
Father Haring advocated al-
lowing children to receive the
Holy Eucharist as soon as they
are old enough to know that It
is Our Lord. He said, too, that
“parents are a missionary
force in the world” because
of the education they Impart to
their children and warned
against the closed family, “the
family that closes itself from
the wide horizons of the com-
munity, the very source of sal-
vation.”
Ahmann told the convention
that the laity lags behind the
hierarchy in grappling with
race relations.
A MESSAGE from President
Kennedy saluted CFM mem-
bers for "working actively in
your communities to Improve
the social and moral climate
in which your families live.”
"It is by such daily par-
ticipation in the community by
the members of the CFM that
individuals can be assured on
a very personal basis that the
moral and democratic rights
to equal housing, education,
employment, voting and public
facilities belong indeed to
all Americans," the president
said.
The convention adopted a
resolution in which It joined
"with all men of good will in
Identifying themselves with the
Negro families who are now
seeking their full natural
rights.”
Convert Group's
Hoard to Meet
PONTIAC, Mich. (NC) -
The board of directors of the
Convert Makers of America,
an organization which in 19
years has trained over 5,000
persons in roovert-malting
techniques, will meet hero
Sept. 1
The discussion will center on
the image of the Church to be
projected by CMOA members
and on promotion of Christian
unity gestures as a result of
the advances of the Second
Vatican Council.
Knights Reiterate
School Aid Stand
MILWAUKEE. Wis. (NC) -
The Supreme Council of the
Knights of Columbus reaf-
firmed here that federal aid
to education proposals should
have equal benefits for all
school children.
Re-adopting a resolution
from its 1962 Boston conven-
tion, the supreme council said
the Constitution permits aid
to private, non-profit schools
in proportion to the public
function they perform.
In other resolutions, the
council called for passage of
a Senate bill to make Colum-
bus Day a national legal holi-
day; urged a Christmas
stamp symbolizing the Na-
tivity; encouraged local coun-
cils to combat obscene litera-
ture and movies and reaf-
firmed its support of the
words, "under God.’’ in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the
flag.
PRESIDENT KENNEDY, in
a message to the convention,
said that the Knights have “a
very important part’’ to play
in the "common task" of the
nation to extend “equal op-
portunity and full and unim-
paired rights for all our cit-
izens.”
Pope Paul VI sent a mes-
sage praising the "zeal, gen-
erosity and industry of the
Knights of Columbus in the
service of the Church.’’
IN ELECTIONS to the
board of directors. Supreme
Knight Luke E. Hart arid five
others were unanimously re-
elected. Newly elected by •
unanimous vote was Virgil C.
Dechant of La Crosse. Kan.
llart, in an address to the
convention, referred to a
court suit in California to
have the wnrvds "under God"
removed from the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag. The
K of C was Instrumental in
having the words added sev-
eral years ago.
Hart said he was going to
ask the Knights board of di-
rectors for authority to in-
tervene in the suit
Hart also said that the or-
ganization encourages mem-
bership by Negroes. In reply
to charges made by two Cath-
olic newspapers, he estimated
that there are about 10,000
Negro members of the K of
C. Because records do not in-
dicate race, be said, exact fig-
ures are not obtainable.
The Knights appropriated
$25,000 to provide hostels for
participants in the Aug. 28
civil rights march on Wash-
ington. The money paid for
lodging, supper and breakfast
at the hostels established in
gymnasia at Georgetown Uni-
versity, the Catholic Universi-
ty of America and several
church halls.
Knights Suing
Over Fake Oath
WILSON, N.C. (NC)—A Bap-
tist preacher and a North
Carolina woman will be toe
defendants In a $lOO,OOO libel
suit that opens in the federal
courts here Sept. 9.
The Knights of Columbus
brought the action against the
Rev. Donald R, Bryan, pastor
of toe Central Baptist Church
in Farmville, and Ruth J.
Tim by of Eureka.
THE SUIT charges that the
pair distributed antl-Oathobc
literature during the 1960
presidential campaign.
It alleges that Miss Timby
bad 83,000 pamphlets printed
with the bogus Knights of Co-
lumbus oath and that Rev.
Bryan distributed copies of the
pamphlet in Farmville.
1116 suit charges that the
oath “was false and libelous
an Ms face and was calculated
... to damage and injure”
the organization and Ms mem-
bers.
The pamphlet contained these
words, ascribing them to the
Knights of Columbus ea an
oath taken by Its members:
"I do further promise and
declare that I will, when op-
portunity presents, make Mid
wage relentless war, secretly
and openly, against aU here-
tics, Protestants and Masons.
I will neither spare age, sex or
condition, and that I will hang,
burn, waste, boll, flay,
strangle and burn alive those
infamous heretics.”
New S.M.A. Provincial House
TENAFLY Ground-break-
ing ceremonies for anew Pro-
vincial House for the Fathers
of the Society of African Mis-
sions will be held here Sept.
8 at 3 p.m., it was announced
by Very Rev. Patrick L. O’-
Doooghue, S.M.A., provincial.
Tho provincialate serves as
U.S. headquarters for mission-
ary priests who are dedicated
to the evangelization of the
Negro in Africa. The society
directs and maintains schools,
seminaries, hospitals, lep-
rosariums, maternity homes
and dispensaries.
M George Vuinovich of
Englewood Cliffs, architect,
said construction will begin
immediately with the finishing
date set for Dec. 1. 1964.
THE BUILDING will be lo-
cated on Bliss Ave. and will
have a partial basement plus
two floors. It will feature an
inner courtyard. The basement
will include a trunk room,
laundry area, storage room,
bowling alley, an elevator to
the upper floors, a vault and
a lavatory.
A museum and gift shop,
which will depict the life of a
priest in Africa and ahow wood
and ivory carving* from
Africa, will be inside the main
entrance. Religious articles
will also be displayed there.
The first floor will also have
a general office, the provin-
cial’* suite, a conference room,
a suite for visiting Bishops, a
private chapel, the superior's
*uite, a kitchen and dining
room and other suites and of-
fice*.
TO THE LEFT will be a
church seating 250. The sanc-
tuary, all shrine alters and the
Communion rail will be in
Irish marble.
The Interior of the nave will
be of block with shadow
blocks. Two confessionals have
been provided and a side en-
trance which will lead to a 95-
car parking lot. Behind the
sacristy will be a hall, coat
room, stage and kitchen.
ON THE SECOND floor will
he U suites for permanent
priests, storage rooms, a linen
room, laundry chut* and stair
tower. It also will have 15 bed-
rooms for priests in transit, a
recreation room and a kitchen-
ette.
Two shades of brick and
limestone trim will be used
for the exterior. The roof will
be white asphalt shingles. A
Urge circular tower, topped by
an alumninum cross will fea-
ture the exterior.
AU windows in the church,
chapel, museum and gift shop'
will be stained glass. The heat-
ing will be hot water with air
conditioning An arcade from
the main house wiU lead to a
10-car garage.
The courtyard wiU have con-
crete walks, patios aod a cen-
ter area where a ahrlne will
be located. The remaining area
will be landscaped. There will
iUo be new rotdj leidinf into
and out of the property.
NEW PROVINCIALATE-Ground-breaking for a new Provincial House (shown here in
an architect's rendering) for the Fathers of the Society of African Missions in Tenafly
has been scheduled for Sept. 8.
Central Union
Hits Rights Bill
SAN ANTONIO. Tex. (NC)
Three Cathobe social action
groups adopted a revolution
hero criticising the adminis-
tration civil right* bill and call-
ing for "remedial meas
ures” to aid Negroes.
The resolution was adopted
at a joint session of toe Cath-
olic Central Union of America,
•he National Catholic Wom-
en's Central Union and tha
Catholic Central Youth Union.
It called the administration
civil rights bill "hastily con-
structed.”
The groups called for enact-
ment of ' remedial measures
designed to anut them
(Negroes) to attain equitable
levels of education, vocational
training and culture, sufficient
to enable them to compete
through their own Industry sod
talents on a par with their fel-
low rttiirns of whatever race
or background ”
Noire Dame Gratia
To Welcome Frosh
NEWARK A welcome MP
74 New Jersey students who
will enter Notre Dame Uni-
versity next month is planned
for 8 p.m. Sept 9 at the Mili-
tary Park Hotel by the Notre
Dame Alumni.
Two graduates. Superior
Court Judge Robert A. Mat-
thews. and New York Giant
football quarterback Ralph
Guglielmi. will speak. George
Novak, a senior, will explain
university rules.
Robert P. Joyce is serving
as chairman.
N.J. Chaplains
Reassigned
NEW YORK—Changes of ad-
dress for throe New Jersey
chaplains have been announ-
ced by the Military Ordinarlatc
here.
The priests and their new
addresses are: Rev. David J.
Caaazza, Chaplain. Admin.
Cmd., Naval Trng. Center,
San Diego, Calif.; Rev. John
C. MlgDooc. Chaplain, Secood
Marine Division, FMF, Camp
Lejeune, N.C.; and Rev.
Charles J. Covert, Chaplain,
Fleet Chaplain, Com Serv
Lant, U.S. Naval Bate. Nor-
folk, Va.
Pray for Them
Dr. Thomas Walsh
ELIZABETH A Solemn
High Requiem Mass /or Dr.
Thomaa J. Walsh, one of the
moat prominent laymen In the
Newark Archdiocese, was of-
fered Aug. 28 at St. Mary's
Church.
Dr. Walsh, who had been
elevated by Pope John XXIII
to Knight Commander of St.
Gregory, civil class, in Feb-
ruary. died Aug. 24 at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital where he
was a retired chief of staff
and former president. He had
been living in Sea Girt since
bis retirement two years ago.
From 1948-49, he was chief
of staff at Alexlan Brothers
Hospital here. He was presi-
dent of the medical board and
chief of staff at St. Elizabeth's
from 1955 until his retirement
in 1961.
When illness prevented Dr.
Walsh from attending his in-
vestiture as Knight Comman-
der of St. Gregory at Sacred
Heart Cathedral, Archbishop
Boland decorated him in a spe-
cial bedside ceremony at the
hospital. Pope Plus XII had
named Dr. Walsh a Knight of
St. Gregory In 1954.
A native of New York City,
he graduated from Fordhain
University and the Long Island
College of Medicine and took
his internship at St. Eliza-
beth’s
He is survived by his widow.
Mr*. Jessie Henncssy Walsh,
a former nurse at St. Eliza-
beth’s; three sons. Capt.
Thomas J. Jr., with the US.
Army in Hanau, Germany;
James J. of New Providence,
assistant administrator of St.
Vincent’s Hospital, New York,
and John TANARUS., professor of
mathematics at Notre Dame
University; a daughter, Jean
M. Walsh of Sea Girt; two
brothers, Frank of Williams-
port, Pa., and W. Raymond of
EUzabeth; and three listers,
Mrs. Florence Reldy of Wil-
liamsport, Mrs. Ann Fleming
of Jersey City and Edna H.
Walsh of EUzabeth.
Other Death*
. . .
Mary C. Fox, mother of
Magr. Francis A. Fox, pastor
of Ascension, New Milford,
died Aug. 22.
Anna Kemexis, of Kearny,
mother of Magr. Michael G.
KemezU, pastor of SS. Peter
and Paul, EUzabeth, died Aug.
20 in Weet Hudson Hospital
Kearny.
Margaret M. Roche of New-
ark, mother of Rev. Evan
Roche, 0.F.M., of St. Bonaven-
ture University, died Aug. 22.
Patrick F. Clarke of New-
ark, father of Rev, Brian
Clarke, 0.5.8., a member of
the St. Benedict's Prep fa-
culty, died Aug. 20 while on
vacation at South Betmar.
Nora A. NUand Gleason of
Clifton, mother of Sister Anne
Noreen of Star of the Sea
Academy, Long Branch, died
Aug. 21 at home.
Patrick F. liannan, 93,
father of Auxiliary Bishop
Philip M. Hannan of Waitnng-
ton, died Aug. 23.
Mrs. Martin J. O'Falloo, 92.
a former national director of
the National Council of Cath-
olic Women, died Aug, 20 at
bet Denver home.
Daniel J. Quinn, 60, of Hobo-
ken, brother of Rev. Gerald
Quinn, S.J., of Fordham Uni-
veretty, died Aug. 25 while
vacationing at Spring Lake.
Patrick Doherty of Jersey
City, father of Rev. Thomas
J. Doherty of St. John’s, Clark,
died Aug. 24.
In your prayers alio remem-
ber there deceased priests:
Newark ...
Rev. Joseph A. Mulry, S.J.,
Aug. 31, 1921
Rev. Donald O'Meara, O.F.M.
Conv., Sept. 2. 1962
Rev. George M. Griffin, Sept
2. 1933
Rev. Gabriel Steines, 0.5.8.,
Sept. 2, 1941
Rev. Francis J, Gallagher,
Sept. 3, 1959
Rev. Joachim Falcone, Sept.
3. 1929
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Eugene S.
Burke, Sept. 3, 1951
Rev. Francis A. Kenney, Sept.
4. 1936
Rev. Stanislaus Stonis, Sept.
4, 1953
Rev. Kevin Mahoney, 0.5.8.,
Sept 5. 1952
Rev. Frederick J. Ilarrer,
C.P.. Sept. 5, 1961
Rt Rev Msgr. Felix M.
O’NeiU. Sept. 6, 1949
Rev. Joseph S. Carroll, Sept.
6. 1952
Paterson
. . .
Rev. WUliam Mooney, S.J.,
Sept. 3, 1961
Rev. Adalbert CaUahan,
0.F.M., Sept. 4, 1949
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Models Ready Dec. 15
Plan Apartments in Ramsey
Near Snapping Center
A Ktrylon RtUtst
RAMSEY (PFS) - Plena far
construction of « 146-unit
garden-apartment community
just off Rt. 17 adjacent to Mm
Interstate Shopping Cantor
h«re has been Announced by
Bkhard Zorn, president of
Zon and Jackman Ratify and
Construction Cos., New York
CRy.
The project, to be known aa
Regency Park at Rameey, will
be built on a 12-1/2-acre site on
Addition PL and Teland Rd. on
the weat aide of RL 17. Coo-
etrucOon is expected to got
under way about mid-Septem-
ber.
The builders, who are cur-
rently completing rentals at
the Bradford Houae garden
apartment community on
North Middletown Rd. in Pearl
Rirer, N.Y., plan to hare mod-
el apartments reedy far public
showing about Dec. 13. Ocru-
paociee will begin early in
January.
Active in the construction of
both Mngle- and multi-family
houainf imlta fa New Jersey
and New York, the building
company plana a unique com-
munity at Regency Park. A
recreation area ia being set
aaide which will include a
swim pool, tennia ceurta. and
putting green, with night light-
ing planned far all facilities.
The complex will offer four
groupa of buildings, each with
lte own court area. A brook
rune through the property.
The building team will abow
one- and two-bedroom apart-
ments with air-conditioning
renting from about $l3O per
month. Broken down into 72
wits with one bedroom and 76
with two bedrooms, the apart-
ments will hare a number of
features.
All rooms win face outside,
one-bedroom apartments will
Include fully-paneled dinettes
with windows overlooking the
lawn while two-bedroom units
will have formal dining rooms,
all ctoaets will be floor-to-cei!-
ing and will have folding louv-
er-type doors, and each apart-
ment will have Its own ther-
mostat for heating and cooling.
Each budding will also have
laundry facilities.
Regency Park wtH also have
on-site parking.
IN PENNSYLVANIA-The main building (center), boat
house (right), and swimming pool of the luxurious Lords
Volley Country Club, located at Hemlock Forms, In Lords
Valley, Pa.
Builder Cites Advantages
Of Service Department
A S.O.T. RrUjif
JACKSON (PFS)—Abe Fine-
berg, builder of Harficld. a
200 home community here, has
established a highly efficient
service department to pre-
pare bis home for pre-occu-
pancy inspection end follow
through service calls after oc-
cupancy.
Fine berg says that this or-
ganisation has not only reliev-
ed him of many details and
complaints but has buUt an
exceptionally good relationship
between buyer and bulkier.
Fineberg points out that
more than 23% of his first too
homes were purchased on the
recommendation of previous
buyers. Fineberg says this is
proof that this type of service
organization pays for itself
many timej over.
Harficld offers three models
ranch, bi level and Cape
Cod—priced from $14,900 to
IPi.OOO.
Thirty and 33 year FllA
mortgages are available with
as low st $470 down. No dos-
ing costs are required.
Private Beach
At Cove Park
A Chrrtnnm-Cjrroll Rtltsu
LANDING (PFS) _ Home
buyers at Cove Park, the *
home community riving on
Cove Rd off Lakeside Blvd
along the picturesque West
Shore of Lake Hopatrong In
Landing are getting a bonus
when they purchase homes at
this year round community
Builders William Richards
and Leonard Robbins have ar
ranged to have a pnratc beach
made available to Cove Park
residents
Free beach privileges and
lake privileges have added a
“vacation Like” atmosphere to
the community and have en
hanced the family life at the
tract.
Displayed at Cove Park are
homes of hi level, split level
and ranch deaign, priced from
514.M0 and built oo minimum
73 x 100 fL sites.
Terms Include down pay-
ments as low as $490 for all.
and no closing fees
Construction details Include
General Electric appliance
package, which can be added
to mortgage (refrigerator,
washer, and dryer). Amen
can Standard plumbing fix
turea. Progress lighting fix
hires. Lenox baseboard heat-
ing and many other features.
Beach Haven
Sales at 375
A Chtrenson-Carrol R*Um
BEACH HAVEN (FFB)
The popularity of Beach Ha-
ven Weat as a year 'round
community can be attested to
by the fact that mora than 160
families have purrhaied
homes here for delivery dur-
ing September and October.
These 160 salee, mad* since
the middle of July, have
brought sales at Beach Ha-
ven West, situated on Rt
72, just nine minutes from
Exit 63 of the Garden State
Parkway here to 375 for the
1963 season.
According to co-developers
Jerome and Herbert Shapiro,
the families who have pur-
chased "second homes" or
“vacation homes” at the com-
munity, plan to keep them
open during the winter months
for weekends and winter vaca-
tions.
Included among the homes
shown at Beach Haven are the
Seasprxy, ■ contemporary
three-bedroom model with 12-
foot glass doors overlooking a
large family patio and the wa-
ter. The Sea spray fa available
f°r $6,590 with monthly pay-
ments of $52.32.
The Seabreeze is a larger
version of a three4>edroom
modern -sty lod home, ortmpicto
with utility room and carport,
on a lagoon lot. Its open, in-
formal styling fa particularly
adaptable for entertaining.
Advocate Survey Results
On Home Buying Reported
In a recent survey done by
Seton Hall University, Depart-
ment of Marketing, under the
direction of Dr. Marco A.
Baeia. it was found in answer
to the question "do you plan
to purchase ■ year ‘round home
m 1963 64"? the response was
8 2% said. yes. This represents
10,«M reader families of The
Advocate
This certainly proves that
there is a 'Home Buying' Mar-
ket that can be reached
through The Advocate.
A market that builders and
developer* are interested fa.
A ready -and - willing- to - buy
market.
This tremendous market is
served by The Advocate in Ber-
gen. Essex. Hudson, Morris,
Passaic. Sussex and Union
counties, which comprise the
Catholic dioceses of Newark and
Paterson, with a paid circu-
lation of over 126.000.
Other Study
Information
[Yearly, family Income before
taxes.
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Liturgical Week Told We Live
The Liturgy by Serving Others
PHILADELPHIA (NC)
Loving service o( other* is the
true fulfillment o( "living the
liturgy,” Rev. Godfrey Diek-
msfin, 0.5.8., told a 1963
North American Liturgical
Week audience here.
Addressing a general session
of the largest Liturgical Week
ever held. (13,000 attended)
the priest-editor of Worship
magazine said: "We who re-
ceive the sacraments must be-
come living embodiments of
the sacramental signs: living
signs that can be seen and un-
derstood, loving signs that at-
tract, because they con-
vincingly proclaim to a love-
starved world the irresistibly
attractive love-surrender of
Christ, until He comes.”
RELATING niS remarks to
the general convention theme.
"Tho Renewal of Christian
Education,” Father Diekmann
stated: " ‘Proclaiming the
death of the Lord’ by doing
and saying what Christ did
and said at the Last Supper is
the seed, the source, the sum-
mary of Christian catcchetics.
“Even if ... there had been
no Scriptures of the New Tes-
tament ... the central mys-
tery of our Faith would still
have been substantially pro-
claimed to the world by the
celebration of Holy Mass. .
Commenting on proposals
for the use of the vernacular
at Mass, Father Diekmann
laid:
“A proclamation is not
truly such unless it Is heard
and understood
...
If in a
language not understood and
in a tone of voice not audible.
It Is, objectively speaking,
mystification rather than a
proclamation.”
ASKED IN an interview
what he envisioned as the
ideal "Mass of the future,”
Father Diekmann said one
which would “reproduce the
Last Supper account, with all
the depth of love” which that
implies.
Throughout the centuries,
he continued, the Mass has be-
come somewhat formalized
and no longer has the impact
on people’s minds and hearts
that it is meant to have.
"Christ’s command. ‘Do this
in remembrance of Me.' was
not meant to refer just to the
words of consecration but to
the entire experience of the
Last Supper, particularly to
His command. Love one an-
other as I have loved you,’ " he
declared.
"We insist that it Is
the Mats that matters," Fa-
ther Diekmann continued, "but
if it doesn't matter enough to
us to make us charitable, then
it matters very little.
“If we sre the Body of
Christ, then we must make
manifest in our lives Christ s
redemptive will of love for all
mankind.” he emphasized,
"and in our loving concern for
other,, we ourselves will be
come more perfect.”
POPE PAUL VI sent a per-
sonal "message of greetings
and of encouragement” to the
Liturgical Week here. The
Pontiff noted that "the unity
for which Our Blessed Lord
prayed, and for which.. .Pope
John XXIII offered his life,
seems nearer to realization in
these days. particularly
through the work of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council,
ell.
"It can be promoted ... In
two ways: by attracting men's
minds and hearts to the tress-
ures of Holy Scripture,
which contain the very word
of God, snd of the liturgy
which communicates that
word snd the saving graces of
Christ thus contributing to
the renewal of the whole
Church proposed by the coun-
cil: znd by showing forth to
those separated from this
Holy See the beauty of the
Church, beloved spouse of
Christ, in her worship of Him
snd her praise of His Name—-
so that their admiration of her
outward splendor may draw
them to examine the beauty
within."
OFFERTORY PROCESSION-All persons who wished to receive Holy Communion at the
Masses during the Liturgical Week were asked to plot, a host In the ciboria prepaid
at various locationsthroughoutPhiladelphia's Convention Hall. These clborla were then
brought ta the altar at the Offertory. The men can be seen here carrying several ciboria
on large silver tray, to the altar. Two of the
men ore seen returning from the altar.
At CWV Convention
Scores Concern
For Atheists
MLAMI BEACH (NC) - A
state supremo court justice
charged here that there hat
been too much “concern for
an atheistic minority that
seeks to expunge from all pub-
lic pronouncement any refer-
ence to a Supreme Being."
Justice Edward T. McCaf-
frey of the New York State
Supremo Court told tho con
ventkm of the Catholic War
Veterans that this nation’s re-
ligious heritage ‘is being un-
dermined by "inroads of
atheistic thought."
OBVIOUSLY refrmng to tho
US. Supreme Court decision
Juno 17 outlawing Bible read-
ing and recitation of the Lord's
Prayer in public schools. Jus-
tice McCaffrey said: "Every
school child has been told that
our forefathers acknowledged
God as the source of authority
Our corns bear the proud
motto ’ln God we trust' ” Our
national anthem mentions the
deity. The laws of tho land re-
quire oaths with the hand on
the Bible.”
"We have been insistent,”
he continued, "that priest, min-
ister and rabbi chaplains
minister to the needs of our
•ons and daughters when in
the service. No session of Con-
gress opens without recital of
prayer. Threading tho course
of our entire history has been
the guidance, the conaolatian
snd the constructive impact of
religion on our daily lives
"How then the coocern for
an atheistic minority that
seeks to expunge from all pub-
lic pronouncement any refer-
ence to a Supreme Being? If
the rights of such minority are
to be sedulously observed,
what about the rights of each
of the religious minorities, no
one of which can claim to be
a dominant majority? Are the
rights of only certain minor-
ities to be protected?” ’
In resolutions adopted at the
convention, the CWV urged
adoption of a constitutional
amendment permitting prayer
in public schools, support of
continued interest in commun-
ist-controlled Cuba and support
of President Kennedy's civil
righto program.
Walter Hyle Jr. of Toweon.
Md., was elected new national
commander of the CWV. Irene
Hetmigan of Baltimore was
elected president of tfie or-
ganisation's ladles’ auxiliary
Holy Name Men Are Urged
To Meet Current Challenges
BUFFALO (NC) - Franck
Cardinal Spellman of New
York told thousands of Holy
Name men meeting here that
they have a responsibility In
the work of Christian unity
and exhorted them to be in
the vanguard of the battle for
•octal and Interracial justice.
THE CARDINAL addressed
more than 10.000 persons *t
a holy hour and candlelight
ceremony in War Memorial
Stadium a* part of the Holy
Namo Society convention.
Declaring that Christian un-
ity la the work of the Church,
he added: "It is not for the
Pope alone to accomplish it.
nor tor the Fathers of the
council, nor for the priests
and nuns and Brothers It Ls
for all the members of
Christ’s Church.”
"R is in fact no exaggera-
tion to say that ours ls pre-
eminently the age of the lay-
man in the Church,” he as-
serted. adding -Many in the
world await the menage of
Christ our Savior and you
are charged to be His mes-
sengers.”
The Cardinal continued:
“Do not be afraid to enter
the very front lines of the bat-
tle, whether the struggle is to
save our society from the
clutches of communism, or to
obtain justice for the working
man. or to help our Negro
brothers to achieve full citii-
eoship in our free society.”
"These are the tress," the
Cardinal stressed, "which be-
long in a very special way to
our laymen, whoae Uvea are
lived in the marketpUcaa of
the modern world and who,
far better than priest or re-
ligious, can carry on the
struggle for freedom and jus-
tice for all men.”
EARLIER, Sen. Thomas J.
Dodd of Connecticut cautioned
convention delegates not to be
in too much of a hurry to
give blanket approval to the
nuclear test ban treaty.
He said be does not aea the
treaty as "a great sign” that
hostility between East and
West is easing, but said:
"Hopefully. R could be a
sign that the Soviets want to
eliminate nuclear warfare
from the cold war, just as
poison gas was eliminated
from wars. This would
imply no lessening of com-
munist intentions to sub-
jugate snd enslave the West.”
Noting that be is a member
of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, which ls
holding hearings on the
treaty, he said, be is waiting
until all the testimony Is in.
snd urged the men "not
to pressure your elected rep-
resentatives one way or the
other” until the hearings are
completed.
ANOTHER SPEAKER was
Bishop Dougherty, president of
Sc ton Hall University, who told
delegates that Pope John
XXIII wanted Catholics to
come to an understanding of
what the doctrines of the
Church mean.
"He wanted the man in the
street, not just the monk in
the monastery,-to understand
what the doctrines mean to
him. In other words he
wanted us to stop mouthing
doctrines and start living
them" he said.
Delegates to the convention
called for the support of the
rights of all citizens regardless
of race in a resolution at the
closing business session.
Other resolutions condemned
the play “Der Stellvertreter”
(The Vicar), by German play-
wright Rolf Hochhuth, stating
that it maligns Pope Pius XII,
and urged participation In
the Eastern Rite Divine
Liturgy (Mass) and services
st least one day a year.
President Kennedy said in a
telegram to the convention that
“now more than ever before
this nation needs your active
support of the fundamental
moral, constitutional principles
of liberty and human justice
for all.”
The convention concluded
with a 44 hour parade.
Rev Denis B McCarthy.
OP, of New York, national di-
rector of the society told dele-
gates that the convention here
marked the end of the society's
pattern of national meetings
He said future emphasis will
be on regional meetings.
Catholic Sociologists Study
Altitudes Toward Minorities
LOS ANGELES, Cal. (RNS)
Studies of race relations
and discrimination highlighted
the 25th annual convention of
the American Catholic So-
ciological Society here.
More than 39 subjects deal-
ing with Catholic aspects of
sociology were covered. They
included the location of urban
parishes, the staffing of Catho-
lic institutions of higher learn-
ing, and the value of sociology
as a science.
Brother D. Augustine, F.S.C.,
of LaSalle College, Philadel-
phia, delivered a paper on
racial attitudes in a changing
neighborhood, in which he
stated that interviews showed
“friendly and cooperative re-
lationships can and do devel-
op" between races.
However, he said his survey
found one-fourth of the white
respondents "definitely un-
friendly" to Negroes. Negro
reaction, he said, “is mostly
against the hostile behavior of
whites, while the whites’
(reactions) arc more general-
ly simply mental attitudes
not based on personal injury
to themselves "
Negroes wanted a "quota"
population in the area, but
whites were less eager for
one, said Brother Augustine.
Prof. Donald N. Barrett of
the University of Notre Dame
said there was "extensive dis-
crimination against the Span
isb speaking" in the V S He
claimed that studies show the
Spanish speaking "pay more
for less adequate housing than
Anglo or non-white,” and that
this probably implies discrim-
ination.
A paper by Rev. John B.
Sacchetti of the Parrocchia
Madonna di Pompei, Mon-
treal, showed that some 150,-
000 Italians living in Montreal,
tend to look with more favor
and ambition toward the “an-
glicized” Canadians than to-
ward the French-Canadians.
The reasons, it added, were
at least three: that for most
Italian immigrants, Canada is
"America”; that the Italians
realize that the economic sta-
tus of the English-speaking
people is superior to that of
the French-speaking people,
and that for various reasons
the Italians look down upon
French-Canadians.
Rev. Paul Faccy, S.J., Holy
Cross College, succeeded John
Hughes of Villanova Universi-
ty as president.
University Directors
To Hold Meeting
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Some 50 heads of Catholic uni-
versities from various coun-
tries will attend the triennial
meeting here Sept. 1-7 of the
International Federation of
Catholic Universities.
The meeting will be the fed-
eration's first in the U S. and
will take place at the Catholic
University of America. Tho
university's rector, Msgr.
William J. McDonald, federa-
tion president, will preside
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"THI FRIiNDIY FAMILY
•hoi srour
... Featuring , , ,
* Buster Brown
* Glamour Dobs
* Golos
* U S Reds
* Pedwlns
200 Main St,, Hacfcatuock
Diamond 2-4297
Open leery Night, l«cegt Saturday
■^iwprrsas?"
fr
a*
.
. V*
C A*
£ V«* maSsu
EVERYTHING IS PRICED RIGHT AT SHOP-RITE
MORE MEATFOR LESS AT SHOP-RITE!
READY-TO-EAT
Yoo'H find momy saving
vatuvs in•wry
"
Dspoilmsntat Shop-Uttl,
Why Pay More?
Tip Top or Libby Froicn
FRUIT
DRINKS
o*eef9 (Wry hf«W'f
I*SfAv i 4 liMt 4 &«oprbadt
• & 0- »yt «W I »
12 1 —. , Turkey *. 99<
ir tv GroundBeef 45* .«*
GroundChuck . 65* ChickenBreasts » 55*
MMMATiggi MR——- <»-
aA . lit/oleon
T —■»*< Uwi
Icecream
“
s«* Round Ground s 89( £kkmnWi " 9 * ‘ 29<
Roasters ruee* * 39* ChickenLivers * 69*
SMOKED sis
_ __
cum* slices
HAMS
n mint ii. j«ui
Veal Steaks 89*
Full Cut SHANK HALF
39:
Shop-Rite Froicn
hrn P«ji 6 C0..0il M « •»« .
GREEN
BEANS
knnti Cut
7 *1
CHUCK STEAK-39lb.
Rib Steaks s 69*
Gr 4 ter 1-- -* |r«|
Shoulder Steaks * 99*
SHRIMP
60-70 Court
b. J-fc bo.ChuckRoast m. k 69*
CaliforniaRoast *. 59* 59‘ s2s9
Cvllalae
Beef Cubes i
__
26-10 Coui. jumtw Newoort Roast * *99*
lb }.b boi
qq< srtso S^?JS
b* ‘ 49
7 ' Chicken Wings b 29*
OriM Julco 39*
Potato Salad 19* RIB ROAST&Z - 65OC.6 03 Cut lb.
Shop-Rite
Wh.lt Y»Jlo« o*
Crmbtnolton Skffi
AMERICAN
CHEESE
49*
s.l9*
CannedHam Si'J"
All Meat or All Beet
SHOP-RITE FOR FRESH FRL ITS & I Ef.ET iIiES:
GOLDEN CORN°- 10.29
ITALIAN PRUNES~ 2.29
BARTLETT PEARS 2.35
kikrytiiiiMQ’s priced kk.ht.itsiiop-kite:
COFFEE SALE *SMBe« *59-
HAYDU
FRANKS
2 89
PEANUT BUTTER - 39-
GREEN GIANT «■“» 2 - 29*
SOS SOAP PADS 3» sl
Krtdt Sotod Dr ruing
Tomatoes 4-’1 MiWlolMhinT »$i
- mfe"1''* h*-* nk- <** i *-'<'*"Fukd shop-KtoW 4 *•’ ■
Alka Soltsor «u 47* 8«*l Pineapple 3 - 85*
Sugar 5 fi,s9* Coffee »..»» * 77*
I
A
89
Reg. 8 3t Size
COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE
Foniily Sixe
TOMATO
SOUP
<lO 70<
■I Jg j/j
m
TThere s a Shop-Rite Near You Call ESsex 5-730
